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INTRODUZIONE 
 
L’evoluzione dei reattori nucleari negli ultimi anni è stata improntata al miglioramento delle 
prestazioni e dei costi unitari per kilowattora prodotto ma soprattutto al potenziamento dei sistemi di 
sicurezza (attivi e passivi) in grado di garantire un maggior grado di affidabilità anche in presenza di 
situazioni incidentali rilevanti. Tale approccio, che ha guidato la progettazione di reattori di cosiddetta 
terza generazione evolutiva (Gen III/III+), risulta quanto mai attuale alla luce del recente incidente 
nucleare di Fukushima, tanto da ispirare le future linee guida sulla sicurezza che emergeranno a valle 
della riflessione sulle lessons learned dell’incidente giapponese condotta a vari livelli in ambito 
internazionale.   
Nell’ottica di un progetto orientato all’ottimizzazione della sicurezza d’impianto, accanto all’impiego 
sempre più rilevante dei sistemi passivi, un ruolo di primo piano è senz’altro giocato dall’insieme dei 
sistemi automatici che consentono le funzioni di supervisione, controllo e protezione, fornendo a 
operatori e tecnici, istante per istante, le informazioni complessive e di dettaglio sullo stato di 
funzionamento dell’impianto nucleare e intervenendo nei casi di malfunzionamento o guasto secondo 
le procedure di sicurezza previste.  
Tali sistemi di supervisione, controllo e protezione, oltre a essere vitali per la sicurezza dell’impianto 
rappresentano una risorsa fondamentale a garanzia delle prestazioni dell’operatore, offrendo a 
quest’ultimo gli strumenti per ottimizzare il numero e i tempi dei suoi interventi in condizioni di 
funzionamento normale, e a protezione dello stesso, intervenendo in modo automatico a fronte di 
situazioni anomale o, in caso di errore umano, annullando o riducendo drasticamente i rischi per 
l’impianto e per l’ambiente circostante. 
Il progetto generale dei sistemi di controllo e della componentistica associata deve dunque soddisfare 
contemporaneamente i requisiti imposti dalle specifiche di processo, di sicurezza e di operatività. 
Tipicamente i sistemi di controllo ricadono nella categoria più ampia dell’I&C (Instrumentation and 
Control systems), la quale comprende dispositivi e apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche come 
sensori e trasduttori (che trasformano i segnali rilevati in segnali elettrici), controllori programmabili 
(che processano tali segnali e guidano gli attuatori) e sistemi di supervisione (pannelli di controllo, 
allarmi, sistemi avanzati di visione, sistemi di supporto alle decisioni). 
Tali sistemi, sulla base dei dati rilevati e misurati sono in grado di fornire comandi automatici ai 
sistemi d’impianto tali da garantire che i parametri del processo controllato siano mantenuti stabili 
all’interno dell’intervallo di sicurezza o di attuare azioni di protezione per ricondurli in detto intervallo.  
Normalmente, il controllo dell’operatore è assicurato dalla centralizzazione delle informazioni in sala 
di controllo principale e nelle sale di controllo satelliti.  
Ogni sottosistema I&C è tipicamente caratterizzato sulla base delle sue funzioni e del suo ruolo in 
termini di sicurezza e operatività. Normalmente, si impiega una classificazione in livelli o classi a 
seconda della rilevanza del sistema ai fini della sicurezza. Il livello 0 è quello di interfaccia con 
l’impianto e comprende sensori e dispositivi in grado di fornire dati provenienti da misure e 
processabili per il controllo, la sorveglianza e la protezione degli operatori in sala controllo. Il livello 1 
è quello di automazione e coinvolge tutti quei dispositivi e sottosistemi che garantiscono l’attuazione 
dei comandi nei confronti dei sistemi d’impianto (reattore, pressurizzatore, generatore di vapore, e così 
via).  Il livello 2, infine, comprende le funzioni di supervisione e monitoraggio e si avvale di 
dispositivi come workstation, schermi, palmari e così via per garantire all’operatore la migliore 
efficacia e il minor tempo di risposta. Tale livello, detto anche Man-Machine Interface (MMI), si 
occupa anche dell’interfaccia tra i vari livelli.      
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Poiché, dunque, i reattori evolutivi di terza generazione nascono prevalentemente per rispondere 
all’esigenza di incrementarne la sicurezza intrinseca, è quanto mai opportuno uno studio che abbia 
come obiettivo quello di fornire una conoscenza ragionata dei sistemi di controllo implementati dalle 
filiere oggi in commercio o in esercizio.  
Il presente lavoro, sviluppato dal gruppo del Prof. Stefano Di Gennaro del Centro di Eccellenza DEWS  
dell’Università degli Studi dell’Aquila, si concentra principalmente sui sistemi di controllo di livello 1, 
e si articola secondo tre deliverables.  
Il primo documento, Analisi della dinamica dei sistemi di supervisione, controllo e protezione in 
reattori ad acqua pressurizzata di generazione evolutiva, offre una presentazione dettagliata dei sistemi 
di supervisione, controllo e protezione per il circuito primario di reattori ad acqua in pressione di 
generazione III/III+. Dato il suo fondamentale ruolo di mantenimento della pressione del circuito 
primario all’interno di un intervallo specificato, tale studio si concentra in modo prevalente sul 
pressurizzatore, del quale sono studiate le specifiche progettuali e le caratteristiche funzionali, per 
esempio l’impianto idraulico termico, i collegamenti con il sistema di raffreddamento del reattore, la 
surge line, i controlli di livello dell’acqua e della pressione, i sensori di pressione. Sono inoltre 
descritte e analizzate, in virtù del loro ruolo fondamentale di coordinamento e supervisione dei segnali 
di controllo, la sala di controllo principale e le sale di controllo satelliti, in particolare per quanto 
riguarda i segnali dal/al circuito primario e, soprattutto, dal/al pressurizzatore. 
Il secondo documento, Studio comparativo di controllori per la supervisione, il controllo e la 
protezione in reattori ad acqua pressurizzata di generazione evolutiva, descrive la modellizzazione 
matematica del circuito primario del reattore allo scopo di individuare le proprietà dei controllori 
impiegati e valutarne le prestazioni, anche in risposta a perturbazioni esterne o interne. Il modello del 
circuito primario presentato offre una descrizione del comportamento dell’intero sistema nel dominio 
del tempo di tipo semplificato, ma sufficientemente accurata da cogliere la natura intrinsecamente non-
lineare, tempo-variante e a commutazione dell’impianto. A partire dal modello generale viene 
presentato un controllore dinamico del livello dell’acqua nel pressurizzatore e due controllori dinamici 
per la pressione del pressurizzatore.  
Tali modelli sono stati implementati nell’ambiente di simulazione Simulink, strumento di tipo general 
purpose universalmente impiegato per la modellistica, la simulazione e l’analisi di sistemi dinamici 
multi-dominio. L’impiego di un tale ambiente garantisce semplicità d’impiego e ottima affidabilità e 
versatilità.  
I controllori progettati garantiscono buone prestazioni, anche in presenza di incertezze e perturbazioni. 
La loro caratteristica a commutazione, che riflette la natura dinamica a commutazione del 
pressurizzatore, assicura migliori comportamenti durante i transitori. Di conseguenza, essi possono 
essere considerati come un’evoluzione e un miglioramento rispetto ai classici controllori PID 
(Proporzionale-Integrale-Derivativo), di solito implementati in azioni di controllo classiche. 
Il terzo documento, Studio delle prestazioni dei sistemi di controllo in presenza di guasti e/o incidenti 
di riferimento in reattori ad acqua pressurizzata di generazione evolutiva, presenta uno studio delle 
prestazioni dei sistemi di controllo in presenza di guasti e/o incidenti di riferimento nei reattori 
evolutivi ad acqua in pressione sulla base di un modello più accurato di un pressurizzatore per PWR. 
Come primo passo, si è scelto di implementare tale modello in linguaggio C++ e interfacciarlo con 
l’ambiente Simulink. Successivamente, si potrebbe prevedere di estendere tale studio a codici di 
sistema più avanzati, come RELAP5, che offrono una risoluzione maggiore in termini di variabili di 
impianto. 
Le prestazioni dei controllori per il livello dell’acqua e della pressione del pressurizzatore, 
precedentemente sviluppati, sono stati testati nel caso di una situazione incidentale tipica come il 
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turbine trip, causato dalla chiusura della valvola di arresto della turbina a causa di un guasto o 
malfunzionamento.  
Il lavoro svolto, oltre a fornire indicazioni indipendenti sulle prestazioni dei controllori oggi 
disponibili, può essere visto come un primo, importante passo nello sviluppo di un prototipo di 
simulatore ingegneristico in grado di simulare impianti evolutivi di terza generazione sia nelle 
condizioni di normale funzionamento sia in condizioni incidentali. La realizzazione di un tale 
simulatore, data la complessità legata al suo sviluppo e alla sua validazione, rappresenta 
necessariamente un progetto di lunga durata, che coinvolge specialisti di vari settori e di varia 
provenienza (enti di ricerca, università, industria) ma che una volta completato, potrà fornire 
fondamentali contributi alle valutazioni e analisi di sicurezza e all’addestramento di tecnici e 
ricercatori su impianti attualmente in operazione.  
L’ambiente di simulazione così sviluppato è stato fornito in versione prototipale all’UTFISST (Unità 
Tecnica Tecnologie e Impianti per la Fissione e la Gestione del Materiale Nucleare) dell’ENEA presso 
il Centro Ricerche Casaccia, per impiego come banco di prova per lo sviluppo ed il test di sistemi di 
controllo per reattori nucleari ad acqua in pressione di generazione evolutiva. 
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Abstract
In this deliverable the supervision, control, and protection systems for the primary
circuit of pressurized water reactors of evolutive generation are described and
analyzed. The main components of the primary circuit, the reactor, the pressurizer,
and the steam generators, are analyzed. More in particular, the pressurizer is treated
in more detail, due to its important role of maintaining the primary circuit pressure
within a specified range. The pressurizer design objectives, its main characteristics,
the thermal hydraulics, the connections to the reactor cooling system, the surge
line, the water level and pressure controls, the pressure sensors, etc., are studied.
Finally, the main control room and the satellite control rooms are described and
analyzed, in particular with respect to the signals from/to the primary circuit and,
mainly, from/to the pressurizer.

Riassunto
In questo lavoro sono descritti e analizzati i sistemi di supervisione, controllo e
protezione per il circuito primario di reattori ad acqua pressurizzata di generazione
evolutiva. Vengono analizzati i principali componenti del circuito primario, il
reattore, il pressurizzatore, e generatori di vapore. Più in particolare, il pressuriz-
zatore è trattato più in dettaglio, in considerazione del suo importante ruolo nel
mantenere la pressione del circuito primario all’interno di un intervallo specificato.
Vengono studiate le specifiche progettuali del pressurizzatore, le sue caratteristiche
principali, l’impianto idraulico termico, i collegamenti al sistema di raffreddamento
del reattore, la surge line, i controlli di livello dell’acqua e della pressione, i sensori
di pressione, etc. Infine la sala di controllo principale e le sale di controllo satelliti
sono descritte e analizzate, in particolare per quanto riguarda i segnali dal/al
circuito primario e, soprattutto, dal/al pressurizzatore.



1 Introduction

A nuclear power plant is an electric generating station with one or more reactors. Like all conventional

thermal power plants, it consists of a steam supply system that converts water into steam. The steam

drives a turbine, which in turn drives a generator, producing electricity.

In Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), such as the EPR power plant, ordinary light water is utilized

to remove the heat produced inside the reactor core by the nuclear fission phenomenon. This water also

slows down, or moderates, neutrons. Slowing down neutrons is necessary to sustain the nuclear reaction

The heat produced inside the reactor core is transferred to the turbine through the steam generators.

Only heat is exchanged between the reactor cooling circuit (primary circuit) and the steam circuit used

to feed the turbine (secondary circuit). No exchange of cooling water takes place.

The primary cooling water is pumped through the reactor core and the tubes inside the steam gener-

ators, in four parallel closed loops, by coolant pumps powered by electric motors. Each loop is equipped

with a steam generator and a coolant pump.

The reactor operating pressure and temperature are such that the cooling water does not boil in the

primary circuit but remains in the liquid state. A pressurizer, connected to one of the coolant loops, is

used to control the pressure in the primary circuit.

Feedwater entering the secondary side of the steam generators absorbs the heat transferred from the

primary side and evaporates to produce saturated steam. The steam is mechanically dried inside the

steam generators then delivered to the turbine. After exiting the turbine, the steam is condensed and

returned as feedwater to the steam generators. A generator, driven by the turbine, generates electricity.

Figure 2: A Pressurized Water Reactor scheme
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This work is focused on the supervision, control and protection of the primary circuit. The main

components of the primary circuit are the reactor, the pressurizer, and the steam generators. More in

particular, we will consider the pressurized whose main role, as it will be more widely explained in the

following section, is to maintain the primary pressure within a specified range.

For the reader’s convenience, in Table 1 the main abbreviations used in this deliverable are summa-

rized.

ACC accumulator AOO anticipated operational occur-
rence

AOP abnormal operating procedure

APWR advanced pressurized water re-
actor

BISI bypassed and inoperable status
indication

CCF common cause failure

CCW component cooling water CCWS component cooling water sys-
tem

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CFS condensate and feedwater sys-
tem

COL Combined License COM communication system

CPU central processing unit CRDM control rod drive mechanism CS containment spray
CS/RHR containment spray/residual heat

removal
CSS containment spray system C/V containment vessel

CVCS chemical and volume control
system

DAAC diverse automatic actuation cab-
inet

DAS diverse actuation system

DCD design control document DCS data communication system DHP diverse HSI panel
DNB departure from nucleate boiling ECCS emergency core cooling system EFW emergency feedwater
EFWS emergency feedwater system EOF emergency operations facility EOP emergency operating procedure
EPG emergency procedure guideline ERDS emergency response data sys-

tem
ESF engineered safety features

ESFAS engineered safety features actu-
ation system

ESWS essential service water system GDC General Design Criteria

GTG gas turbine generator HEPA high–efficiency particulate air HFE human factors engineering
HSI human–system interface HSIS human–system interface system HVAC heating, ventilation, and air con-

ditioning
I&C instrumentation and control IEEE Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers
LDP large display panel

LOCA loss–of–coolant accident LOOP loss of offsite power MCR main control room
MELTAC Mitsubishi Electric Total Ad-

vanced Controller
MFW main feedwater MOV motor operated valve

MSS main steam supply system NIS nuclear instrumentation system NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission

NUREG NRC Technical Report Designation
(Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion)

OC operator console PA postulated accident

PAM post accident monitoring PCMS plant control and monitoring
system

PRA probabilistic risk assessment

PSMS protection and safety monitor-
ing system

QA quality assurance RCP reactor coolant pump

RCS reactor coolant system RG Regulatory Guide RHR residual heat removal
RHRS residual heat removal system RMS radiation monitoring system RPS reactor protection system
RSC remote shutdown console RSR remote shutdown room RT reactor trip
RTB reactor trip breaker RTP rated thermal power RV reactor vessel
SBLOCA small break loss–of–coolant ac-

cident
SG steam generator SGTR steam generator tube rapture

SLS safety logic system SPDS safety parameter display system SRP Standard Review Plan
SSA signal selection algorithm Tavg average temperature TSC technical support center
UHS ultimate heat sink UPS uninterruptible power supply V&V verification and validation
VDU visual display unit

Table 1: Acronyms and abbreviations list
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2 The main components of a pressurized water reactor

In this section we briefly describe the principal components of the primary circuit of a PWR. To this aim,

we will refer to the European Pressurized water Reactor (EPR). The main components of the EPR are

described in [58]. The primary components and the loop arrangement, see Fig. 3, are very close to those

of operating plants. Some changes have been introduced

1. to improve the economy of the project;

2. to better satisfy utility needs regarding operation and maintenance;

3. to comply with new recommendations from the Franco–German Safety Authorities.

Figure 3: EPR main primary components

The main components feature an increase in size compared to existing designs. This provides longer

grace periods in a number of transients and postulated accident sequences.

The larger water inventory in the reactor pressure vessel between reactor coolant loops and the top

of the core provides a longer grace period in Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) sequences and under

shutdown conditions, in particular during mid–loop operation.
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Enlarging the pressurizer volume provides benefits regarding smoothening transients and reduction

of reactor trip probability. Under Anticipated Transient Without (reactor) Trip (ATWT) conditions, the

large pressurizer volume reduces the pressure transient. A larger pressurizer volume enables a better

staggering of pressure and water level limits, so that countermeasures actuated by one set–point are more

effective.

Increasing the steam generator volume on the secondary side is beneficial with regard to steam gen-

erator tube rupture scenarios by extending the time when the affected steam generator is filled up by

coolant transfer from primary to secondary side.

Furthermore, the dry out time in case of a loss of all feedwater supply is now significantly longer

than 30 min, thus giving ample time for appropriate countermeasures.

The steam generator tube rupture as well as the other accidental transients will be dealt with a phys-

ical state oriented approach which minimizes the risk of operator error.

2.1 Primary components

2.1.1 Reactor pressure vessel

The Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV, see Fig. 4) is designed for a 241 17 × 17 fuel assembly core and a

lifetime of 60 years. The material is the standard Mn–Mo–Ni alloy but with a more stringent specification

as far as impurities are concerned, to have a higher beginning of life toughness.

Figure 4: EPR reactor pressure vessel and RPV internals

The target for the core shell fluence after 60 years is 1019 n cm−2 to conservatively meet the RTNDT
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end of life1 specified at 30◦C. This design objective meets the request of the Safety Authorities to have a

low fluence.

This is achieved by a large downcomer between the reactor vessel coreshell and the core barrel.

The RPV upper part is made of a nozzle shell and a flange machined from one single forging. The

inner diameter of the flange is machined to form the ledge supporting the internal structures of the

reactor (internals and core). The flange contains threaded holes for the closure studs, and its top surface

is cladded with stainless steel, machined to provide a surface suitable for metal ring seals.

The nozzle shell has eight penetrations for the main coolant nozzles. At its lower end the nozzle shell

is tapered to allow the nozzle/core shell weld to be made in a region of uniform thickness. The nozzles

are separate forgings, welded onto the vessel according to a set-on design.

The nozzles are located as high as practicable above the core top in order to increase the hydrostatic

pressure for reflooding, to maximize the water inventory above the core. The RPV rests on a support

ring through support pads located underneath the nozzles. Radial expansion is free. As there is a need to

prevent the vessel uplifting in an unacceptable manner in the event of a postulated severe accident, the

support hardware is double–acting.

The RPV lower part is made of two core shells, a transition ring and the lower head dome. Radial

guides are welded on the inside surface of the transition ring to center the lower internals and ensure the

secondary support function of the internals.

The in–core instrumentation is top mounted. There is no penetration through the main body of the

vessel below the main nozzles.

The closure head consists of two pieces welded to each other

1. The head flange is a ring forging with holes for the closure studs;

2. The dome head is a part–spherical form forged piece penetrated by adaptors for control rod

drives, instrumentations, and the vent pipe.

The Control Rod Drive Mechanisms (CRDMs) are flanged to the adaptors and easily removable. The

same principles are used for the instrumentation adaptors.

2.2 Reactor internals

The Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals (RPVI) consist of two substructures (see Fig. 4)

1. The lower internals, which support the fuel assemblies from underneath. The core barrel flange

at the upper end of the core barrel rests on a ledge machined from the RPV flange. The core

support plate, on which the fuel assemblies are directly resting, is a thick perforated forging

welded to the core barrel.
1RTNDT is the reference temperature for a reactor vessel material, under any conditions. For the reactor vessel beltline

materials, RTNDT must account for the effects of neutron radiation.
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The space between the polygonal outside shape of the core and the cylindrical inner surface

of the core barrel is filled with a stainless steel structure to reduce the fast neutron leakage

and to flatten the power distribution. This structure is called the heavy reflector (Fig. 5) and is

an innovative feature, aimed at savings on fuel costs (3–5%). It contributes also to lower the

vessel fluence.

The heavy reflector is made of thick forged plates stacked upon each other and keyed together

and resting on the core support plate. There are no bolt or weld close to the core and submitted

to a high fluence. The gamma heat generated inside the heavy reflector is taken away by small

cooling channels patterned to limit the inside temperature of the material.

Figure 5: EPR heavy reflector

2. The upper internals, which preload the fuel assemblies from the top. Their function is also to

guide the control rods and the instrumentation (thermocouples and in-core). The main parts

are the forged upper support plate, the upper core plate and support columns connecting the

two together. The support columns house the Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCA) guides

which are inserted inside the column and are removable. The upper and lower internals are

aligned together and to the vessel head and body by a set of pins and preloaded by a hold down

spring when the vessel is closed.

2.3 Steam generator

The European pressurized water reactor (EPR) steam generator (Fig. 6) encompasses the following main

features
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Figure 6: EPR steam generator

1. Axial economizer (Fig. 7). The benefit of the economizer is to increase the steam pressure

increase at a low cost when compared with a boiler type SG with the same tube surface. It

has no impact on the plant operating modes and the economizer is a purely internal system to

the SG. The axial economizer principle consists primarily in directing all the feedwater to the

cold leg of the tube bundle and 90% of the recirculated water to the hot leg of the tube bundle.

This is practically ensured by adding to the standard boiler design a wrapper in the cold leg of

the downcomer to guide the feedwater to the cold leg of the tube bundle, and a partition plate

(up to the sixth support plate) to separate the cold leg and the hot leg of the tube bundle. More-

over and in conjunction with the two above modifications, the internal feedwater distribution

system (J–tubes) of the steam generator covers only the 180◦ of the wrapper.

This design enhances the heat exchange efficiency and increases by 3 bars the steam pressure

output, as compared to a standard steam generator with the same heat exchange surface.

The axial preheater has several advantages over the cross flow preheater

7



a. there is no cross flow on the tubes and no vibration risks;

b. accessibility to the tube bundle for inspection and maintenance is not impaired.

Figure 7: Axial economizer steam generator principle

2. Tube bundle geometry. The tube diameter is 19.05(O.D.), the triangular pitch is 27.43 mm.

19.05 is the international standard today and is a good compromise between compactness,

vibratory behavior and manufacturing.

3. Tube material. Both Incoloy 800 and Inconel 690 are alternate materials for

a. corrosion resistance of both materials is very good;

b. both have the same yield strength and the same conductivity. They can be inter-

changed without any consequence on the design of the tube bundle and the size of

the steam generator.

4. Separators technology. High efficiency separators have been developed and full scale tested

simultaneously with the economizer on the MEGEVE loop. Results were excellent, carry

under was too small to be measured, carry over very low.

5. Dryers arrangement. Dryers modules are arranged in the so called star arrangement. Benefit

is clearly to save about 1.2 m on the SG total height. There is no difference between this ar-

rangement and the standard two-stage system found more commonly as far as the total surface

of dryers is concerned.

6. Tube support plates. Intermediate support of the tubes is provided by stainless steel (13% Cr)

plates broached in a trefoiled scheme with flat contact surfaces with the tube (flat-land).
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7. Pressure boundary materials. The tube sheet and the bottom head are forged parts made of the

same grade of steel as the RPV, with two layers of cladding.

The mass of water on the secondary side for normal operating conditions is approximately

75 tons. This gives more thermal inertia to the steam generator and a longer dry-out time in

the event of a total loss of feedwater when compared to existing plant of same power level.

Although this is a major improvement from the operating and safety points of view, it does not

impact the technology of the steam generator. The extra amount of water volume is essentially

obtained by increasing the height of the steam drum and by stretching the risers which connect

the top of the tube bundle wrapper to the cyclones.

8. Supports. The steam generator is vertically supported by pinned–pinned columns bolted to a

ledge machined from the tube sheet plate or to brackets welded to the bottom head. It is guided

at the tube sheet elevation by guide plates or key/keyways assemblies. Rocking is prevented

by lateral supports located underneath the steam drum transition.

9. Maintainability and inspectability. The design minimizes the number of welds and optimizes

their geometry in order to facilitate inservice inspection. Measures have also been taken to

enhance inspectability and maintainability of the steam generator internals.

The pressurizer (Fig. 8) is of a conventional design but with enlarged free volume. To achieve a

lifetime of 60 years and the plant power flexibility requirements, two spray lines for normal operation

and one auxiliary spray line are completely separated from each other.

Figure 8: EPR pressurizer and its support
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Figure 9: The pressurizer

The spray lines are connected laterally to the upper cylindrical shell, and equipped with a spray

head each. The spray system delivers a permanent flow to minimize thermal transients upon valve fast

opening.

All pressure boundary parts, except the heater penetrations, are made of ferritic steel with two layers

of stainless steel cladding. The steel grade is the same as for the reactor pressure vessel. The penetrations

are in stainless steel.

The pressurizer is supported by three brackets integrally welded on the cylindrical shell in its lower

part (Fig. 8). The brackets rest on the supporting floor by means of an intermediate supporting structure

which allows free radial thermal expansion.

These supports block horizontal vessel displacements. Eight radial stops fixed on the civil work at

an upper level insure vessel stability during accident conditions. These upper lateral supports allow free

thermal expansion of the vessel.

In November 29, 2010, the EPR nuclear power plant under construction at the Olkiluoto site in

Finland has taken a major step in the assembly of the primary circuit major components. After the

reactor vessel, its head and the reactor coolant pumps, the pressurizer has been successfully introduced

into the reactor building and placed in its final location.
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Figure 10: EPR–J.I. pump

The role of the pressurizer is to regulate (create and maintain) the water pressure in the reactor coolant

system, at a level designed to prevent the primary cooling water from reaching the boiling point.

This nuclear reactor key component consists of a steel cylindrical tank. It is connected to the hot leg

of one of the four loops of the primary circuit and equipped with electric heaters enabling water pressure

adjustment in the reactor coolant system.

Pressurizing the coolant system at 155 bar keeps the water in the liquid state and maximizes the

efficiency of heat exchange.

The EPR pressurizer sizes are

– Weight of 150 metric tons;

– Height of more than 14 meters;

– Diameter of nearly 3 meters.

2.4 Reactor coolant pumps

Framatome-Jeumont Industrie (Fig. 10) and KSB are the suppliers of the reactor coolant pumps for the

EPR. The pumps will be based on the design already operating in France and Germany. The reactor

coolant pumps are equipped with a standstill seal in order to assure leak-tightness along the shaft seal,

should the normal shaft seals fail.
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2.5 Main coolant lines

The main coolant lines are made of low carbon stainless steel. Each leg is forged in one piece including

the elbows which are induction bent. The loop layout (Fig. 11) is also compatible with cladded ferritic

steel main coolant lines.

The break preclusion concept is applied. Credit is taken for the high quality of design, construction

and surveillance measures, to exclude a catastrophic failure of the main coolant line with regard to its

possible mechanical effects.

Double–ended guillotine breaks of the main coolant line are still assumed for the design of the emer-

gency core cooling system and the containment.

Figure 11: EPR loop layout–plan view
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3 The pressurizer in a pressurized water reactor nuclear
power plant

The pressurizer is the component in the reactor coolant system which provides a means of controlling the

system pressure. Pressure is controlled by the use of electrical heaters, pressurizer spray, power operated

relief valves, and safety valves.

It is equipped with

• Three nozzles connected to the pressure relief valves;

• One nozzle connected to the dedicated bleed valve line;

• The first three nozzles are each equipped with a scoop inside the pressurizer in order to maintain a

water seal below each valve seat;

• A manhole providing access inside the pressurizer;

• A vent nozzle.

The forged cylindrical shell consists of three sections. It is equipped with

• Upper (steam phase) instrument nozzles;

• Lateral bracket supports;

The pressurizer operates with a mixture of steam and water in equilibrium. If pressure starts to de-

viate from the desired value, the various components will actuate to bring pressure back to the normal

operating point. The cause of the pressure deviation is normally associated with a change in the temper-

ature of the reactor coolant system. If reactor coolant system temperature starts to increase, the density

of the reactor coolant will decrease, and the water will take up more space. Since the pressurizer is

connected to the reactor coolant system via the surge line, the water will expand up into the pressurizer.

This will cause the steam in the top of the pressurizer to be compressed, and therefore, the pressure to

increase.

The opposite effect will occur if the reactor coolant system temperature decreases. The water will

become more dense, and will occupy less space. The level in the pressurizer will decrease, which will

cause a pressure decrease. For a pressure increase or decrease, the pressurizer will operate to bring

pressure back to normal.
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Figure 12: Cutaway view of a pressurizer

For example, if pressure starts to increase above the desired setpoint, the spray line will allow rel-

atively cold water from the discharge of the reactor coolant pump to be sprayed into the steam space.

The cold water will condense the steam into water, which will reduce pressure (due to the fact that steam

takes up about six times more space than the same mass of water). If pressure continues to increase, the

pressurizer relief valves will open and dump steam to the pressurizer relief tank. If this does not relieve

pressure, the safety valves will lift, also discharging to the pressurizer relief tank.

If pressure starts to decrease, the electrical heaters will be energized to boil more water into steam,

and therefore increase pressure. If pressure continues to decrease, and reaches a predetermined setpoint,

the reactor protection system will trip the reactor. The pressurizer relief tank is a large tank containing

water with a nitrogen atmosphere. The water is there to condense any steam discharged by the safety
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or relief valves. Since the reactor coolant system contains hydrogen, the nitrogen atmosphere is used to

prevent the hydrogen from existing in a potentially explosive environment.

The lateral spray system consists of three separate nozzles welded laterally near the top of the upper

cylindrical shell

• Two nozzles for the main spray lines (connected to two cold legs);

• One nozzle for the auxiliary spray line, connected to the RCV (Reactor Coolant Volume) [CVCS]).

The three spray nozzles have integral welded thermal sleeves. Each thermal sleeve is extended by a

lance. The end of each lance holds a spray box with screwed spray heads which inject spray flow into the

pressurizer steam space. The lower hemispherical head is a hot–formed single-piece unit. It is equipped

with

• Axial surge line nozzle;

• Lower (water phase) instrument nozzles;

• Heater sleeves equipped with connecting flanges.

A screen installed at the surge line nozzle in the bottom head which prevents the passage of loose

parts from the pressurizer to the reactor coolant pipework. The pressurizer is equipped with 116 heater

rods, including 8 spare heaters, arranged vertically, inserted into the heater sleeves. There are no spare

sleeves without heaters. The heaters are mounted using flanged connections for easy replacement. They

are similar in manufacture to spare heaters currently produced for existing plants.

The heater flanged connections are comprised of the following parts

• Heater sleeves, welded to the inner cladding of the bottom head after the final post weld heat

treatment of the pressurizer;

• Open flanges of austenitic stainless steel with threaded holes (replaceable);

• Slip–on flanges (upper flange) of austenitic stainless steel, installed prior to welding the heater

sleeves;

• Heater flange attachments, welded on the heater sheath, containing grooves for O–ring seal;

• Metal O–ring seals;

• Slip–on flanges (lower flange) of austenitic stainless steel;

• Studs and nuts.

Two areas are free of heater penetrations, these being the central area around the surge line nozzle

and the area located above the surge line routing. This allows access to the heaters for maintenance and

replacement. The pressurizer has thermal insulation on the outside surface.
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The major secondary systems of a pressurized water reactor are the main steam system and the

condensate/feedwater system. Since the primary and secondary systems are physically separated from

each other (by the steam generator tubes), the secondary system will contain little or no radioactive

material. The main steam system starts at the outlet of the steam generator. The steam is routed to

the high pressure main turbine. After passing through the high pressure turbine, the steam is piped to

the moisture separator/reheaters (MSRs). In the MSRs, the steam is dried with moisture separators and

reheated using other steam as a heat source. From the MSRs, the steam goes to the low pressure turbines.

After passing through the low pressure turbines, the steam goes to the main condenser, which is operated

at a vacuum to allow for the greatest removal of energy by the low pressure turbines. The steam is

condensed into water by the flow of circulating water through the condenser tubes.

At this point, the condensate/feedwater system starts. The condensed steam collects in the hotwell

area of the main condenser. The condensate pumps take a suction on the hotwell to increase the pressure

of the water. The condensate then passes through a cleanup system to remove any impurities in the water.

This is necessary because the steam generator acts as a concentrator. If the impurities are not removed,

they will be left in the steam generator after the steam forming process, and this could reduce the heat

transfer capability of the steam generator and/or damage the steam generator tubes. The condensate then

passes through some low pressure feedwater heaters. The temperature of the condensate is increased in

the heaters by using steam from the low pressure turbine (extraction steam). The condensate flow then

enters the suction of the main feedwater pumps, which increases the pressure of the water high enough

to enter the steam generator. The feedwater now passes through a set of high pressure feedwater heaters,

which are heated by extraction steam from the high pressure turbine (heating the feedwater helps to

increase the efficiency of the plant). The flow rate of the feedwater is controlled as it enters the steam

generators.

The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is a major support system for the reactor coolant

system. Some of the functions of the system are to:

• Purify the reactor coolant system using filters and demineralizers;

• Add and remove boron as necessary;

• Maintain the level of the pressurizer at the desired setpoint.

Purify the reactor coolant system using filters and demineralizers, Add and remove boron as neces-

sary, and Maintain the level of the pressurizer at the desired setpoint. A small amount of water (about

75 gpm) is continuously routed through the chemical and volume control system (called letdown). This

provides a continuous cleanup of the reactor coolant system which maintains the purity of the coolant

and helps to minimize the amount of radioactive material in the coolant.

The reactor coolant pump seals prevent the leakage of primary coolant to the containment atmo-

sphere. The chemical and volume control system provides seal injection to keep the seals cool and
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provide lubrication for the seals. This water has been cooled by the heat exchangers and cleaned by the

filters and demineralizers. There is also a path (not shown) to route the letdown flow to the radioactive

waste system for processing and/or disposal.

During normal operation, the heat produced by the fission process is removed by the reactor coolant

and transferred to the secondary coolant in the steam generators. Here, the secondary coolant is boiled

into steam and sent to the main turbine.

Even after the reactor has been shutdown, there is a significant amount of heat produced by the

decay of fission products (decay heat). The amount of heat produced by decay heat is sufficient to cause

fuel damage if not removed. Therefore, systems must be designed and installed in the plant to remove

the decay from the core and transfer that heat to the environment, even in a shutdown plant condition.

Also, if it is desired to perform maintenance on reactor coolant system components, the temperature

and pressure of the reactor coolant system must be reduced low enough to allow personnel access to

the equipment. The auxiliary feedwater system and the steam dump system (turbine bypass valves) work

together to allow the operators to remove the decay heat from the reactor. The auxiliary feedwater system

pumps water from the condensate storage tank to the steam generators. This water is allowed to boil to

make steam. The steam can then be dumped to the main condenser through the steam dump valves. The

circulating water will then condense the steam and take the heat to the environment.

If the steam dump system is not available (for example, no circulating water for the main condenser),

the steam can be dumped directly to the atmosphere through the atmospheric relief valves. By using

either method of steam removal, the heat is being removed from the reactor coolant system, and the

temperature of the reactor coolant system can be reduced to the desired level.

At some point, the decay heat being produced will not be sufficient to generate enough steam in the

steam generators to continue the cooldown. When the reactor coolant system pressure and temperature

have been reduced to within the operational limits, the Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) will be

used to continue the cooldown by removing heat from the core and transferring it to the environment.

This is accomplished by routing some of the reactor coolant through the residual heat removal system

heat exchanger, which is cooled by the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS). The heat removed

by the component cooling water system is then transferred to the service water system in the component

cooling water heat exchanger. The heat picked up by the service water system will be transferred directly

to the environment from the service water system. The residual heat removal system can be used to

cool the plant down to a low enough temperature that personnel can perform any maintenance functions,

including refueling.

3.1 Operating conditions and interfaces

The operating functions of the pressurizer and its associated equipment are

• RCP (Reactor Coolant Pressure) [RCS (Reactor Coolant System)] pressure boundary function as
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a part of the reactor coolant system and the second barrier;

• RCP [RCS] volume control (coolant expansion vessel of the RCP [RCS]);

• RCP [RCS] pressure control, overpressure protection and depressurization functions.

These functions are provided by

• Presence of water and steam phases in the pressurizer vessel;

• Normal and auxiliary spray systems;

• Heaters;

• Pressurizer pressure relief valves.

The interfaces providing these functions are

• Interface with the RCP [RCS] hot leg: the pressurizer is connected to hot leg of the RCP [RCS]

through the surge line. This connection allows continuous adjustment of the volume and pressure

between the reactor coolant system and the pressurizer;

• Interface with the reactor coolant system cold legs: Two main spray nozzles are connected to two

spray lines from two cold legs of the reactor coolant system. One of the cold legs belongs to

the same reactor coolant system loop as the one connected to the surge line. The spray water is

injected into the steam volume as fine droplets, creating an instantaneous condensing surface;

• Interface with the RCV [CVCS]: an auxiliary spray pipeline is connected to the RCV [CVCS].

The auxiliary spray water has a much lower temperature than the normal spray water;

• Interface with the pressurizer relief tank: three nozzles are connected to the pressurizer relief

valves which discharge into the pressurizer relief tank and into the reactor building if the pressur-

izer relief tank rupture disc fails. An additional nozzle is connected to the dedicated bleed line in

the event of a severe accident.

3.2 Design principles and objectives

The design objectives and main characteristics of the pressurizer are as follows

• Reliable operation and suitability for all operating conditions and loading, by choosing an appro-

priate structural design which minimizes as far as possible the stress levels and the stress distribu-

tion;

• Reduced fatigue in all loaded points for the EPR requirement of 60 years design life;

• Selection of acceptable and proven materials;

• Use of good manufacturing practice, following industrial techniques used by traditional manufac-

turers and complying with manufacturing and in–service inspection requirements;
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• Design which allow easy access for maintenance and in–service inspections;

• Design which reduces personnel radiation exposure.

3.2.1 Main characteristics

3.2.1.1 Surge line

The surge line is connected to the pressurizer via the surge line nozzle which is located vertically in

the centre of the bottom head.

This design limits the effects of excessive thermal loads on the nozzle under normal operations and

excursions. The surge nozzle is equipped with a thermal sleeve opened at the lower end to avoid the

accumulation of radioactive particles.

Loads resulting from thermal expansion of the pressurizer vessel are minimised by the short distance

between the nozzle and the lateral supports, the vertical position and the surge line route.

The axial location of the nozzle at the lowest point of the pressurizer helps continuous sweeping of

the pressurizer bottom area to avoid stagnant areas and the deposition of radioactive particles.

The surge line nozzle is made of ferritic forged steel, and provided with an austenitic safe end. The

welding metal used for the bimetallic weld is Inconel 52. The nozzle is clad with austenitic stainless

steel on all surfaces in contact with the primary coolant

3.2.1.2 Spray system

The spray system is located at the top of the pressurizer upper shell and comprises three spray noz-

zles:

• Two lines are connected to two of the reactor coolant system cold legs (one of these two loops

being the surge line loop) and provide the normal spray function in the pressurizer;

• One line is connected to the RCV [CVCS] system.

In order to protect the spray pipelines against excessive thermal loads and to reduce fatigue damage

as much as possible, the spray nozzles are fitted with thermal sleeves. Each spray lance is extended with

a water box equipped with screwed spray nozzles, which provide a fine droplet spray.

The distance between the spray nozzles and the area where spray fluid hits the pressurizer wall is

relatively large. The size of droplets is relatively small due to the choice of small spray nozzles and

ensures good heat transfer to the droplets before they reach the pressurizer wall. This design limits the

risk of thermal fatigue in the spray/pressurizer wall contact area.

The spray system and its component parts are easily accessible for inspection and maintenance. The

entire replacement of a spray lance with its spray nozzles can be carried out.
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3.2.1.3 Relief valve and dedicated bleed valve connections

Three nozzles are connected to the pressure relief valves. An additional nozzle is connected to the

dedicated line used in the event of a severe accident. They are located on the upper hemispherical head

of the pressurizer on which are also provided three taps for the safety valve pilots. The relief valves are

shielded from spray pipeline radiation by a concrete floor.

The sealing elements are an expanded graphite type gasket or some other proven seal.

The manway opening provides access to the interior of the pressurizer for inspection and mainte-

nance.

A small degassing tap is provided in the manway nozzle as a complement to the venting nozzle to

allow the complete removal of non–condensable gases.

Figure 13: Frontal and upper view of a pressurizer

3.2.2 Main dimensions

The main dimensions, characteristics, and nozzles connected to the pressurizer are listed in Tables 1

and 2.

3.2.3 Functional requirements

The functional requirements for the pressurizer are

• Design pressure: 17.6 MPa;

• Design temperature: 362◦C;
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Feature Value Unit
Internal volume at 20 ◦C 75 m3

Internal diameter measured at the ferritic wall 2820 mm
hline Spherical heads inside radius at the ferritic wall 1430 mm
Cylindrical shell thickness 140 mm
Upper head thickness 120 mm
Lower head thickness 120 mm
Cladding thickness 5 mm
Heaters sleeves thickness 3.6 mm
Cylindrical shell length 10740 mm
Pressure retaining body (internal) length 13103 mm
Total (overall) pressurizer length about 14400 mm

Table 2: The main dimensions and characteristics of pressurizer

Nozzles Quantity Diameter
Surge line nozzle internal diameter 1 325 mm
Safety valve nozzle internal diameter 3 132 mm
Normal spray line nominal diameter 2 DN 100 mm
Auxiliary spray line nominal diameter 1 DN 100 mm
Dedicated bleed valve nozzle 1 132 mm
Venting nozzle 1 66.9 mm
Manway diameter 1 533 mm
Number of heater sleeves 116 23 mm
Total weight: tare, as delivered 150000 kg
Total weight filled with water (hydrostatic test) 225000 kg

Table 3: Nozzles connected to the pressurizer

• RCP [RCS] volume control: The pressurizer volume is sufficient to meet the following require-

ments

� The volumes of water and steam combined are sufficient to meet the desired pressure re-

sponse caused by changes in RCP [RCS] system volume;

� The water volume is large enough to prevent the heaters being uncovered in PCC-2, PCC-3,

and PCC-4 conditions and at the same time large enough to accommodate coolant expansion

between 0% and 100% of the power level under PCC-1 conditions;

� The steam volume is large enough to accommodate overpressure protection requirements in

respect of the RCP [RCS] overpressure criteria in PCC–2 to PCC–4 conditions;

� Fluctuation in steam pressure during normal operation should avoid frequent actuation of the

pressure regulation devices;

� The pressurizer will not empty following reactor trip or turbine trip;

� The safety injection signal will not actuate during reactor trip or turbine trip.

• Pressuriser pressure regulation

� Three spray nozzles are located in the upper section (two separate nozzles for normal spray,

and one for auxiliary spray);
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� The heaters are located in the lower section of the pressurizer (water volume);

� Three nozzles for the relief valves connection and one for the dedicated bleed valves connec-

tion are located in the upper part of the pressurizer head (steam volume).

• Surge line requirements

� The surge line connects the pressurizer to a reactor coolant system hot leg;

� The surge line is connected vertically to the nozzle at the bottom of the pressurizer;

� The surge line differential pressure ∆P during overpressure transient conditions (rising flow)

is within the maximum allowable pressure loss;

� ∆P < 2 bar for an insurge of up to 2500 m3/h (from reactor coolant pump to PZR water

volume), and ∆P < 5 bar for an insurge of up to 5000 m3/h (from reactor coolant pump to

PZR water volume).

3.2.4 Requirements for inspection, repair and replacement

3.2.4.1 Inspection

The outer surface of the pressurizer around the butt welds can be fully inspected. The shape and slope

of welded parts, including safe-end-to-nozzle welds, allow both radiographic and ultrasonic examination.

The thermal insulation can be removed from all areas subject to in–service inspection such as

• circumferential welds on the body of the pressurized vessel (there are no longitudinal welds);

• nozzle welds on hemispherical heads;

• lateral support bracket welds.

The nozzle–to–head welds are sufficiently remote from other welds to allow performance of required

ultrasonic examination. Inspection of heater sleeve welds can be carried out through the sleeve after

heater removal. The inner cladding inspection may be performed from the outside by a remote–controlled

camera. Access is via the manway opening.

The pressurizer design does not require the presence of personnel inside the pressurizer to carry out

in–service inspections. All inspections are possible from the outside and some may be accomplished

using automatic inspection tools.

3.2.4.2 Repair

The repair of the pressurizer is made possible for the following components or areas where fatigue,

corrosion–erosion, seizing or aging may occur

• Manway threads (mechanical damage, threading tearing): repair by threaded inserts;

• Manway sealing surfaces (scratches, tearing or corrosion): the flat surface design of the sealing

surface and cladding extra thickness allow easy repair by machining.
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3.2.4.3 Replacement

The following components or parts can be replaced if necessary

• Manway studs and nuts;

• Spray lances;

• Spray heads;

• Heater rods (flanged connection);

• Heater rods studs, nuts and threaded open flange.

3.3 Material properties

All materials used in the pressurizer pressure vessel construction comply with RCC–M requirements2.

3.3.1 Basic materials

Low alloy ferritic steel 18MND5 is the base material used for the shells, hemispherical heads, main

nozzles and the lateral bracket supports. The RCC–M specification gives the chemical compositions and

mechanical properties specified for the base materials. The determination of the initial RTNDT is based

on both Pellini and Charpy V notch tests. The initial RTNDT for the pressurizer shells and nozzles is

less than −20◦C.

3.3.2 Studs and nuts

The pressurizer studs are small diameter studs (D < 60 mm) made of high-strength bolting steel. Pressur-

izer safe ends, heater wells and instrument nozzles The safe ends are welded to the pressurizer nozzles

during manufacture in the factory. The safe ends are manufactured from austenitic stainless steel forged

bars. The welding of safe ends onto the nozzles is carried out with a Ni–Fe–based alloy without previ-

ous buttering. The internal cladding of the pressurizer is applied in two successive layers using austenitic

stainless steel welding strips. The heater wells and instrument nozzles are welded to the internal cladding.

The cladding thickness is locally increased in the weld area.

3.4 Mechanical design

This section presents the main results of sizing calculations for the main parts and sub-assemblies, pri-

marily the pressurized vessel and closure parts. For mechanical design, the pressurizer is a class 1

RCC–M–component. The design life is 60 years.

2RCC–M is a set of diagram and construction rules for mechanical component of a power nuclear island.
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3.4.1 Sizing calculations

• The thicknesses of the pressure retaining walls are determined on the basis of the design pressure

and design temperature.

• The manway closure assembly is sized taking into account the design conditions (pressure and

temperature) and the mechanical characteristics of the gaskets, as provided by the gasket manu-

facturer: a graphite expanded type gasket or other proven design is used for the manway assembly

(relatively frequent openings).

3.4.2 Design of sub–assemblies

Analysis of the surge nozzle behaviour A fatigue evaluation of the surge nozzle was performed in order

to verify the acceptability of usage factors for the 60-year design life. The fatigue calculation was based

on the most onerous dimension changing transients (during heat-up and shutdown of the plant unit).

The results demonstrate that the usage factor is acceptable at each point in the nozzle. Pressure relief

valve nozzles The relief valves nozzle loads were calculated considering the discharge forces. Safe end

calculations have been carried out; this area being considered to be the most stressed due to the geometry

and materials properties. The stresses in nozzle safe ends have been calculated for pressure, temperature

and external moments (using the set of loads given for second category conditions and for accident

conditions) resulting from the pipework calculations. The calculated stresses are acceptable with very

large margins in the weakest points of the structure. Lateral fastening support welds The stresses in

brackets support welds on the pressurizer shell were calculated based on the loads given by the loop

analysis results. Stresses induced in the welds are acceptable for all operating conditions and accident

situations.

3.5 Manufacturing and procurement

The pressurizer vessel is manufactured from the following parts

• Forged cylindrical shells;

• Hot–formed hemispherical heads;

• Forged nozzles;

• Forged plates for covers;

• Forged safe ends;

• Forged bars for small diameter branch pipes;

• Plates for lateral supports;

• Plates for heater support.
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Cladding of parts in the pressurized vessel utilises stainless steel strips which are deposited using

automatic welding with manual finishing of the circumferential welds. The safe ends are welded to the

ferritic forged parts using a narrow groove welding process using a Ni–Fe–based alloy with 30% Cr

welding material.

Pre– and post–welding heat treatment and final heat treatment of welds must comply with RCC-M

requirements. During the final stage of the manufacturing process, the weld surfaces and transitions must

be prepared in order to allow a surface inspection to be carried out (liquid penetrant testing, magnetic

particle inspection) and volume inspections (radiographic, ultrasonic).

The final surface finish of the cladding must be suitable to allow inspection by liquid penetrant and

ultrasonic tests. Pressuriser shell and ends have no longitudinal welds.
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4 Control and protection of the pressurizer in a PWR
power plant

4.1 The pressurizer

The pressurizer is a vessel containing primary water in the lower part, and steam in the upper part. It

maintains the pressure of the primary circuit inside prescribed limits. It is part of the primary circuit, and

is connected through a surge line to the hot leg of one of the four loops of that circuit.

The pressurizer has two main functions

1. Pressure control. During normal operation the pressurizer is the only component of the pri-

mary system that contains vapor. The compressible vapor volume shall prevent pressure spikes

in case of increase or decrease of the medium primary system temperature. The pressurizer is

usually a stagnant volume connected to the hot leg of a nuclear power plant by the surge line.

During normal operation, the pressurizer is in saturated conditions. Two third of the pressur-

izer are filled with saturated liquid, one third with saturated vapor. To keep the pressurizer

saturated, heaters, which are located in the liquid part, are constantly kept on – to compen-

sate for heat losses by the pressurizer wall. In addition, a small amount of additional vapor is

produced. This additional vapor is condensed by a continuous flow the pressurizer spray. To

control the pressure heaters and spray can be regulated. To limit excessive pressure increases,

safety valves on top of the pressurizer can open.

2. Mass control. During normal operation the liquid level of the pressurizer is an indication

for the amount of fluid mass that is contained in the primary system of the nuclear power

plant. Therefore, the make–up and let–down system (to control the primary system mass,

chemistry, and for fluid purification), which constantly exchanges a part of primary system

liquid, regulates its outflow and inflow according to the pressurizer level. The level set point

keeps track of the average liquid temperature. If the fluid is colder than nominal, the set point

for the pressurizer level is lower than nominal, and the other way around. The goal of the

system is to keep the liquid mass constant (instead of the liquid volume).

Although the water in the pressurizer is the same reactor coolant as in the rest of the reactor coolant

system, it is basically stagnant, i.e. reactor coolant does not flow through the pressurizer continuously

as it does in the other parts of the reactor coolant system. Because of its incompressibility, water in a
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connected piping system adjusts equally to pressure changes anywhere in the connected system. The

water in the system may not be at the same pressure at all points in the system due to differences in

elevation but the pressure at all points responds equally to a pressure change in any one part of the

system. Hence, the pressure in the entire reactor coolant system, including the reactor itself, can be

controlled by controlling the pressure in a small interconnected area of the system, the pressurizer. The

pressurizer is small vessel compared to the other two major vessels of the reactor coolant system, the

reactor vessel itself and the steam generator(s).

Pressure in the pressurizer is controlled by varying the temperature of the coolant in the pressurizer.

Water pressure in a closed system tracks water temperature directly; as the temperature goes up, pressure

goes up and vice versa. Hence, to accommodate some primary coolant volume variation, the pressurizer

is equipped with (large) electric heaters at the bottom to vaporize more liquid, and with a spray system

at the top to condense more steam. To increase the pressure in the reactor coolant system, the electric

heaters in the pressurizer are turned on, raising the coolant temperature in the pressurizer and thereby

raising the pressure. To decrease pressure in the reactor coolant system, sprays of (relatively) cool water

are turned on inside the pressurizer, lowering the coolant temperature in the pressurizer and thereby

lowering the pressure.

The pressurizer has two secondary functions

1. to provide a place to monitor water level in the reactor coolant system. Since the reactor

coolant system is completely flooded during normal operations, there is no point in monitoring

coolant level in any of the other vessels. But early awareness of a reduction of coolant level (or

a loss of coolant) is important to the safety of the reactor core. The pressurizer is deliberately

located high in the reactor containment building such that, if the pressurizer has sufficient

coolant in it, one can be reasonably certain that all the other vessels of the reactor coolant

system (which are below it) are fully flooded with coolant. There is therefore, a coolant level

monitoring system on the pressurizer and it is the one reactor coolant system vessel that is

normally not completely full of coolant.

2. to provide a “cushion” for sudden pressure changes in the reactor coolant system. The upper

portion of the pressurizer is specifically designed to do not contain liquid coolant and a read-

ing of full on the level instrumentation allows for that upper portion to do not contain liquid

coolant. Because the coolant in the pressurizer is quite hot during normal operations, the space

above the liquid coolant is vaporized coolant (steam). This steam bubble provides a cushion

for pressure changes in the reactor coolant system and the operators ensure that the pressurizer

maintains this steam bubble at all times during operations. Allowing this steam bubble to dis-

appear by filling the pressurizer to the top with liquid coolant is called letting the pressurizer

“go hard” meaning there is no cushion and any sudden pressure change can provide a hammer

effect to the entire reactor coolant system.
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Part of the pressurizer system is an over–pressure relief system. In the event that pressurizer pressure

exceeds a certain maximum, there is a relief valve called the Pilot Operated Relief Valve (PORV) on top

of the pressurizer which opens to allow steam from the steam bubble to leave the pressurizer in order

to reduce the pressure in the pressurizer. This steam is routed to a large tank (or tanks) in the reactor

containment building where it is cooled back into liquid (condensed) and stored for later disposition.

There is a finite volume to these tanks and if events deteriorate to the point where the tanks fill up,

a secondary pressure relief device on the tank(s), often a rupture disc, allows the condensed reactor

coolant to spill out onto the floor of the reactor containment building where it pools in sumps for later

disposition.

Compared to previous designs, the volume of the pressurizer in a PWR of new generation, such

as the EPR, is significantly increased to smooth the response to operational transients. This improve-

ment increases equipment life duration and time available to counteract potential abnormal situations in

operation.

Relief and safety valves at the top of the pressurizer protect the primary circuit against overpressure.

Compared to previous designs, the EPR features an additional set of motorized valves. In case of a

postulated accident with a risk of core melting, these valves would provide the operator an additional

efficient means of rapidly depressurizing the primary circuit and avoiding a high-pressure core melt

situation.

A number of design features have been incorporated to improve maintainability. In particular, a

floor between the pressurizer head and the valves eases heater replacement and reduces radiological dose

during valve service.

All the pressurizer boundary parts, with the exception of the heater penetrations, are made of forged

ferritic steel with two layers of cladding. The steel grade is the same as that for the reactor pressure

vessel. The heater penetrations are made of stainless steel and welded with Inconel.

The pressurizer is supported by a set of brackets welded to the main body. Lateral restraints will

preclude rocking in the event of a postulated earthquake or accident.

The description of the instrumentation of the pressurizer will be given in a future deliverable.

4.2 Pressurizer thermal hydraulics

This section reports the geometry of the pressurizer and its connection to the reactor cooling system

(RCS), the surge line.

4.3 RCP [RCS] pressure control

Control of RCP [RCS] pressure contributes to

• The RCP [RCS] overpressure protection safety function by preventing the activation of the pres-

surizer relief valves
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• The reactor heat transfer safety functions, core cooling and reactivity control by maintaining the

RCP [RCS] pressure above saturation pressure.

Figure 14: Pressurizer and relief tank

Control of RCP [RCS] pressure is achieved by operation of the pressurise heaters and water spray. A

control signal derived from the comparison between the measured pressurizer pressure and the reference

pressure setpoint, leads the control actuators to:

• Activate the pressurizer heaters to increase pressure by heating the liquid phase of the pressurizer.

Introduce spray water in the steam phase of the pressurizer to reduce pressure. When set in auto-

matic mode, the pressurizer (continuously controlled) heaters and spray control valves, control the

RCP [RCS] pressure during minor variations relative to the reference pressure setpoint.

On/off heaters and spray control valves in on/off mode are activated only in the event of a signifi-

cant variation compared with this pressure setpoint. RCP [RCS] pressure measurements contribute

to the establishment of alarm set-points and automatic actions. Upper and lower RCP [RCS] set-

points generate automatic alarms or limitation measures such as

• Actuation or switch–off of the pressurizer heaters

• Opening or isolation of the normal and/or auxiliary spray

• Isolation of the RCV [CVCS] charging flow or switch–off of the RCV [CVCS] charging pump

(high pressure).
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RCP [RCS] pressure measurements are also used to activate the protection instrumentation and control

functions.

4.4 Pressuriser level control

Control of the pressurizer level contributes to the safety function of maintaining the RCP [RCS] water

inventory. Pressuriser level control is based on the comparison between the measured pressurizer level

and the pressurizer reference level. The level control provides a demand signal to the RCV [CVCS] high

pressure letdown flow control valve. The pressurizer reference level is a function of the RCP [RCS]

temperature and is calculated to keep a constant reactor coolant mass for pressure levels between 0 and

100%. Pressuriser level measurements contribute to the establishment of alarm set-points and automatic

actions, thereby preventing the actuation of automated instrumentation and control protection functions.

The upper and lower pressurizer level set-points generate automatic alarms or limitation measures such

as:

• Opening or closing of the RCV [CVCS] high pressure letdown flow rate control valve

• Start up of the second RCV [CVCS] charging pump (low level)

• Isolation of the RCV [CVCS] charging flow (high level)

• Isolation of the pressurizer normal and/or auxiliary spray (high level)

• Switching off the pressurizer heaters (low level). Pressuriser level measurements are also used to

activate the protection instrumentation and control functions.

During normal operation, a constant letdown flow is sucked from the intermediate leg of RCS loop 1

to the volume control tank of chemical and volume control system (CVCS).

The centrifugal charging pump (CCP) is a component of CVCS. The pressurizer level control system

regulates the charging flow rate through a control valve to maintain the pressurizer level to the setpoint.

Due to a constant letdown flow rate, 4 kg/s, it causes pressurizer level to decrease at the beginning. The

measured pressurizer level is compared with its desired level, hence an error signal is generated. The

error signal passes through a proportional and integral controller, which is used to regulate the charging

flow rate through control valve.

The pressurizer level setpoint is a function of average RCS temperature. For full load, this temper-

ature is about 309.2◦C (582.25 K) and the pressurizer level high limit is 56.5% of level span. The level

program between 291.7◦C and 309.2◦C is linear from 22.4% to 56.5% of level span.

4.5 Protection against internal and external hazards

In addition to the special requirements applied to the pressurized equipments, the whole Reactor Coolant

System (RCP) [RCS] is subject to protection against internal and external hazards. The following exter-

nal hazards have been considered from the point of view of their effects upon the RCP [RCS] lines:
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• Seismic event

• Aircraft crash

• External explosion

• Lightning and magnetic interferences

• Underground water

• Extreme meteorological conditions (temperature, snow, wind and rain)

• External flooding

• Offsite hazardous substance

The reactor building protects the RCP [RCS] against most of these external hazards. The reactor building

cooling system protects the RCP [RCS] from extreme ambient temperature. The reactor building and the

RCP [RCS] have been assigned seismic category 1. The RCP [RCS] is designed to maintain structural

integrity during a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) event. The following internal hazards have been

considered from the point of view of their potential effect on the RCP [RCS]:

• Fire

• Missiles

• Failure of pressurized components

• Main turbine disintegration

• Dropped loads

• Explosive gas mixtures

• Hazardous materials

• Explosive effects of electrical faults

• Radio-frequency interference

• Flooding

The primary system pipework is located inside bunkers that protect it from missiles arising inside

the containment. As it is all located inside the containment, it is protected from missiles arising in the

auxiliary building. The design of the polar crane, which is not operational whilst the plant is at pressure,

limits the probability of dropped loads.

4.6 Pressurizer sensors

In [66] a strain measurement procedures, applied to a compact nuclear reactor pressurizer, during a

hydrostatic test, using strain gage technology, is presented. The Pressurizer is one of the equipments that
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belong to the CS–1 nuclear safety class of the primary circuit of the Nucleoeletric Generation Laboratory

Reactor (facilities of the Navy Technological Center in São Paulo, Brazil).

The materials and the equipments used were the following

• Strain Gage: Rectangular Rosette, mark Kyowa, model KFG–5–120–D17–11;

� Nominal Resistance: 120, 04 ± 0, 4 Ω;

� Sensor Length: 5 mm;

� Gage Factor K: 2, 11 ± 1%;

� Thermal Coefficient Expansion: 11,7 ppm/◦C;

� Temperature compensation: Steel.

• Rectangular Rosette, mark Kyowa, model KFG–5–120–D17–16;

� Nominal Resistance: 120, 04 ± 0, 4 Ω;

� Sensor Length: 5 mm;

� Gage Factor K: 2, 18 ± 1%;

� Thermal Coefficient Expansion: 16,2 ppm/◦C;

� Temperature compensation: Stainless Steel.

• Adhesive: Resin cyanoacrylate, mark Kyowa, model CC33A. Operation temperature: −196◦C a

120◦C.

For treating a test submerged (the strain gage is immersed in water) and under pressure it was nec-

essary to use a protection on the internal strain gages. A protection was also used on the due to external

strain gages by virtue of the risk to wet during the test. For protecting the internal strain gages, the

protection AK22 was selected due to be efficient in cases of immersion in water under pressure up to

400 bar. For the protection of the external strain gages, the protection ABM75 was selected due to be

efficient for situations where immersion can occur on the strain gages.

The internal points were protected with two varnish layers, mark EMEME (Vishay), model MCoat

A; a thick layer of mass, mark HBM, model AK–22; an aluminum foil leaf and adhesive tape mark 3M,

model silver tape.

The external points were protected with two varnish layers, mark EMEME (Vishay), model MCoat

A; a mass layer with leaf of aluminum, mark HBM, model ABM75 and adhesive tape mark 3M, model

silver tape.

Each gage (the rectangular rosette possesses 3 gages) was connected through a cable with 3 armored

threads to the Wheatstone bridge as presented in Fig. 15. The Wheatstone bridge was set up, being strain

gages of type rectangular rosette model CEA–06–250–UR–120 manufactured by Measurements Group
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bounded in bars of steel rigid not submitted to mechanical efforts. The Wheatstone bridge was installed

close to the rosettes to minimize the size of the threads of the strain gage connection.

 

 Copyright © 2005 by SMiRT18 
 

UNITÉCNICA is the engineering company contracted by CTMSP for making of the memorial of equipment 
calculation. 

The hydrostatic test of the Pressurizer aims at evaluating the stress developed in the equipment during the 
pressurization and possible leaks through you weld surfaces, connections and gaskets. In order to evaluate the 
stresses in the equipment during the hydrostatic test, rectangular strain gage rosettes were installed in both internal 
and external surfaces of the PZ. 

The whole test was accompanied by an independent inspector of the Brazilian Institute of the Nuclear Quality 
(IBQN). 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Materials, Equipments and Methods Used 
Strain Gage: 
Rectangular Rosette, mark Kyowa, model KFG-5-120-D17-11; 
- Nominal Resistance: 120,04 ± 0,4 Ω; 
- Sensor Length: 5 mm;  
- Gage Factor K: 2,11 ± 1%; 
- Thermal Coefficient Expansion: 11,7 ppm/°C;  
- Temperature compensation: Steel.  
Rectangular Rosette, mark Kyowa, model KFG-5-120-D17-16; 
- Nominal Resistance: 120,04 ± 0,4 Ω; 
- Sensor Length: 5 mm;  
- Gage Factor K: 2,18 ± 1%; 
- Thermal Coefficient Expansion: 16,2 ppm/°C; 
- Temperature compensation: Stainless Steel. 
Adhesive: 
Resin cyanoacrylate, mark Kyowa, model CC33A; 
- Operation temperature: -196°C a 120°C. 
Protection: 
For treating a test submerged (the strain gage is immersed in water) and under pressure it was necessary to use 

a protection on the internal strain gages. A protection was also used on the due to external strain gages by virtue of 
the risk to wet during the test. For protecting the internal strain gages, the protection AK22 was selected due to be 
efficient in cases of immersion in water under pressure up to 400 bar. For the protection of the external strain gages, 
the protection ABM75 was selected due to be efficient for situations where immersion can occur on the strain 
gages. 

The internal points were protected with two varnish layers, mark EMEME (Vishay), model MCoat A; a thick 
layer of mass, mark HBM, model AK-22; an aluminum foil leaf and adhesive tape mark 3M, model silver tape. 

The external points were protected with two varnish layers, mark EMEME (Vishay), model MCoat A; a mass 
layer with leaf of aluminum, mark HBM, model ABM75 and adhesive tape mark 3M, model silver tape. 

Connection: 
Each gage (the rectangular rosette possesses 3 gages) was connected through a cable with 3 armored threads to 

the Wheatstone bridge as presented in Figure 1. The Wheatstone bridge was set up, being strain gages of type 
rectangular rosette model CEA-06-250-UR-120 manufactured by Measurements Group bounded in bars of steel 
rigid not submitted to mechanical efforts. The Wheatstone bridge was installed close to the rosettes to minimize 
the size of the threads of the strain gage connection. 

 
Figure 1 – Connection of the strain gage to the Wheatstone bridge. 
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Figure 2 – Screen of results typical of the acquisition program and data treatment. 

 
With the Pressurizer full of water and before being submitted to pressure, it was made a series of readings of 

the points scored for the determination of the zero reading system. 

2.2 Location of Strain Gages Rosettes in the Pressurizer 
The strain gages of the rectangular rosettes are numbered from 1 to 3 in the counterclockwise sense as 

presented in Figure 3. The final orientation of the strain gages 1, 2 and 3 of the rectangular rosettes are suitable in 
Table 1. 

The location of the 22 (twenty two) rectangular rosettes installed in the CTMSP Pressurizer followed the 
indications of the document NEQ184 Rev05 of the Quality Program of Warranty of Jaraguá Industrial Equipments 
Ltda approved by CTMSP. The final position of the rectangular rosettes installation is indicated in the Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. The identification of the rectangular rosettes positions was accomplished by the Jaraguá team through 
references traced with relation to the principal axes of the equipment. 

The rectangular rosettes identification followed the suitable nomenclature in the document NEQ184 Rev05. 

 
Figure 3 – Numbering and orientation of the rectangular rosette gages. 
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Figure 15: Connection of the strain gage to the Wheatstone bridge and their numbering

A cable with 4 armored threads was used to connect the bridge of Wheatstone to the data acquisition

system and the feeding source. To the data acquisition system were connected the terminals suitable

e0 in Fig. 15 and the terminals E were connected to the power supply. The Wheatstone bridge was

fed with 2 V, and this value was monitored by the data acquisition during the measurements. The con-

nection of the internal points was done through the use of feedthrough, mark CONAX, model HD37–

450(60Cu)PG4AL–70/24.

The acquisition and data treatment system was composed by

• a system with 48 channels, mark Agilent, model 34970A, with 3 modules of switch, model

34902A.

• a system with 60 channels, mark Agilent, model 34970A, with 3 modules of switch, model

34901A.

• a microcomputer type notebook, mark Texas Instruments, Extensa model 610CD, pentium 133

Mhz.

Internal pressure measurement was not accomplished by the data acquisition system. The pressurizer

internal pressure can be accomplished through manual reading in two manometers with calibration and

certification both valid and updated, with a reading every ten minutes.

Strain gages bounded in the internal surface are exposed to the flowed or pressurized gas, which acts

directly in the strain gage element. Under such conditions, the resistance of the strain gages suffers a

small increase due to the pressure that acts perpendicular to its grade and it should be taken into account

for the strain gage readings analysis. Hence a the correction/compensation has to be considered. The

global uncertainty of the measured values can be evaluated in 4% of the read values.

4.7 Measurement procedure

For the reading of the 22 installed rectangular rosettes, 66 reading channels were used, being 30 channels

read in the system 34970A with 48 channels and the other 36 channels read in the system 34970A with 60
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channels. The two systems were controlled by a program developed by CDTN (Center of Development

of the Nuclear Technology), presenting the following data in real time

• Strain of the three rectangular rosette gages;

• Principal strains, maximal, minimal and angular;

• Principal stresses, maximal, minimal and shear;

• Angle and direction of the principal strains.

With the pressurizer full of water and before being submitted to pressure, it was made a series of

readings of the points scored for the determination of the zero reading system.

4.8 Location of Strain Gages Rosettes in the Pressurizer

The strain gages of the rectangular rosettes are numbered from 1 to 3 in the counterclockwise sense as

presented in Fig. 15. The final orientation of the strain gages 1, 2 and 3 of the rectangular rosettes are

given in Table 4.

Point Gages
1 2 3

SG1 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG2 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG3 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG4 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG5 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG6 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG7 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG8 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG9 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG10 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG11 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG12 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG13 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG14 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG15 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG16 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG17 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG18 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG19 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG20 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial
SG21 Circunferencial 45 Longitudinal
SG22 Longitudinal 45 Circunferencial

Table 4: Gages orientation of the rectangular rosettes

The final position of the 22 rectangular rosettes installation is indicated in Fig. 16. The identification

of the rectangular rosettes positions was accomplished by the Jaraguá team through references traced

with relation to the principal axes of the equipment.
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Figure 4 – Location of the rectangular rosettes in PZ of INAP. 
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Figure 5 – Location of the rosettes rectangular views A-A and B-B. 

 

2.3 Pressurization and Depressurization of PZ 
The pressurization and depressurization of PZ were commanded and operated by the Jaraguá team and done 

according to the document NEQ184 Rev.. 05 of the Quality Program of Warranty of Jaraguá Industrial 
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Figure 5 – Location of the rosettes rectangular views A-A and B-B. 

 

2.3 Pressurization and Depressurization of PZ 
The pressurization and depressurization of PZ were commanded and operated by the Jaraguá team and done 

according to the document NEQ184 Rev.. 05 of the Quality Program of Warranty of Jaraguá Industrial 
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Figure 16: Location of the rectangular rosettes on the pressurizer
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5 The control rooms

5.1 Importance of the human factor and of the communications in off–normal
conditions in a control room of a nuclear power plant

In the following we will illustrate the importance of human performance issues in every aspect of control

systems [46], [44], [11]. The survey results are necessary to identify the error categories in terms of

interrelationship among the error casual factors. The focus is on the communications because, according

to the survey results, it has been revealed that maintaining good communication is one of the essential

parts of securing the safety of a large and complex process system.

5.1.1 Human performance in control rooms

Human performance and reliability are integral to the safe and efficient operation of nuclear power plants.

Investigation of past nuclear power plant abnormal events, ranging from minor incidents to serious ac-

cidents, such as the Three Mile Island (TMI) and Chernobyl accidents, has pointed out that the events

“have so often been the result of incorrect human actions” [19]. Reflecting on the causes of the TMI

accident, [42] stated that “The most serious ‘mindset’ is the preoccupation of everyone with the safety

of equipment, resulting in the downplaying of the importance of the human element in nuclear power

generation. We are tempted to say that while an enormous effort was expended to assure that safety

related equipment functioned as well as possible, and that there was backup equipment in depth, what

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the industry have failed to recognize sufficiently is that

the human beings who manage and operate the plants constitute an important safety system”.

Although the Human–System Interfaces (HSIs) of all operating nuclear power plants in the United

States have gone through an industry–wide re–evaluation after the TMI accident, and many human fac-

tors design guidelines for nuclear power plants (such as NUREG–0700; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission, 2007b) have been put in place, incidents caused by human errors continue to occur. Interest-

ingly, most post–accident human errors occur in control rooms [75]. A review by the authors in August

2008 of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) Operating Experience (OE) database revealed

146 human error plant incidents between December 3, 1990, and April 24, 2008; 18% of the incidents

resulted in either a plant trip/transient or technical specification violation, the cost of which could be as

high as one million dollars per day for repairs and rework. It should be noted that approximately 70% of

the incidents did not lead to any immediate corrective actions. Among those that led to immediate cor-
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rection actions, measures were confined to merely trending HSI–related errors instead of taking steps for

extensive investigation. Three decades after TMI, the boom in the nuclear industry worldwide is driven

by the increasing demand for reliable and clean energy. New technologies are used not only to build

new generations of nuclear power stations, but also to upgrade existing power plants. The applications

of the new technologies have greatly improved productivity and plant reliability. The introduction of

new technology, however, also has the potential to negatively impact human performance, spawning new

types of human errors, and thus possibly reducing human reliability. For example, computerized infor-

mation and control devices have been introduced to process control and monitoring. Analog instrument

and control (I&C) technology, and hardwired controls and displays, which are predominantly used in

currently operating nuclear power plants, are being replaced by digital I&C technology and computer-

based HSIs used in next generation plants [21]. The transition in technology raises many important

human performance issues in every aspect of control systems, ranging from low–level physical design

of equipment and control rooms to high–level human decision making and communication. Moreover,

as computer technology increases the amalgamation level of process control in control rooms, human

performance becomes more critical because operators face more responsibilities due to the increased

economic value of what is controlled [55]. One may argue that because the impact of human perfor-

mance on the safety and efficiency of nuclear power plants will decrease as the automation level of the

plants increases, we can eliminate human errors by using advanced automation technology. It is true that

increased automation levels normally reduce the number of nuclear power plant personnel; however, the

reduction in staffing levels decreases as automation levels increase because a certain number of person-

nel are required to handle potential disruptions or emergencies [3], [71]. Furthermore, manning levels

may even increase with automation levels beyond a certain level of automation. This means that human

performance issues cannot be eliminated by merely using advanced automation technology, and it sup-

ports our earlier statement that new technologies have the potential to spawn new types of human errors.

Through a statistical approach, this study examined the causal factors of HSI–related human errors in

nuclear power plant control rooms. The results can help us to identify error categories in terms of the

interrelationships among the error causal factors. Moreover, an investigation of the error causal factors

can enable us to better understand the nature of the errors and then propose effective corrective action

guidelines to mitigate their consequences and enhance human reliability.

5.1.2 Human Operators in Process Control

The interaction between operators and processes can be described by the model shown in Fig. 17 as one

of the components of a complex process control system, an operator acts as an information processor.

A dynamic mental model of the actual process under supervision is developed through training and

stored in the operator’s long–term memory. Actual process information is first received through the

operator’s sensory, mainly visual and auditory, receptors. Next it is interpreted and organized by the
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operator’s perceptual processors to update the operator’s mental model. The synchronization takes place

continually at a subconscious level during process monitoring. When there is a disagreement between

the actual process and the mental model, the operator’s attention will be focused on the discrepancies,

and conscious cognitive activities will take over to select an action to respond with inputs retrieved

from the operator’s long-term memory. The selected action will be executed by the operator’s motor

processors. Finally, the response of the process to the operator’s action will be captured by the operator’s

sensory receptors through the feedback loop to initiate a new information processing cycle [37]. As

illustrated in Fig. 17, the whole information–processing cycle can be generally divided into two stages:

cognitive information processing, which consists of information reception, identification, interpretation,

and decision making, and manual task execution actions.Human Performance in Control Rooms of NPPs Liao and Chang

Figure 1 Human information processing model (Based on Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983; Ivergård & Hunt, 2008).

information-processing cycle can be generally divided
into two stages: cognitive information processing, which
consists of information reception, identification, in-
terpretation, and decision making, and manual task
execution actions.

2.2. Human Error

Human error can be defined as an inappropriate or un-
desirable human decision or behavior that reduces or
has the potential to reduce system effectiveness, safety,
and system performance, which may or may not re-
sult in an accident or injury (Sanders & McCormick,
1993). The nature of human error is complex. First, it
occurs at different levels. For example, it may be caused
by humans operating a system, those who designed the
system, and/or those who supervise, trained, or advised
the operator. Second, human error can occur for many
reasons, such as fatigue, distraction, inattentiveness,
poor work habits, insufficient training, poor work en-
vironment, social pressure, poor decision making, and
personal traits.

Various schemes for human error classification have
been developed in an effort to design “fail-safe” systems
or to improve human performance and reliability. For
instance, Meister (1971) divided human errors into
four types in terms of where they originate: operating
errors, design errors, manufacturing errors, and installa-
tion and maintenance errors. In probabilistic safety as-
sessment (PSA) and human reliability analysis (HRA)
for high consequence industries (e.g., the nuclear and
aviation industries), human errors are often classified
into three categories based on the relative timing of the
errors and a certain accident sequence. The first cate-
gory is pre-initiator human errors, which are faults that

occur before the beginning of an accident sequence.
The second category is initiator human errors, which
are human actions contributing to the initiating event
of an accident sequence. The third category is post-
initiator human errors, which are faults that occur after
an incident or accident to aggravate the incident and
accident (IAEA, 1996).

The schemes vary considerably depending on
whether it has been developed from a theoretical psy-
chological approach to understanding human error or
whether it has been based on an empirical practical
approach. It should be noted that, due to the complex
nature of human error, it is difficult for a scheme to
capture all the complexity and facts; therefore, the se-
lection of human error classification should be based
on the goal of a specific study. Three well-known hu-
man error classification schemes are briefly described.

One frequently used scheme classifies human errors
into errors of omission (EOOs), which are instances in
which operators fail to perform one or more procedu-
ral steps that are necessary for the particular circum-
stance they are facing, and errors of commission (EOCs),
which refer to errors in which operators perform extra
steps that are incorrect or performs a step incorrectly
(Swain & Guttman, 1983; Wickens, Gordon, & Liu,
1998). EOOs are often caused by distraction or di-
version of attention and are particularly prevalent in
maintenance tasks. In contrast, EOCs are often caused
by inadequate training of procedures, poor instruc-
tion, or unawareness of hidden hazards. Although the
scheme was expanded by Swain and Guttman (1983)
with two other categories (sequential errors, which are
actions performed out of the correct order, and time er-
rors, which are actions performed too slow, too fast, or
too late), only the first two categories have been widely
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Figure 17: Human information processing model [7], [37]

5.1.3 Human Error

Human error can be defined as an inappropriate or undesirable human decision or behavior that reduces

or has the potential to reduce system effectiveness, safety, and system performance, which may or may

not result in an accident or injury [65]. The nature of human error is complex. First, it occurs at different

levels. For example, it may be caused by humans operating a system, those who designed the system,

and/or those who supervise, trained, or advised the operator. Second, human error can occur for many

reasons, such as fatigue, distraction, inattentiveness, poor work habits, insufficient training, poor work

environment, social pressure, poor decision making, and personal traits.

Various schemes for human error classification have been developed in an effort to design “fail-safe”

systems or to improve human performance and reliability. For instance, [47] divided human errors into

four types in terms of where they originate: operating errors, design errors, manufacturing errors, and

installation and maintenance errors. In Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and Human Reliability

Analysis (HRA) for high consequence industries (e.g., the nuclear and aviation industries), human errors

are often classified into three categories based on the relative timing of the errors and a certain acci-

dent sequence. The first category is pre–initiator human errors, which are faults that occur before the

beginning of an accident sequence.
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The second category is initiator human errors, which are human actions contributing to the initiat-

ing event of an accident sequence. The third category is post initiator human errors, which are faults

that occur after an incident or accident to aggravate the incident and accident [20]. The schemes vary

considerably depending on whether it has been developed from a theoretical psychological approach to

understanding human error or whether it has been based on an empirical practical approach. It should

be noted that, due to the complex nature of human error, it is difficult for a scheme to capture all the

complexity and facts; therefore, the selection of human error classification should be based on the goal

of a specific study. Three well–known human error classification schemes are briefly described. One

frequently used scheme classifies human errors into Errors Of Omission (EOOs), which are instances in

which operators fail to perform one or more procedural steps that are necessary for the particular cir-

cumstance they are facing, and Errors Of Commission (EOCs), which refer to errors in which operators

perform extra steps that are incorrect or performs a step incorrectly [75], [84]. EOOs are often caused

by distraction or diversion of attention and are particularly prevalent in maintenance tasks. In contrast,

EOCs are often caused by inadequate training of procedures, poor instruction, or unawareness of hidden

hazards. Although the scheme was expanded by [75] with two other categories (sequential errors, which

are actions performed out of the correct order, and time errors, which are actions performed too slow,

too fast, or too late), only the first two categories have been widely used in HRA, such as Technique

for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) [75], since the 1980s. A second widely used classification

scheme is the distinction between operators’ intentions and their actual behavior [54], [63]. Under this

scheme, human errors are classified into either slips (or lapses), which are instances in which the in-

tention is correct but a failure occurs when carrying out the activities required, or mistakes, which arise

from an incorrect intention, which leads to an incorrect action sequence, although this may be quite con-

sistent with the wrong intention. Slips are normally results of inattention, misperceptions, losing track

of one’s place, and so on [62]. In contrast, mistakes result from human processing limitations, incorrect

knowledge, or inadequate analysis to formulate a correct decision [61]. Skills, rules, and knowledge

(SRK) taxonomy provides another framework for human error classification based on the different types

of information processing involved [61]. According to the SRK taxonomy, operators’ behavior in con-

trol rooms can be classified into three categories based on the levels of cognitive control: Skill–Based

Behavior (SBB), Rule–Based Behavior (RBB), and Knowledge–Based Behavior (KBB). SBB consists

of smooth, automated, and highly integrated patterns of action that are performed without conscious at-

tention. It is usually based on feed forward, rather than feedback, control. A typical example of SBB

is operators typing on a keyboard without visual support. RBB consists of stored rules derived from

procedures, experience, instruction, or previous problem-solving activities. It is goal oriented but does

not require reasoning. Actions are directly triggered merely by familiar perceptual cues in the environ-

ment. KBB requires analytical reasoning and consists of deliberate and serial search based on an explicit

representation of goals and a mental model of the functional properties of the environment. The SRK
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taxonomy–based scheme classifies human error into skill–based, rule–based, and knowledge–based er-

rors. It should be noted that the slips/mistakes classification discussed earlier in text is closely related to

the SRK classification.

Slips are skill–based because they are highly skilled and well–practiced activities and because they

are caused by misapplied competence. Mistakes, in contrast, are largely confined to the rule- and

knowledge–based do domains. In the rule–based mode, an incorrect diagnostic rule leads to incor-

rect intention. In the knowledge based mode, incorrect intention results from considerable demands on

operators’ information–processing capabilities.

5.1.4 Hypothetical factor structure for human errors related to HSI

In an effort to develop a hypothetical factor structure for human errors related to HSI, the INPOOE

database was first reviewed. A search in the database revealed 146 human error plant events listed

under the categories of Control Room Operator Work Group and Man–Machine Interface Causal Factor

between December 3, 1990, and April 24, 2008. Of those events, 106 can be classified as HSI related.

Each of the HSI–related plant events was then analyzed to identify the causal factors.

The categorization proposed by the NRC in Human Factors Engineering (HFE) Guidelines [80], [81]

was used as a starting point for the hypothetical factor structure development in this study.

This categorization classifies human factors issues in both advanced and conventional control rooms

into eight categories: Information Display, User-System Interface, Process Control and Input Devices,

Alarms, Analysis and Decision Aids, Inter–Personnel Communication, Workplace Design, and Local

Control Stations. The categories and items in each category were expanded or deleted based on the

actual plant events found in the INPO OE database. In addition, categories developed for control centers

in nuclear or other industries were also examined. Examples of these categories include the discussion

in [13] on factors important for structuring review criteria and the research on the control center of the

railway traffic in Yugoslavia [16].

As listed in Table 5, the hypothetical factor structure developed in this study first classifies HSI–

related human errors into four categories based on their causes: Operation Based, Controller Design

Based, Deficient Indication Based, and Ambiguous Indication Based. The four categories are then broken

down into 30 human error contributing items based on the analysis mentioned earlier in text. For most

of these items, one representative source is listed for each of them in Table a. Items that do not have a

reference source listed are simplified or paraphrased from the literature review and cannot be pinpointed

into a single source document.

5.1.5 Decision–action model

Human activities in control rooms can be divided into two stages: cognitive information processing and

manual task execution actions. Any incorrect activity occurring in this cognitive versus manual coupling
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Event Item Source
Operation based 1. Operation movements. Operation requires small movements or

jerkin/unsmooth motion.
[28]

2. Simultaneous operation. Operator required to multitask. [70]
3. Control room/simulator discrepancies. Trained actions are not applicable to
real scenarios.

[35]

4. Operate equipment incorrectly. Due to inattention to details/distractions. [31]
5. Inappropriate compensation. From lack of trust in equipment. [23]
6. Overreliance. From overtrusting equipment. [70]
7. Defeated safety features. Manual override of safety features. [26]
8. Inexperience. From lack of operating hours on equipment. [24]

Controller design
based 9. Operate on wrong equipment. Due to similarity. [36]

10 contrrols too far apart. Need excess movement to operate consecutive ac-
tions.

[10]

11. Controls too close together. Poor design leads to inadvertent operation. [29]
12. Incorrect function allocation – Manual actions designed to be automated. [18]
13. Incorrect function allocation – Automated actions designed to be manual. [18]
14. Equipment allowing failures. Allowing operation outside of design param-
eters.

[34]

15. Work-arounds. Known defects that require operators to take less direct
action.
16. Time limit to operation. Operation cannot be completed within the allowed
time.

[22]

17. No operator intervention allowed. To abort or assume control as necessary. [53]
Deficient indication
based 18. No alarmnoting abnormal conditions and/or failures. [30]

19. Insufficient plant information. [25]
20. Boolean indication. Indication without level of severity. [27]
21. Unreliable indication. Indication known to reflect plant condition imper-
fectly.

[27]

22. No feedback. Action is performed with no confirmation. [6]
23. No projection. No indication on anticipated result from action.
24. No trending. No indication on equipment failing over a prolonged time
period.

[53]

Ambiguous indica-
tion based 25. Control panel visually crowded. Cannot take in presented information at a

glance.
[16]

26. Color/Sound coordination. Many indications of the same color/sound or all
indications having different colors/sounds.

[32]

27. Overindication. A single failure represented by more than one alarm.
28. Non–intuitive control.
29. Display challenges. Display font size/color or inconsistency in
acronyms/labeling/terminology.

[33]

30. Data searching. Extensive navigation needed to look for known existing. [53]

Table 5: Hypothetical factor structure of HSI–related human errors in control rooms of nuclear power
plants

will potentially lead to human errors. Inspired by [9], [72], a decision–action model was created to

offer corrective action guidelines for current operating plants based on the stage at which a human error

occurs. In the decision–action model, the decision represents the outcome of the cognitive information–

processing stage, and four groups are considered as described in the following along with the suggested

corrective action guidelines
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1. Group I (no incident): Correct Decision + Correct Action. This group represents correct

cognitive and manual action activities, hence no correction action is required;

2. Group II: Incorrect Decision + Correct Action. This group represents situations in which

diagnosis is incorrect but the subsequent manual actions are correct under the wrong diagnosis.

This type of human error can be prevented by improving operations procedure and general

guidelines and by pre job briefing;

3. Group III: Correct Decision + Incorrect Action. This group represents circumstances in which

manual actions are executed incorrectly with correct diagnosis. This type of human error can

be prevented by additional operator training, peer checks, and management oversight;

4. Group IV: Incorrect Decision + Incorrect Action. This group represents situations in which

diagnosis is incorrect and the subsequent manual actions are carried out incorrectly even under

the wrong diagnosis. This type of human error can be prevented by control room modifications

with human factor re–evaluation to the extended condition (cfr n. 1).

Incorrect decisions are cognitive errors that pertain to knowledge and judgment of the operator and

are similar to the concept of “mistakes” described in [54]. Action represents manual task execution.

Incorrect actions are similar to “slips”.

5.2 Characteristics of communications observed from the off–normal conditions
of Nuclear Power Plants

On July 30, 2006, cockpit crews took off from Incheon international airport at 1:56 p.m. after checking

the boarding of crews. Since ground crew had confirmed that all flight crews were on board, the cockpit

expected that all cabin crews were also on board because they understood flight crews as all the crews

including the cockpit and the cabin crews. Accordingly the cockpit crews took off and flew for about

30 minutes. However, the cockpit crews realized that cabin crews were not on board. Consequently the

airplane returned to Incheon international airport to take in the cabin crews. This brief reconstitution of

an event that occurred at one of the international airports in the Republic of Korea is based on an article

from a newspaper [17]. Although this event happened without any injured people or financial losses,

there is no denying the fact that a communication, including an oral and/or a written communication,

is one of the essential parts of everyday life. Communication is one of the decisive ways to exchange

information among individuals [1]. Without communication, it is difficult to ask what we want to know

as well as to provide what other people want to know.

As a result, many people (e.g., the cockpit crews of the airplane mentioned earlier) come across

unanticipated situations when inappropriate communication has occurred. Unfortunately, the result of

inappropriate communication is not always tolerable, especially when it has occurred among team mem-

bers who operate a safety critical system. In other words, inappropriate communication will engender
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unexpected consequences, because team members conduct many crucial activities (such as exchanging

key information or coordinating shared resources) based on their communication [1], [69]. Actually,

the statistical result of The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Aviation Safety

Reporting System (ASRS) revealed that the percentage of communication–related problems was more

than 70% [4]. Similarly, it was revealed that approximately 92% of railway maintenance incidents were

caused by communication–related problems [52]. In addition, it has been reported that communica-

tion related problems were twice as frequent as clinical skill errors in hospital deaths in Australia [88].

Accordingly, as many researchers have pointed out, the reduction of inappropriate communications is

one of the prerequisites to securing the safety of any human–involved safety–critical systems, such as

commercial airplanes, railway systems, off–shore oil platforms, and nuclear power plants [1], [15], [38],

[69], [74], [77]. It should be emphasized, however, that the possibility of inappropriate communications

would increase in proportion to the increase in workload. For example, the results of an existing study

showed that, even under a stressful situation, highly experienced operating teams actively changed their

communication patterns to maintain an average level of performance [68]. Similarly, it has been rec-

ognized that team members decreased the amount of communications when the level of their workload

increased [79]. In addition, it has been observed that short–cut communications were frequently used

when team members had to accomplish a task requiring a long task performance time [83]. Their re-

sults strongly indicated that team members seem to adaptively change the amount as well as the pattern

of communication according to the nature of a situation at hand. If this is true, then it is necessary to

investigate the characteristics of communication patterns under a stressful environment, because inap-

propriate communications that were caused by the stressful environment would be regarded as a novel

source of human errors [48], [85]. For example, if human operators who are working in the Main Control

Room (MCR) of a nuclear power plant reduce the amount of communication to cope with a high level

of workload caused by off–normal conditions, then it is expected that the possibility of a human error,

such as a misunderstanding, would increase due to a lack of communication. For this reason, the char-

acteristics of communications observed under simulated off–normal conditions in nuclear power plants

were investigated in this study. To this end, off–normal training sessions that have been conducted in

the full scope simulator of the reference nuclear power plants were recorded by using audiovisual equip-

ment. After that, detailed transcripts of all communication verbalized by human operators were created.

Based on the communication transcripts, the characteristics of communications under off–normal condi-

tions were identified by using a predefined speech act coding scheme. As a result, it was observed that

the characteristics of communications were significantly varied with respect to the nature of off–normal

conditions.
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5.2.1 Previous work related to team communications

Clear and effective communications are crucial for securing the safety of any human–involved systems.

Accordingly, as summarized in Table 6, many researchers have put a great deal of effort into studying

team communications with various purposes. For example, to identify the relationship between team

performance and communication patterns under off–normal conditions [67] compared the scores of a

team performance with predefined patterns of communications based on verbal protocols that were ex-

tracted from audiovisual records. Similarly, a comparison of team performance with communication

patterns, classified by applying a predetermined speech act coding scheme to verbal protocols, has been

conducted [40], [41]. In addition, several researchers tried to investigate the cognitive process of team

members by scrutinizing verbal protocols extracted from a normal as well as an off–normal condition,

such as identifying the characteristics of team decision making or identifying the mental model of team

members [64], [73], [76]. It is to be noted that the research methods of team communications share at

least two common elements – a verbal protocol analysis and a predefined coding scheme. In [2] one reads

“There are many complex jobs in which the outcome of thinking does not emerge in observable action.

For example, one can think out a plan of action, assess it, and decide it is inadequate for the purpose,

or one can work out the implications of a situation, and memorize the decision for use later. If we want

to train and support these types of work, then we need information about these mental processes. One

apparently obvious way of getting this information is to ask people to ‘think aloud’ while they are doing

the task. These verbal reports are called verbal protocols”.

Accordingly, the verbal protocol analysis would be regarded as “a meticulous investigation in order

to extract useful information about detailed cognitive processes of human operators”. Although there is

no explicit way of confirming that human operators express exactly what they think, many researchers

have emphasized that analyzing verbal protocols is a good way to collect interesting as well as important

insights observable while performing a task [11], [14], [78], [87]. For example, in [5] it is stated that:

“Therefore, we turned to other domains and other problem solving skills from human subjects. Cogni-

tive psychology has for some time been using a technique known as protocol analysis to arrive at such

information”. In addition, [82] it is pointed out that, although resources, such as time or manpower,

are required to generate verbal protocols, the verbal protocol analysis is generally preferred because it

provides a rich source of data explaining the behavior of human operators. Actually, it is well known that

the decision–ladder model that is one of the famous frameworks illustrating the cognitive processes of

human operators in the course of decision making has been developed based on the results of the verbal

protocol analysis [60], [59]. To conduct the verbal protocol analysis, it is indispensable to develop a

well–defined coding scheme, by which the characteristics of verbal protocols are soundly identified. For

this reason, many kinds of coding schemes have been suggested with respect to either the purpose of

the verbal protocol analysis or the specificity of a domain. For example, [14] introduced a model–based

coding scheme that is capable of distinguishing the following four types of statements
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1. intention, representing goals and future states of the subject;

2. cognition, pertaining to attention to selected aspects of the current situation;

3. planning, pertaining to intermediate constructions to explore sequences of possibilities men-

tally;

4. evaluation, indicating explicit or implicit comparisons of alternatives.

In contrast, more sophisticated coding schemes have been suggested from the aviation and the nuclear

domains as summarized in Tables 7 and 8, respectively [40], [49].

Reference Domain Purpose Data source Conditions Analysis Method
[67] Navy Identifying the relation-

ship between team perfor-
mance and communication
patt

Verbal protocols generated
from audiovisual record

Off–normal con-
ditions

Comparing the scores of
a team performance with
predefined patterns of
communications

[83] Aviation Identifying the relation-
ships between error types,
learning stages, and com-
munication patterns

Verbal protocols generated
from audiovisual records

Normal and
off–normal con-
ditions

Comparing the scores of
a team performance with
communication patterns
distinguished by a prede-
fined speech–act coding
scheme

[40],[41] Aviation Identifying the relation-
ship between team perfor-
mance and communication
patterns

Verbal protocols generated
from audiovisual records

Normal and
off–normal con-
ditions

Comparing the scores of
a team performance with
communication patterns
distinguished by a prede-
fined speech–act coding
scheme

[73] Psychology Identifying mental model
about a design team

Verbal protocols generated
from audiovisual records

Normal condi-
tions

Analyzing verbal proto-
cols using a predefined
coding scheme

[64] NPP Identifying the cognitive
process among team mem-
bers

Verbal protocols gener-
ated from audiovisual
records. Analyzing verbal
protocols using prede-
fined types of cognitive
processes

Off–normal con-
ditions

Off–normal conditions

[76] NPP b Identifying operators’
mental model

Verbal protocols generated
from audiovisual records

Off–normal con-
ditions

Analyzing verbal pro-
tocols using predefined
types of cognitive activi-
ties

[49] NPP Comparing communica-
tion patterns when human
operators used computer–
and paper–based proce-
dure

Verbal protocols generated
from audiovisual records

Off–normal con-
ditions

Analyzing communication
patterns based on a pre-
defined speech–act coding
scheme

Table 6: Previous works related to team communications

5.2.2 The off–normal operation strategy of nuclear power plants

To understand the importance of effective communication to cope with off–normal conditions, it is help-

ful to look at Fig. 18, which delineates the underlying strategy of off–normal operations in the reference

nuclear power plants [8]. When an off–normal condition has occurred, human operators who are working

in the MCR of an nuclear power plant have to follow predefined strategies according to the nature of the

condition at hand – an abnormal condition and an emergency condition. First, the abnormal condition
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Category Definition
Command A specific assignment of responsibility by one group member to another
Observation Recognizing and/or noting a fact or occurrence relating to the task
Suggestion Recommendation for a specific course of action
Statement of intent Announcement of an intended action by speaker; includes statements referring

to present and future actions but not to previous actions
Inquiry Request for factual, task–related information; not a request for action
Agreement A response in concurrence with a previous speech act; a positive evaluation of a

prior speech act
Disagreement A response not in concurrence with a previous speech act; a negative evaluation

of a prior speech act
Acknowledgment (a) Makes known that a prior speech act was heard

(b) Does not supply additional information
(c) Does not evaluate a previous speech act

Answer Speech act supplying information beyond more agreement, disagreement, or ac-
knowledgment

Response uncertainty Statement indicating uncertainty or lack of information with which to respond to
a speech act

Tension release Laughter or humorous remark
Frustration/anger/derisive
comment Statement of displeasure with self, other persons, or some aspect of the task; or

a ridiculing remark
Embarrassment Any comment apologizing for an incorrect response
Repeat Restatement of a previous speech act without prompting
Checklist Prompts and replies to items on a checklist
Nontask–related Any speech act referring to something other than the present task
Noncodable Speech act which is unintelligible or unclassifiable with respect to the present

coding scheme
Air Traffic Control (ATC) Radio communication with ATC
Total communication Sum of all the above

Table 7: Speech–act coding scheme used in the aviation domain

Category Definition
Command–manipulation A specific assignment of responsibility by one group member to another to ma-

nipulate an object
Command–others An order to do anything other than manipulating an object
Call A call for a specific person as a target for communication
Acknowledgment A statement to indicate that a message was received
Inquiry–identification A deliberate and well–defined request for information
Inquiry–confirmation A statement for asking confirmation
Reply A statement used to respond to an inquiry or other message that involves more

information than a simple acknowledgment
Reply–confirmation A short statement representing agreement or disagreement
Reply–report A statement that reports the result of carrying out a command
Observation A remark aimed at orienting other group members’ attention to a specific aspect

of operation
Statement of intent An announcement of an intended action
Judgment An expression that announces one’s decision
Encouragement A statement to build up team spirit
Nontask–related A statement that does not refer to any aspect of the present task or operation
Uncodable An ambiguous or unclear message

Table 8: Speech–act coding scheme used in the nuclear domain

covers the unstable status of the reference nuclear power plants due to one or more alarms. For example,

if a single alarm has occurred, then human operators are able to select an appropriate alarm response

procedure (ARP) by themselves, which is believed to be effective to remove the root cause of the gen-

erated alarm. Similarly, if human operators are faced with a set of alarms (i.e., multiple alarms), then

they are able to select an appropriate abnormal operating procedure (AOP) to return to the normal con-
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dition. When the emergency condition has occurred, however, human operators are not able to select an

appropriate procedure based on their own decision any longer. Here, the emergency condition indicates

a situation where in the reactor trip has occurred because either

1. human operators have failed to clear an abnormal condition resulting in one or more alarms,

or

2. more serious problems that directly engendered the reactor trip have occurred.

When the reactor trip has occurred, human operators should start emergency tasks by conducting the

standard post–trip action (SPTA) procedure to check the states of critical safety functions (CSFs). To sum

up, CSFs define a set of crucial functions with their relative priority to prevent intolerable consequences

resulting from emergency conditions. In other words, it is possible to secure the minimum level of safety,

if all the CSFs of nuclear power plants are not jeopardized. Although there are several sets of CSFs,

Table 9 summarizes some typical CSFs with the associated plant parameters, by which the status of each

CSF can be monitored [12], [39], [86]. After the completion of the SPTA procedure, human operators

have to conduct the diagnostic action (DA) that allows them to identify the nature of an emergency

condition at hand (i.e., DA is a flowchart format procedure). In general, the emergency conditions of the

reference nuclear power plants can be divided into two categories [8]. The first category includes Design

Basis Accidents (DBAs) that can be ascertained by recognizing symptoms from various indicators and/or

recent operating history. In the case of emergency conditions that belong to the second category, however,

it is almost impossible to accurately identify them because either they have a complex nature or they have

not been experienced. Canonical examples included in this category are multiple events (i.e., two or more

emergency conditions have occurred simultaneously) or instrumentation failures that distort the correct

symptom picture. Accordingly, to successfully cope with both categories of emergency conditions, two

kinds of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) are provided for human operators. The first one is

an Optimal Recovery Procedure (ORP) that stipulates detailed tasks to be done by human operators that

directly lead the state of the reference nuclear power plants to the safe shutdown condition. Meanwhile,

for the emergency conditions that belong to the second category, a functional recovery procedure (FRP)

is developed to provide the restoration tasks regarding the jeopardized CSFs. Therefore, based on the

result of DA, human operators have to select either an ORP (when they clearly diagnose what event has

occurred) or an FRP (when they fail to identify what event has occurred). In addition, human operators

have to conduct an FRP if they recognize the jeopardy of any CSF by conducting a safety function status

check (SFSC) procedure that should be carried out in parallel with the performance of an ORP.
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CSF number of inserted control rods Associated Parameter
Reactivity control Neutron flux; status of trip breakers number of inserted control rods,

etc.
Core heat removal Core exit temperature; status of reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), etc.
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) heat re-
moval

Water level of steam generators (SGs); steam pressure of SGs; feed
water flow rate, etc.

Table 9: A part of typical CSFs considered in the reference nuclear power plants

	  
Figure 18: The off–normal conditions of nuclear power plants

5.2.3 The role of human operators working in the MCR of nuclear power plants

Human operators working in the MCR of the reference nuclear power plants have to conduct a series

of predefined activities along with the nature of an off–normal condition. To this end, it is evident that
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human operators need a huge amount of information, such as plant process parameters, the status of major

components, and so forth. This strongly implies that human operators have to intensively communicate

with each other to ask what they want to know as well as to answer the questions asked. In light of

this concern, although there are several different types of team structures in nuclear power plants [51],

Fig. 19 will be helpful in understanding the structure of a four person team that has the responsibility for

operating the reference nuclear power plants.

In the reference nuclear power plants, each operating team working in the MCR consists of four

human operators with their distinct duties

1. a senior reactor operator (SRO);

2. a reactor operator (RO);

3. a turbine operator (TO);

4. an electrical operator (EO).

In short, the SRO has the responsibility for all kinds of operations performed under off–normal condi-

tions, and the RO and the TO have limited responsibility for operations related to the primary side (i.e.,

nuclear island) and the secondary side (i.e., turbine island), respectively. In addition, the EO simulta-

neously checks the status of electric power production as well as the supplement of an electrical power

about all kinds of components and/or equipment installed in the reference nuclear power plants. To this

end, each board operator (i.e., the RO, the TO, and the EO) has to manipulate many kinds of necessary

components and equipment by using several control boards that are installed in the MCR with a lot of

alarm tiles, indicators, trend recorders, control devices, and so forth. In addition, if necessary, board op-

erators directly communicate with local operators (LOs) who are working near a moving component or

equipment to give detailed instructions. It is to be noted that, as soon as the reactor trip has occurred (i.e.,

an emergency condition), another operator, called a safety supervisor (SS), has to join this four–person

team. The role of the SS is to independently check the status of CSFs in parallel with emergency opera-

tions to be performed by four human operators. Because role of the SS under the emergency condition

is more important than that of the EO, it is possible to regard the composition of the four–person team as

the SRO, the RO, the TO, and the SS [57].

5.2.4 Communications for off–normal operations

It is evident that human operators working in the MCR of the reference nuclear power plants need to

intensively communicate to follow a predefined strategy about an off–normal condition. Without loss

of generality, Fig. 20 depicts four high–level tasks related to the reacting strategy of an off–normal

condition. For example, when an abnormal condition has occurred, the first task is to detect one or

more alarms indicating the occurrence of the abnormal condition. After that, human operators should
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interpret the meaning of the generated alarms by gathering a set of symptoms, such as process parameters

or the status of major components. If human operators have successfully indentified the meaning of the

generated alarms, then they will select an appropriate ARP or AOP that is supposed to effectively remove

the cause of the abnormal condition with which they are faced. Similarly, although the high–level task

related to clarifying the nature of a problem is institutionalized in the form of procedures (i.e., SPTA

and DA procedure), human operators still have to complete four high level tasks when an emergency

condition has occurred. Here, it is to be noted that communications play a crucial role in conducting the

high–level tasks just mentioned.

Regarding this, [67] clearly summarized the role of communications in the course of a task perfor-

mance as follows: “Communication during task execution is important for developing and maintaining

team and situation knowledge in shared mental models. Furthermore, communication is especially im-

portant for developing strategic knowledge. With respect to team knowledge, communication supports

team members to develop a common understanding of who is responsible for what task and what the

information requirements are. With respect to situation knowledge, communication is important for

maintaining an up–to–date understanding of the situation. Especially in novel situations, team members

must communicate to respond to environmental cues, explain to each other why previous strategies do

not work in the novel situation, jointly determine new strategies, and predict future states”.

The role of communications to deal with an off normal condition is more important than it seems,

however, because human operators should conduct the previously described behaviors under a stressful,

such as a high level of time pressure, as well as an unstable environment, i.e. a trivial mistake could result

in a severe consequence [45], [48]. For example, it has been observed that human operators decreased

their amount of communications with respect to the increase of a workload [79]. In addition, it has

been reported that human operators adaptively changed their communication patterns when they had to

accomplish the required tasks in a stressful environment [68].

This strongly implies that, as pointed out in [85], the change of communication patterns to cope

with the increase of a workload due to a stressful environment could be a new source of a human error.

Actually, the result of a recent study has revealed that one of the main causes of an unplanned reactor

trip event is an inappropriate response to an off–normal condition, which is expected to be susceptible to

communications [43]. In addition, communication is one of the important issues pertaining to emerging

nuclear power plant technology [56], [89]. Accordingly, it is reasonable to assume that securing appro-

priate communication is one of the decisive factors for the successful completion of four high–level tasks

to deal with off–normal conditions.
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Figure 19: Simplified scheme of the roles of four human operators who are working in the MCR of the
reference nuclear power plants

Figure 20: High–level tasks to cope with an off–normal condition
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5.3 Description of the main systems of supervision, control and intervention of all
the nuclear power plant and of the primary circuit in MCR e in RSR with
description of critical situations in MCA, RSR and in TSC

This section is devoted to the description of the main systems of supervision, control and intervention of

all the nuclear power plant and of the primary circuit, and the description of the MCR and of the RSR,

and of possible critical situations.

First, a brief summary of all the safety–related systems will be given. Then, the reactor trip systems,

consisting of the class 1 E systems (safety sensors, RPS, RTB, safety grade HSIS) and the reactor trip

variables and signals connected to low pressurizer pressure, high pressurizer pressure and high pressur-

izer water level, will be studied. Hence, we will investigate thoroughly the engineered safety feature

systems, which consists of safety sensors, RPS, ESFAS, SLS, safety grade HSIS, which includes pro-

cessors and VDUs common to above both RPS and ESAFAS, conventional safety related switches. We

will also treat the process variables monitored for the ESF like pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water

level and the MCR isolation. The normal and safe shutdown from outside the MCR and normal and safe

shutdown functions, will be studied. The post accident monitoring and the safety parameter displays

system will be therefore analyzed. Moreover, the control systems not required for safety that can affect

the performance of critical safety function describing the pressurizer pressure control, the pressurizer

spray interlock and the pressurizer water level control, will be presented. Finally, we will present the

diverse HSI Panel, the reactor trip, the turbine Trip and the main feedwater isolation.

5.3.1 Identification of safety related systems and non safety–related systems

Safety–related PSMS with safety–related portion of the HSIS consists of

1. RPS;

2. ESFAS and SLS;

3. Conventional switches (train level);

4. Safety VDUs – Part of safety–related HSIS for manual operation and monitoring of critical

safety functions, including PAM.

A brief summary of all the safety–related systems is presented in this section, while more detailed

descriptions will be given afterwards for reactor trip system, for engineered safety feature systems, for

systems required for safe shutdown, for information systems important to safety, for control systems not

required for safety, for diverse instrumentation and control systems.

Safety functions are those actions required to achieve the system responses assumed in the safety

analyses, and those credited to achieve safe shutdown of the plant. Some safety functions are automati-

cally initiated by the PSMS. These same safety functions may also be manually initiated and monitored
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by operators using the HSIS. The HSIS is also used to manually initiate other safety functions that do not

require time critical actuation and safety functions credited for safe shutdown. After manual initiation

from the HSIS, all safety functions are executed by the PSMS. The HSIS also provides all plant informa-

tion to operators, including critical parameters required for post accident conditions. The HSIS includes

both safety and non–safety sections.

5.3.1.1 Reactor Trip System

The safety systems automatically trip the reactor and initiate Engineered Safety Features (ESF), if

required, whenever predetermined limits are approached. The RPS maintains surveillance on nuclear

and process variables, which are related to equipment mechanical limitations, such as pressure, and on

variables that directly affect the heat transfer capability of the reactor, such as the reactor coolant flow

and temperature. When a limit is approached, the RPS initiates the signal to open the Reactor Trip

Breakers (RTBs). This action removes power from the Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) coils,

permitting the rods to fall by gravity into the core. This rapid negative reactivity insertion will cause the

reactor to shutdown.

5.3.1.2 Engineered Safety Feature Systems

The occurrence of a Postulated Accident (PA), such as a Loss–Of–Coolant Accident (LOCA) or a

steam line break, requires a reactor trip plus actuation of one or more ESFs in order to prevent or mitigate

damage to the core and Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and to ensure containment integrity.

5.3.1.3 Reactor Protection System

The RPS will determine if setpoints are being approached for selected plant parameters. If setpoints

are approached, the RPS will process signals through logic functions, to respond properly to the various

conditions.

5.3.1.4 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

Once the required logic is generated, the RPS will send signals to the ESFAS, which combines sig-

nals from all four RPS trains in 2–out–of–4 voting logic. Once the ESFAS receives the appropriate

voting logic combination, it sends signals to the SLS to actuate appropriate ESF components for pro-

tective action. The ESFAS also receives signals from conventional switches on the OC for train level

manual actuation of ESF systems. In the event of loss of offsite power (LOOP) and/or PA, ESF loads are

connected to the emergency power bus in a pre–determined sequence by the load sequencing function,

provided by the ESFAS and SLS. There are two types of load sequencing: one for LOOP and the other

for emergency core cooling system (ECCS) actuation concurrent with LOOP. The ESFAS also receives

interlock signals from the RPS, such as the P–4 interlock, which indicates the reactor trip. Interlocks are

developed redundantly within each RPS train.

The RPS will send interlock signals to the ESFAS, which combines signals from all four RPS trains

in 2–out–of–4 voting logic.
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5.3.1.5 Safety Logic System

The SLS receives ESF system level actuation demand signals and LOOP load-sequencing signals for

the safety components from the ESFAS. The SLS also receives manual component level control signals

from the OC (safety VDUs and operational VDUs). This system performs the component level control

logic for safety actuators (e.g., Motor Operated Valves (MOVs), solenoid operated valves, switchgears).

The SLS receives manual component level control signals from the OC (safety VDUs and operational

VDUs) to control plant components to achieve safe shutdown.

5.3.1.6 Safety Grade HSI

The safety VDU processors manage the displays on the safety VDUs located on the OC and the

RSC. They receive process parameter information from the RPS, actuation status information from the

RPS and ESFAS, and component status information from the SLS. The safety VDU processors also

receive operator commands such as screen navigation and soft control from the safety VDUs. The safety

VDUs are located on the OC and RSC and provide access to information and controls for safety systems.

Command signals from safety VDUs and operational VDUs are transmitted to the RPS, ESFAS and SLS

via the PSMS communication system (COM). COM is the interface system between the safety–related

PSMS and non–safety related PCMS. It provides command priority logic between the safety VDUs and

operational VDUs.

5.3.1.7 Post Accident Monitoring

The purpose of displaying PAM parameters is to assist MCR personnel in evaluating the safety status

of the plant. In accordance with RG 1.97 PAM Type A, B, and C variables have redundant instru-

mentation and can be displayed on at least two redundant safety VDUs. Type A and B parameters are

continuously displayed on the LDP and are continuously available on a safety VDU, or can be retrieved

immediately.

5.3.1.8 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication

If any safety function is bypassed or inoperable at the train level, this is continuously indicated on

the LDP. Other bypassed or inoperable conditions that do not result in inoperability of safety functions,

at the train level, are displayed on operational VDUs but not on the LDP.

5.3.1.9 Plant Alarms

The alarm system provides all information necessary for detecting abnormal plant conditions. The

alarm system enhances the operators ability to recognize fault conditions even when the number of faults,

or their severity, are increasing. Information for all alarms is displayed on the alarm VDU, LDP, and the

operational VDU. LDP alarms are located in the fixed area of the LDP.

5.3.1.10 Safety Parameter Display System

The Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) provides a display of plant parameters from which the

status of plant safety system operation may be assessed. The SPDS is displayed on operational VDUs
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located in the MCR, TSC, and EOF. The primary function of the SPDS is to aid MCR operating personnel

to make quick assessments of plant safety status. Duplication of the SPDS displays in the TSC and EOF

improves the exchange of information between these facilities and the control room and assists plant

management in the decision–making process. The SPDS operates during normal operations and during

all classes of emergencies. The SPDS displayed information in the MCR, TSC, and EOF is identical.

The functions and design of SPDS in the MCR are integrated into the overall Human–System Interface

(HSI) design.

5.3.1.11 Independence

Each train of the PSMS is independent from each other and from non–safety systems, including

the PCMS. The physical independence is designed based on the RG 1.75 which endorses IEEE Std

384–1992. Electrical independence is maintained through qualified isolation devices, including fiber

optic data communications cables. Functional independence between controllers is maintained through

communication processors that are separate from function processors, and through logic that (1) ensures

prioritization of safety functions over non–safety functions and (2) does not rely on signals from outside

its own train to perform the safety function within the train. Cabinets for each train of the PSMS are

located in a separate plant equipment room fire area. These fire areas are separate from the fire areas

where non–safety systems are located and separate from the fire areas of the MCR and the RSR. To ensure

electrical independence, fiber optic cables or qualified isolators are used to interface all signals between

plant equipment room fire areas. Electrical independence is also maintained between PSMS divisions

and between the PSMS and non–safety systems within the MCR and the RSR. In addition to these plant

equipment room fire areas, electrical independence and physical separation are also maintained between

divisions for instrumentation inputs and plant component control outputs interfaced with PSMS cabinets.

5.3.1.12 Human–System Interface

The MCR is designed to perform centralized monitoring and control of the I&C systems that are

necessary for use during normal operation, AOOs, and PAs. Furthermore, the HSIS are also designed to

reduce the potential for human error and to allow easy operation. In addition to the MCR, the HSI also

includes the RSC, TSC, EOF, and local control stations, such as auxiliary equipment control console.

5.3.2 Reactor Trip System

5.3.2.1 System Description

The reactor trip (RT) system, which achieves the all RT functions, consists of the following Class 1E

systems

1. Safety sensors;

2. RPS
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Name Quantity
Reactor Trip
CCS Actuation

4

ECCS actuation 4
Containment Isolation Phase A 4
Containment Spray 8
MCR Isolation 4
Main Steam Line Isolation 2
Main feedwater Isolation 2
Emergency Feedwater Isolation 2 per loop
Emergency Feedwater Actuation 4
CVCS (Chemical and Volume Control System)
Isolation

2

Turbine Trip 1
DAS Defeat (DAS Bypass) 1

Table 10: List of conventional switches on the operator console

Applicable crite-
ria

Title RPS ESFAS SLS Safety
HIS

Safety
DCS

PCMS DAS

1.10 CFR 50 and 52
a 50.55a(a)(1) Quality standards for systems impor-

tant to safety
× × × × ×

b 50.55a(h)(2) Protection systems (IEEE Std 603–
1991 or IEEE Std 270–1971)

× × × × ×

c 50.55a(h)(3) Safety systems (IEEE Std 603–1991) × × × × ×

d 50.34(f)(2)(v)
(I.D.3)

Bypass and inoperable status indica-
tion

× × × × × ×

e 50.34(f)(2)(xi)
(II.D.3)

Direct indication of relief and safety
valve position

× × ×

f 50.34(f)(2)(xii)
(II.E.1.2)

Auxiliary feedwater system automatic
initiation and flow indication

× × × × ×

g 50.34(f)(2)(xvii)
(II.F.1)

Accident monitoring instrumentation × × × × ×

h 50.34(f)(2)(xviii)
(II.F.2)

Instrumentation for the detecting of in-
adequate core cooling

× × ×

i 50.34(f)(2)(xiv)
(II.E.4.2)

Containment isolation systems × × × × ×

j 50.34(f)(2)(xix)
(II.F.3)

Instruments for monitoring plant con-
ditions following core damages

× × ×

k 50.34(f)(2)(xx)
(II.G.1)

Power for pressurizer level indication
and controls for pressurizer relief and
block valves

× × × ×

l 50.34(f)(2)(xxii)
(II.K.2.9)

Failure mode and effect analysis of in-
tegrated control system

Table 11: Regulatory requirements applicability matrix per Nureg
0800 Standard Review plan (SRP) Sec. 7.1. Rev. 5

3. RTB

4. Safety grade HSIS.

Fig. 21 shows the RPS configuration, while Fig. 23 shows the overall reactor trip functional logic.

The RPS automatically trips the reactor to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not

exceeded. Fuel design limits are defined by several considerations, such as mechanical/hydraulic limita-

tions on equipment, and heat transfer phenomena. The RPS maintains surveillance of process variables,

which are direct measurements of equipment mechanical limitations, such as pressure and also on vari-

ables that are direct measurements of the heat transfer capability of the reactor (e.g., reactor coolant flow

and reactor coolant temperature). Other parameters utilized in the RPS are calculated indirectly from a
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combination of process variables, such as delta T (i.e., reactor coolant hot leg temperature [Thot] - reac-

tor coolant cold leg temperature [Tcold]). Whenever a direct process measurement or calculated variable

exceeds a setpoint, the reactor will be shutdown in order to protect against either gross damage to the

fuel cladding or a loss of system integrity, which could lead to the release of radioactive fission products

into the containment vessel (C/V).

	  

Figure 21: RPS configuration
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 2 of 21)

Figure 22: Functional logic diagram for reactor protection and control system

To initiate a reactor trip, the RPS interfaces with the following equipment
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1. Sensors and manual inputs;

2. RTBs.

The RPS consists of four redundant and independent trains. Four redundant measurements using sen-

sors from the four separate trains are made for each variable used for reactor trip. This applies to all

measurements with the exception of source range and intermediate range nuclear instrumentation sen-

sors and main turbine stop valve position, which only have two trains. Selected analog measurements

are converted to digital form by analog–to–digital converters within the four trains of the RPS. When

the monitored signal requires signal conditioning, it is applied prior to its conversion to digital form.

Following necessary calculations and processing, the measurements are compared against the applicable

setpoint for that variable. A partial trip signal for a given parameter is generated if one train’s measure-

ment exceeds its limit. Each train sends its own partial trip signal to each of the other three trains over

isolated serial data links. The RPS will generate a RT signal if two or more trains of the same variable

are in the partial trip state.

The RPS sends system status and process data to the non safety–related part of the HSIS and PCMS,

via the unit bus. The RPS also receives operator bypass and reset signals from the HSIS, which are not

required for safety, via the unit bus. The interfaces between RPS trains and other systems are shown in

Fig. 23 and described in Table 12.
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Figure 23: Interface between RPS and other systems

5.3.2.2 Reactor Trip Logic

Each train of the RPS consists of two separate digital controllers to achieve defense-indepth through

functional diversity. Two different parameters are monitored by the separate sensors that interface to
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Interface signals Example of signals
(a) signal to other RPS trains RT signals, bypass signals
(b) Signals from other RPS trains RT signals, bypass signals
(c) Operation signals from safety VDU Manual trip signals, operating and maintenance bypass
(d) Information signals to safety VDU PAM signals, process status signals
(e) operation signals from operational VDU Manual block, operating and maintenance bypass
(f) Information signals to non safety HSIS Non safety indication, record and alarm signals
(g) Sensor signals SG water leve, NIS, RMS signals, turbine trip status signals
(h) ESF actuation signals to ESFAS ESF actuation signals
(i) ESF actuation signals from ESFAS ECCS actuation signals
(j) Interlock signals to SLS Reactor coolan pressure signal, CCW surge tank water level for

interlocks
(k) Process signals to reactor control systems Pressurizer water level signal, pressurizer water level bypass

signals, interlocks signals
(l) RT signals to SLS RT Signals
(m) Status signals from RTB RT status signals
(n) Process signals to DAS Actuation signals, indication signals
(o) Non safety signals to RSC Signals for non safety–related indication, record and operation

for RSC
(p) Safety signals to RSC Signals for safe shutdown to RSC
(q) Safety signals from RSC Signals for safe shutdown from RSC
(r) Non safety signals to various purpose Various uses as control, test and monitoring by hardwired or

optical signals
(s) Hardwired signals from RPS (other train) Source range neutron flux detector power off

(t) Control signals to the sampling package at local Start/stop demand to the sampling pump

Table 12: Interface between RPS and other systems

two separate digital controllers within the RPS. Each of controllers process these inputs to generate

reactor trip and/or ESF actuation signals. This twofold diversity is duplicated in each redundant RPS

train. The processing of diverse parameters results in functional redundancy within each RPS train.

Functional diversity provides two separate methods of detecting the same abnormal plant condition. Each

functionally diverse digital controller within a train can initiate a reactor trip. The RT signal from each

of the four RPS trains is sent to a corresponding RT actuation train. Each of the four RT actuation trains

consists of two RTBs. The reactor is tripped when two or more RT actuation trains receive a RT signal.

When a limit is approached, the RPS initiates signals to open the RTBs. This action removes power to the

CRDM coils permitting the rods to fall by gravity into the core. This rapid negative reactivity insertion

will cause the reactor to shutdown. The breakers are located in two fire-protected areas. Breakers with a

“1” designation are located in one room. Breakers with a “2” designation are located in the second room.

This configuration ensures a fire in one room does not prevent a reactor trip.

The cables of each train are isolated for fire. The isolation between train A and B and between train C

and D is based on IEEE Std 384–1992 including minimum distance and barriers. Isolation between train

A/B and train C/D is by separate fire areas. The logic functions within the RPS are limited to bistable

calculations and voting for RT actuation. Each train performs 2–out–of–4 voting logic for like sensor

coincidence to actuate trip signals to the four trains of the RTBs. Each train also includes a hardwired

manual switch on the OC that directly actuates the RTBs. This switch bypasses the RPS digital controller.
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The trip demand, whether generated manually or automatically, initiates the following actions: 1) it de–

energizes the under–voltage trip attachments on the RTBs, and 2) it energizes the shunt trip devices on

the RTBs. Either action causes the breakers to trip.

The RPS is a microprocessor–based digital system that achieves high reliability through segmen-

tation of primary and back–up trip/actuation functions, use of four redundant trains, failed equipment

bypass functions, and microprocessor self–diagnostics, including data communications. The system also

includes features to allow for manual periodic testing of functions that are not automatically tested by the

self–diagnostics, such as the actuation of RTBs. Manual periodic tests can be conducted with the plant

on–line and without jeopardy of spurious trips due to single failure(s) during testing.

5.3.2.3 Reactor Trip Variables

The following variables and signals are monitored to generate a reactor trip signal. The complete list

of RT initiating signals is provided in Table 13. Table 14 provides range, accuracy, response time, and

setpoint for each RT variables. Response time described in this table is within the delay time assumed

in the safety analyses. Setpoint described in this table is within the analytical limit assumed in the safety

analysis.

Actuation signal Number of sensors,
switches, or signals

Division trip actua-
tion logic

Permissives and by-
pass

High source range neutron flux 2 neutron detectors 1/2 P–6, p–10
High intermediate range neutron flux 2 neutron detectors 1/2 P–10
High power range neutron flux (low set-
point)

4 neutron detectors 2/4 P–10

High power range neutron flux (high set-
point)

2/4 None

High power range neutron flux positive rate 2/4 None
High power range neutron flux negative rate 2/4 None
Over temperature ∆T 1 composite signal per RCS

loop
2/4 None

Over power ∆T 1 composite signal per RCS
loop

2/4 None

Low reactor coolant flow 4 flow sensor per RCS loop 2/4 per RCS loop P–7
Low RCP speed 1 speed sensor per RCP 2/4 P–7
Low pressurizer pressure 4 pressure sensors 2/4 P–7
High pressurizer pressure 2/4 None
High pressurizer water level 4 level sensor 2/4 P–7
Low SG water level 4 level sensor per SG 2/4 per SG None
High SG water level 2/4 per SG P–7
Manual reactor trip 1 switch per train 1/1 None
ECCS actuation Valid signal N/A None
Turbine trip Valid signal N/A P–7

Table 13: Reactor trip signals

Some of the following variables are used by multiple safety functions and non–safety control func-

tions;

1. Neutron flux (source range, intermediate range and power range, neutron flux rate for power
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range);

2. Reactor coolant cold leg and hot leg temperature;

3. Pressurizer pressure;

4. Pressurizer water level;

5. Reactor coolant flow;

6. Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) speed;

7. Steam Generator (SG) water level;

8. ECCS actuation signal;

9. Manual RT actuation signal;

10. Turbine trip signal.

5.3.2.4 Reactor Trip Initiating Signals

The following subsection describes the RT initiating signals that are grouped according to their pro-

tection function. Pre–trip alarms and non–safety interlocks are initiated below the RT setpoints to provide

audible and visible indication of the approach to a trip condition.

5.3.2.5 Low Pressurizer Pressure

This trip protects the reactor against low pressure, which could lead to DNB. RT is initiated when

two out of four pressurizer pressure channels exceed the low setpoint. This trip is automatically bypassed

when reactor power is below P–7 permissive setpoint (turbine inlet pressure or power range neutron flux).

The operating bypass is automatically removed when reactor power is above the P–7 permissive setpoint.

Fig. 25 shows the logic for this trip function.

5.3.2.6 High Pressurizer Pressure

This trip protects the RCS against system over pressure. The trip signal is generated when two out of

four pressurizer pressure channels exceed the trip setpoint. There are no operating bypasses associated

with this trip. Fig. 25 shows the logic for this trip function.

5.3.2.7 High Pressurizer Water Level

This trip prevents water relief through the pressurizer relief valves for system over pressurization.

The trip signal is generated when two out of four pressurizer water level channels exceed the trip setpoint.

This trip is automatically bypassed when reactor power is below P–7 permissive. This operating bypass

is automatically removed when reactor power is above the P–7 setpoint. Fig. 25 shows the logic for this

trip function.
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 5 of 21)

Figure 24: Functional logic diagram for reactor protection and control system
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 6 of 21)

Figure 25: Functional logic diagram for reactor protection and control system
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RT Function Variables to be moni-
tored

Range of vari-
ables

Instrument ac-
curacy

Response time Setpoint

Over power ∆T (a) ∆T 0 to 150% Total 5,2% RTP Total 6.0 s 110.65% RTP
(b) reactor coolant cold
leg temperature

510 to 630◦F

(c) reactor coolant hot
leg temperature

530 to 650◦F

(d) neutron flux (differ-
ence between top and
bottom power range
neutron flux detectors)

−60 to + 60%

Low reactor
coolant flow

Reactor coolant flow 0 to 120% of
rated flow

3% of rated
flow

1.8 s 90% of rated
flow

Low RCP
speed

RCP speed 0 to 120% of
rated pump
speed

0.5% of rated
pump speed

0.6 s 95.5% of rated
flow

Low pressurize
pressure

Pressurize pressure 1700 to 2500
psig

2.5% of span 1.8 s

High pressur-
izer pressure

Pressurize pressure 1700 to 2500
psig

2.5% of span 1.8 s

High pres-
surizer water
level

Pressurized water level 0 to 100% of
span

3% of span 1.8 s

Low SG water
level

SG water level 0 to 100% of
span (narrow
range taps

3% of span 1.8 s

High high SG
water level

SG water level 0 to 100% of
span (narrow
range taps)

3% of span 1.8 s 70% of span

manual reactor
trip actuation

Switch position N/A N/A N/A N/A

ECCS actua-
tion

Pressurizer pressure 1700 to 2500
psig

2.5% of span 3.3 s 1765 psig

Main steam line pres-
sure

0 to 1400 psig 3% of span 3.3 s 525 psig

Containment pressure −7 to 80 psig 2.8% of span 3.3 s 6.8 psig

Table 14: Reactor trip variables, ranges, accuracies, response time and setpoint (nominal)

5.3.3 Engineered Safety Feature Systems

5.3.3.1 System Description

The ESF system consists of

1. Safety sensors;

2. RPS;

3. ESFAS;

4. SLS;

5. Safety grade HSIS which includes processors and VDUs common to above both RPS and

ESFAS;
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Figure 7.3-1     Configuration of Engineered Safety Features Actuation System and Safety Logic System
Figure 26: Configuration of engineered safety features actuation system and safety logic system

6. Conventional safety–related switches (for system related actuation).

Fig. 26 shows the overall ESF system configuration.

ESF systems provide I&C functions to sense accident conditions and initiate the operation of neces-

sary ESF system components to mitigate accident conditions in a timely manner. The occurrence of a

PA, such as a LOCA or a steam line break, requires a RT plus actuation of one or more ESF systems in

order to mitigate the consequences. The RPS receives signals from various sensors and transmitters. The

RPS then determines if the set–points are being exceeded and, if they are, the RPS combines the signals

into logic matrices indicative of primary or secondary system boundary ruptures.

Once the required logic combination is completed, the RPS sends ESF actuation signals to each train

of the ESFAS. Each train of the ESFAS combines the signals from all RPS trains using 2–out–of–4 voting

logic to actuate its respective train of the SLS.

Control from the ESF system includes; the ECCS, containment systems, containment spray system

(CSS), emergency feedwater system (EFWS), annulus emergency exhaust system, and MCR HVAC

system. These systems, its subsystems and/or components are actuated by the ESFAS signal as necessary

to mitigate specific accident/event condition(s). Examples of systems activated by the ESFAS include;

ECCS, main steam line isolation, containment spray (CS), containment isolation, emergency feedwater

(EFW), MCR isolation, emergency generator start up, ESWS, and RT (at the train level). Individual ESF

systems can be manually actuated from the MCR.
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The following items make up the ESF system:

1. Process variable sensors;

2. RPS for processing process input signals and voting to determine the need for system level

ESF actuation;

3. ESFAS for voting logic, which combines signals from all RPS trains and generates train level

actuation signals to the SLS. The ESFAS also sequences the actuation of plant components to

avoid overloading plant electrical systems during LOOP conditions;

4. SLS to distribute train level actuation signals from the ESFAS to the control logic for desig-

nated plant components;

5. Systems and components associated with ESF system;

6. Safety VDU processors and safety VDUs to provide manual component level control of plant

components after initial automatic actuation by the ESFAS. Safety VDUs also provide reset

for ESFAS actuation;

7. Conventional switches for manual initiation at train level.

The ESFAS and SLS send system status and process data to the HSIS and PCMS, which is not required

for safety, via the unit bus. The ESFAS and SLS also receive manual component control and reset signals

from the HSIS, which are not required for safety, via the unit bus. The interfaces for each ESFAS division

are shown in Figs. 27, 28.

5.3.3.2 ESF System Level Logic

There are four trains for the ESF system in the US–APWR. The system level ESF actuation signals

from all four RPS trains are transmitted over isolated data links to an ESFAS controller in each train of

the ESF system. Each ESFAS controller consists of a duplex architecture using dual CPUs to enhance

reliability. The RPS provides bistable calculations and voting logic to the ESFAS for ESF actuation.

2–out–of–4 coincidence voting logic is performed within each train through the redundant subsystems

within each ESFAS controller. Each ESFAS subsystem generates a train level ESF actuation signal when

the required 2–out–of–4 coincidence is met from the four RPS actuation signals. System level ESF

manual actuation signals are hardwired from conventional switches located on the OC. These signals are

also processed by the logic in each redundant subsystem of each ESFAS train to generate the same train

level ESF actuation signal.

Train level manual actuation signals are generated for each ESFAS signal from separate switches for

each ESFAS train. To avoid spurious actuation from a single contact or signal path failure, each switch

contains two contacts that are interfaced to two separate digital inputs. Each ESFAS subsystem processes

these signals through redundant train level manual actuation 2–out–of–2 logic.
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Figure 7.3-2     Interface between ESFAS and Other Systems (for Table 7.3-1)
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Figure 7.3-3     Interface between SLS and Other Systems (for Table 7.3-2)
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Whether automatically or manually initiated, train level ESF actuation signals are transmitted from

both subsystems of the ESFAS controller to the corresponding train of the SLS. The number of ESFAS

trains that generate train level ESF actuation signals corresponds to the number of mechanical ESF trains

being actuated.

The ESFAS also provides automatic load sequencing for the Class 1E GTG to accommodate the

site LOOP accident. Each ESFAS train monitors three under voltage inputs, using 2–out–of–3 logic, to

detect a loss of power condition for its respective train, and generates a LOOP signal. Upon detecting a

loss of power, the ESFAS starts the Class 1E GTG for its train and disconnects the loads for its train from

the electrical bus Once the Class 1E GTG is capable of accepting loads, the ESFAS sequences the loads

for its train back onto the electrical bus in an order appropriate for the current train level ESF actuation

signal(s). The ESFAS sequencing logic accommodates ESF actuation signals occurring prior to or during

a loading sequence. The ESFAS load sequencing function is independent for each train. The ESFAS also

provides automatic load sequencing when an ESFAS is actuated during normal power conditions (i.e.,

no LOOP). Safety plant components are manually loaded on the non–safety alternate ac power source

from the SLS during station blackout (which includes a loss of the Class 1E GTG Power Source).

5.3.3.3 Process Variables Monitored for ESF

A number of process variables, equipment status and plant parameters that are monitored to establish

the degraded plant condition(s) and are used for generating ESF actuation signals to initiate various

required ESF systems. Tables 15, 16 provides a list of process variables and signals. Tables 17, 18

provides range, accuracy, response time, and setpoint for each ESF actuation variables. Response time

described in this table is within the delay time assumed in the safety analyses. Setpoint described in this

table is within the analytical limit assumed in the safety analysis.

Some of the following variables are shared instrument used by multiple safety functions and non–

safety control functions

• Pressurizer pressure;

• Pressurizer water level;

• Main steam line pressure;

• SG water level;

• Containment pressure;

• Containment high range area radiation;

• MCR outside air intake radiation;

• MFW pumps trip signal;

• RT signal (P–4 interlock);

• LOOP signal;

• Reactor coolant cold leg and hot leg temperatures (Tavg signal).
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Actuacion signal Number of sensors,
switches, or signals

Actuation logic Permissives and bypass

1 emergency core cooling system – logic diagram
Low pressurizer pressure 4 pressure sensors (shared

with RT)
2/4 Operating bypass permit-

ted while P–11 is active,
automatically unbypassed
by inactive P–11

Low main steam line pres-
sure

4 pressure sensors per
steam line

2/4 per steam line Operating bypass permit-
ted while P–11 is active,
automatically unbypassed
by inactive P–11

High containment pressure 4 pressure sensors 2/4 None
Manual actuation 1 switch per train 1/1 Can be manually reset

to block re–initiation of
ECCS signal while P–4 is
active. This block is au-
tomatically removed when
P–4 becomes inactive

2 containment spray – logic diagram
High 3 containment pres-
sure

4 pressure sensors (shared
with ECCS)

2/4 None

Manual actuation 2 switch per train 2/2 None
3 main control room isolation logic diagram

MCR outside air intake ra-
diation

2 gas radiation detectors 1/2 None

2 lodine radiation detec-
tors

1/2 None

2 particulate radiation de-
tectors

1/2 None

ECCS actuation Valid ECCS signal 1/1 None
Manual actuation 1 switch per train 1/1 None

4 containment purge isolation logic diagram
Containment high range
area radiation

4 radiation detectors 2/4 None

ECCS actuation Valid ECCS signal 1/1 None
Manual containment isola-
tion

1 switch per train 1/1 None

Manual CS actuation 2 switch per train 2/2 None
5 containment isolation Phase A logic diagram

ECCS actuation Valid ECCS signal 1/1 None
Manual actuation 1 switch per train 1/1 None

Table 15: Engineered safety features actuation signals

5.3.3.4 ESF Initiating Signals, Logic, Actuation Devices and Manual Controls

The following subsections provide a functional description of ESF actuation signals, actuated sys-

tems/components and initiating logic for actuating each ESF function. Except as noted in specific sec-

tions below, all actuation signals are latched at the train level, whether automatically or manually initi-

ated, and require manual reset. Latching ensures the protective action goes to completion and ensures

that components remain in their safety position after the process returns to its pre–trip condition. Manual

reset can only be initiated after the process returns to its pre–trip condition. Except as noted in specific

sections below, the description is for one train and is applicable to all four trains. All manual actuations,

bypasses, overrides, and resets are initiated separately for each train.

5.3.3.5 Emergency Core Cooling System

ESF actuation signal for ECCS function is generated when any of the following initiating signals are
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Actuacion signal Number of sensors,
switches, or signals

Actuation logic Permissives and bypass

10 emergency feedwater isolation – logic diagram
High SG water level 4 level sensors per SG

(shared with RT)
2/4 per SG Permitted while P–4 is ac-

tive automatically blocked
while steam line pressure
is low. Operating bypass
permitted while P–11 is
active, automatically un-
bypassed by inactive P–11

Low main steam line pres-
sure

4 pressure sensors per
steam line (shared with
ECCS)

2/4 per steam Automatically blocked
while EFW isolation
signal from other SG is
initiated

Manual actuation 2 switches per SG 1/2 per SG None
11 CVCS isolation logic diagram

High pressurizer water
level

4 level sensors (shared
with RT)

2/4 Operating bypass permit-
ted while P–11 is active,
automatically unbypassed
byinactive P–11

Manual actuation 1 switch per train 1/1 None

Table 16: Engineered safety features actuation signals

ESF function Variables to be moni-
tored

Range of variables Instrument
accuracy

Response
time

Setpoint

Emergency core cooling system actuation
(a) Low pressurizer pres-
sure

Pressurizer pressure 1700 to 2500 psig 2.5 of span 3.0 s 1765 psig

(b) Low ain steam line
pressure

Main steam line pressure 0 to 1400 psig 3% of span 3.0 s 525 psig

(c) high containment
pressure

Containment pressure −7 to 80 psig 2.8 of span 3.0 s 6.8 psig

Containment spray
High 3 containment
pressure

Containment pressure −7 to 80 psig 2.8 of span 3.0 s 34.0 psig

Main control room isolation

High MRC outside air
intake radiation

MCR gas radiation 10−7 to 10−2 µCi/cc 6% of span 60 s 20−6 µCi/cc

MCR iodine radiation 10−11 to 10−5 µCi/cc 6% of span 60 s 8× 10−10 µCi/cc

MCR particulate radia-
tion

10−12 to 10−7 µCi/cc 6% of span 60 s 8× 10−10 µCi/cc

Containment purge isolation
High containment high
range area radiation

Containment area radia-
tion

1 to 107 R/h 6% of span 15 s 100R/h

Main feedwater isolation
(a) high – high SG water
level

SG water level 0 to 100% of span (nar-
row range taps)

3% of span 3.0 s 70% of span

(b) low Tavg coincident
with RT (P–4)

Reactor coolant 530 to 630◦F 2.0◦F 8.0 s 564◦F

Main steam line isolation
(a) low main steam line
pressure

Main steam line pressure 0 to 1400 psig 3% of span 3.0 s 525 psig

(b) high main steam line
pressure negative rate

Main steam line pressure 0 to 1400 psig 3% of span 3.0 s 100 psig

(c) high – high contain-
ment pressure

Containment pressure −7 to 80 psig 2.8% of span 3.0 s 22.7 psig

Table 17: Engineered safety features actuation variables, ranges, accuracies, response times, and set-
points (nominal)
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ESF function Variables to be moni-
tored

Range of variables Instrument
accuracy

Response
time

Setpoint

Emergency feedwater actuation
Low SG water level SG water level 0 to 100% of span (nar-

row range taps
3% of span 3.0 s 13% of span

Loop signal Loop signal 0 to 8.25 kV 1,5% of span 3.0 s 4727 V with ≤
0.8 s time delay

Emergency feedwater isolation
(a) high SG water level SG water

level
0 to 100% of span (nar-
row range taps)

3% of span 3.0 s 50% of span

(b) low main steam line
pressure

Main steam line pressure 0 to 1400 psig 3% of span 3.0 s 525 psig

CVCS isolation
High pressurizer water
level

Pressurizer water level 0 to 100% 3% of span 3.0 s 92% of span

Table 18: Engineered safety features actuation variables, ranges, accuracies, response times, and set-
points (nominal)

present. The logic for this actuation is shown on Figs. 29, 30

1. Manual actuation;

2. Low pressurizer pressure initiating signal is generated on a condition when 2-outof- 4 signals

for low pressurizer pressure are present and pressurizer pressure ECCS actuation bypass is not

activated. Logic for this actuation circuit is shown on Fig. 30;

3. Low main steam line pressure initiating signal is generated when 2–out–of–4 signals for low

pressure in any one of the four loops A, B, C, or D are present and main steam line pressure

ECCS actuation bypass is not active. Logic for this actuation circuit is shown on Fig. 29.

The low pressurizer pressure ECCS actuation bypass and low main steam line pressure ECCS

actuation bypass can be activated manually only when pressurizer pressure interlock P–11 is

present (i.e., when the pressurizer pressure signal is lower than the P–11 setpoint). These

manually initiated operating bypasses are automatically removed when the pressurizer pres-

sure signal is higher than the P–11 setpoint.

4. High containment pressure initiating signal is generated when 2–out–of–4 signals for high

containment pressure are present. There is no operating bypass associated with this ECCS

actuation signal. Logic for this actuation circuit is shown on Fig. 30.

An activated ECCS signal is latched separately for each train and cannot be manually overridden for

160 seconds. After ECCS is manually overridden the override is automatically removed when the P–4

RT interlock clears (i.e., RTB re–closed). An ECCS actuation signal cannot be manually reset for 160

seconds after actuation and until the initiating signals have cleared. An ECCS actuation signal aligns the

required ESF systems valves (e.g., containment isolation valves, EFW valves) and starts the ESF system

pumps and fans, required to mitigate the specific accident and/or AOO conditions.

An ECCS actuation signal results in the following actions
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 9 of 21)

Figure 29: Functional logic diagram for RP and CS – Excessive cooldown protection

1. Trip RCPs: There are two Class 1E RCP breakers for each RCP. One breaker is located in the

Class 1E electrical room and the other is located in the electrical room in the turbine building.

All Class 1E RCP breakers are tripped in 15 seconds after both the ECCS actuation signal and

the P–4 RT interlock signal are present. The P–4 interlock is generated when breaker open

status signals are received from any combination of RTBs that would result in a RT. The logic

for this actuation is included on Fig. 30.

2. Start emergency generator: Actuation of ECCS signal starts the emergency power source.

3. Safety injection pumps.

4. RT is initiated by the ECCS actuation signal.

5. Main feedwater isolation.

6. Emergency feedwater actuation.

7. Containment isolation phase A.

8. Containment purge isolation.

9. Hydrogen igniter actuation: This is a non–safety function. Isolation is provided within the

PSMS for this function.

10. MCR isolation.

11. ESWS actuation.

The ECCS actuation signal also initiates automatic load sequencing.
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 11 of 21)

Figure 30: Functional logic diagram for RP and CS – Loss of coolant protection

The P–4 interlock is generated independently in each RPS division. Each RPS train receives status

signals from the RTBs in its own train. RTB status signals are interfaced between RPS trains through the

same fiber optic data links used for all RPS partial trip signals. P–4 interlocks from each RPS train are

interfaced to each ESFAS train through 2–out–of–4 logic.

5.3.3.6 MCR Isolation

ESF actuation signal for this function is generated when any of the following initiating signals are

present. The logic for this actuation circuit is shown on Fig. 31.

1. Manual actuation

2. ECCS actuation signal

3. High MCR outside air intake radiation: There are six MCR outside air intake radiation moni-

tors interfaced separately to RPS trains A and D (two gas monitors, two iodine monitors, and

two particulate monitors). RPS trains A and D provide separate bistable setpoint comparison

functions for each monitor. These bistable output signals are distributed from RPS trains A

and D to each of the four ESFAS trains. Within each of the four ESFAS trains the MCR Iso-

lation signal is actuated on a signal from either the A or D train detectors using 1–out–of–2

logic for each type of monitor. The MCR Isolation actuation signal is distributed to the Main

Control Room HVAC System (MCRVS) which consist of two 100% trains (A and D) of sub-

systems Main Control Room Emergency Filtration System (MCREFS) and four 50% trains of

subsystems Main Control Room Air Temperature Control System (MCRATCS).
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 12 of 21)

Figure 31: Functional logic diagram for RP and CS – Containment protection and other protection

5.3.4 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

5.3.4.7 System Description for Normal and Safe Shutdown

Plant operators can achieve normal shutdown (using both safety–related and non safety–related sys-

tems) from the MCR or RSR. Safe shutdown is achieved using only safety–related I&C systems.

The systems necessary for both normal and safe shutdown perform two basic functions. First, they

provide the necessary reactivity control to maintain the core in a sub-critical condition. Second, the

systems provide residual heat removal (RHR) capability to maintain adequate core cooling. Boration

capability is also provided to compensate for xenon decay and to maintain the required core shutdown

margin.

Manual controls through the safety VDUs or operational VDUs on the OC in the MCR, or at the RSC

in the RSR, allow operators to transition to and maintain hot standby, transition to cold shutdown, and

maintain cold shutdown. If the MCR is uninhabitable, controls and monitoring of shutdown functions

can be performed from the RSR, which is located outside the MCR fire area in the reactor building.

5.3.4.8 Normal and Safe Shutdown Plant Systems

There are no plant systems specifically dedicated to achieve normal and safe shutdown systems.

However, there are number of plant systems that are available to establish and maintain normal and safe

shutdown conditions. The PSMS is designed to mitigate accident conditions and automatically achieve

stable hot standby conditions for the plant. The following functions support the cold shutdown objectives

1. Perform reactivity control to maintain the core in a sub-critical condition

2. Maintain RCS inventory
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3. Provide boration capability to compensate for xenon decay and maintain the required core

shutdown margin

4. Provide pressure control

5. Provide RHR capability to maintain adequate core cooling. The following systems can be used

to support these objectives.

6. RHR system – for decay heat removal and maintaining reactor coolant temperature within

acceptable limits.

7. CVCS – for reactivity control and RCS inventory control.

8. Reactor pressure control – Initial reduction in reactor coolant pressure is achieved via passive

systems.

5.3.4.9 Normal and Safe Shutdown from Outside the MCR

GDC 19 requires, equipment at appropriate locations outside the control room shall be provided with

• a design capability for prompt hot standby of the reactor, including necessary I&C systems to

maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot standby, and

• a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use of suitable

procedures.

In the event the MCR is uninhabitable for any reasons including fire, the control and monitoring of

normal and safe shutdown functions can be performed from the RSR, which is located outside the MCR

fire area in the reactor building. This capability meets the requirements of GDC 19.

The requirements for designing the RSR are

• LOOP is possible following the evacuation from MCR, and

• during normal operation, operators may have to evacuate the MCR immediately, without any action

to plant, whenever they decide that evacuation from the MCR is necessary.

The RSR is designed in accordance with the following principles based on the above requirements.

1. The RSR is designed to shutdown the reactor, maintain the reactor in hot standby condition,

and transition the reactor safely to cold shutdown. There are no unique required control actions

outside the RSR to achieve or maintain hot standby or cold shutdown. Periodic RCS effluent

sampling is a local operation for shutdown from the RSR, as it is for shutdown from the MCR.

2. The I&C equipment in the RSR is electrically isolated from any credible faults that may orig-

inate in the MCR. In addition, I&C equipment in the RSR is not affected by any spurious

signals that may originate in the MCR. Prior to activation of HIS at the RSR, it is assumed that

there are no prior failures that adversely affect the operability of I&C equipment in the RSR.
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3. The safety–related I&C equipment in the RSR meets all Class 1E requirements including

seismic category I qualification and conformance to the single failure criterion.

4. When control is transferred from the MCR to the RSR, there is no disturbance to the state of

plant components or to continuous control processes (i.e., phase seamless transition).

5. The operator has the same functional control and monitoring capability at the RSR as in the

MCR. The RSC provides equivalent functions of the operational VDUs and the safety VDUs

in the MCR. The equipment arrangement of the RSC is displayed in Fig. 32. The transfer of

control to the RSR has no affect on any non–safety or safety–related control functions, includ-

ing automatic load sequencing to accommodate LOOP. The operator has complete capability

to control all manual and automatic modes.

6. Adequate emergency lighting is provided on the pathways from the MCR to the RSR and to

accommodate local effluent sampling.

7. Communication is provided between the RSR and local effluent sampling areas and emergency

response facilities.

8. During normal plant operation, the RSR is locked to prevent inadvertent access. Access to

the RSC, and the MCR/RSC transfer systems including the transfer switches, is under strict

administrative control through secured areas with key access. Any access to these areas is

indicated and alarmed in the MCR. All HIS at the RSR is electrically isolated from the safety

and non–safety control systems. Controls at the RSR are disabled when controls are active in

the MCR. Therefore, a fire or any other failure in the RSR, during normal operation, will have

no affect on MCR controls.

9. The RSR is located in the reactor building. The transfer switch panels are in two separate

locations, one is in the RSR, and another one is located outside of the MCR on the escape

route to the RSR.
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Figure 7.4-1      Equipment Arrangement of Remote Shutdown Console

Safety
VDU

Operational
VDU

Figure 32: Equipment arrangement of remote shutdown console
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The cable routes for each transfer switch panels are separated into another fire area shown in Fig. 33.

All safety functions are controlled by the PSMS. All PSMS controllers are located in Class 1E I&C

rooms, which are electrically and physically isolated from both the MCR and RSR. Therefore, all func-

tions of the PSMS, including safe shutdown functions, are independent from the MCR, and can be

controlled from VDUs in the RSR. Therefore, if any PSMS function is required, including ESF, it can

be manually actuated from the RSR. If any ESF function actuates inadvertently, it can be controlled or

terminated from the RSR.
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Figure 7.4-2      The Cable Route of the Remote Shutdown Room

1. The cable route from I&C Room to MCR. 
2.The cable route from I&C Room to RSR including Transfer 

Switch Panel 1. 
3.  The cable route from I&C Room to Transfer Switch Panel 2, 

located along MCR/RSR escape route. RSR 
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Figure 33: The cable route of the remote shutdown room

5.3.4.10 Normal and Safe Shutdown Functions

HSI is provided in the MCR and RSR for control of normal and safe shutdown plant components

and for monitoring functions as shown in Tables 19, 20, respectively. Shutdown functions consist of

normal shutdown operation, and safe shutdown operation (i.e., safe shutdown using only safety–related

plant equipment). These shutdown functions are described as follows. The COL Applicant is to provide

a description of component controls and indications required for safe shutdown related to the ultimate

heat sink (UHS).

5.3.5 Information Systems Important to Safety

5.3.5.1 System Description

This section describes the I&C systems PSMS and PCMS that provide information to the plant

operators for

• assessing plant conditions and safety system performance, and making decisions related to plant

responses to abnormal events;

• preplanned manual operator actions related to accident mitigation.
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Systems Components Normal
shutdown

Safe shut-
down

Train number for safe shutdown Remarks

Required
number

Actual
number

RT systems RTB No Yes 2 4
RCS RCP Yes No – – Available with off–site power

Safety depressuration valve No Yes 1 2 Note 1
Safety depressuration valve block
valve

No Yes 1 2 Note 1

Pressurizer heater backup group No Yes 2 4
Pressurizer spray valve Yes No – –
Reactor vessel vent valve No Yes 1 2 These valves could be used only if the venting

becomes necessary
CVCS Charging pump Yes No – – Automatic start in loop

Charging flow control valve Yes No – –
Letdown line 1st (2nd ) stop valve Yes No – –
Letdown line inside C/V isolation
valve

Yes No – –

CHP inlet line VCT side 1st , 2nd

isolation valve
Yes No – –

CHP inlet bat side isolation valve Yes No – –
CHP inlet line RWSAT side isola-
tion valve

No Yes – – These valves are automatically opened on low
volume control tank water level

Note 1. The configuration of the Safety Depressurization Valves and Safety Depressurization Valve - Block Valves meets the single failure criteria (for both electrical and mechanical
failures), to ensure the capability for depressurization when required and to prevent spurious depressurization. There are two depressurization lines, each with one Safety Depressurization
Valve (normally closed) and one Safety Depressurization Valve – Block Valve (normally open), each assigned to different trains. Four trains are used, such that the four valves in the two
depressurization lines do not share any common train assignments. Should a Safety Depressurization valve fail to open when required, depressurization can be achieved through the other line.
Should a Safety Depressurization valve spuriously open, the series block valve can be closed.

Table 19: Component controls for shutdown

Systems Instruments Number of required
channels

Normal
shutdown

Safe shut-
down

Remarks

RCS Pressurizer water level 2 Yes Yes
Pressurizer pressure 2 Yes Yes
Reactor coolant hot leg tempera-
ture (wide range)

1 per loop Yes Yes

Reactor coolant cold leg tempera-
ture (wide range)

1 per loop Yes Yes

Reactor coolant pressure 1 per loop Yes Yes
CVCS Boric acid tank water level 1 per tank Yes No

RCP seal water return line flow 1 per RCP Yes No
RCP seal water outlet temperature 1 per RCP Yes No
Charging Flow 1 Yes No Used to maintain RCS inven-

tory during safe shutdown
SIS Safety injection pump discharge

flow
1 per line No Yes

Safety injection pump minimum
flow

1 per line No Yes

Safety injection pump discharge
pressure

1 per line No Yes

Safety injection pump suction
pressure

1 per line No Yes

Accumulator pressure 1 per tank No Yes For ACC isolation during safe
shutdown

RHRS CS/RHR Hx outlet temperature 1 per line Yes Yes
CS/RHR pump discharge flow 1 per line Yes Yes
CS/RHR pump minimum flow 1 per line Yes Yes
CS/RHR pump discharge pres-
sure

1 per line Yes Yes

CS/RHR Pump suction pressure 1 per line Yes Yes
EFWS EFW pit water level 2 per PIT No Yes

EFW flow 1 per line No Yes
EFW pump discharge pressure 1 per line No Yes

CFS SG water level (wide range) 1 per SG Yes Yes
MSS Main steam line pressure 2 per line Yes Yes

Table 20: Summary of PAM variables types and source documents
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The information systems important to safety also provide the necessary information from which appro-

priate actions can be taken to mitigate the consequences of AOOs.

This section describes the following information systems important to safety

1. Post accident monitoring (PAM);

2. Bypassed and inoperable status indication (BISI);

3. Plant annunciators (alarms);

4. Safety parameter displays system (SPDS).

Information important to safety, which supports emergency response operations, is available via the

emergency response data system (ERDS). The information important to safety is available for display at

the following facilities:

1. MCR;

2. RSR;

3. TSC;

4. EOF.

Controls for credited manual operator actions are available in the MCR.

5.3.5.2 Post–Accident Monitoring

The purpose of displaying PAM parameters is to assist MCR personnel in evaluating the safety status

of the plant. PAM parameters are direct measurements or derived variables representative of the safety

status of the plant. The primary function of the PAM parameters is to aid the operator in the rapid

detection of abnormal operating conditions. As an operator aid, the PAM variables represent a minimum

set of plant parameters from which the plant safety status can be assessed.

Safety–related PAM parameters are displayed on the safety VDUs, operational VDUs, and on the

LDP. Non safety–related PAM parameters are displayed on operational VDUs. The parameters selected

comply with the guidelines of RG 1.97. Display of at least two trains of each safety–related parameter is

available.

The safety VDUs for each train are isolated from each other and from non–safety systems. IEEE

Std 497–2002 provides selecting and categorizing principles for PAM variables. Table 21 provides a

summary of the selection criteria and source documents for each PAM variable type. Table 22 provides

the US–APWR design attributes for each variable type. Table 23 provides a list of PAM variables, their

ranges, monitored functions or systems, quality and variable type.

The COL Applicant is to provide a description of site–specific PAM variables, which are type D vari-

ables for monitoring the performance of the UHS and type E variables for monitoring the meteorological

parameters.
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Variable
type

Selection criteria for the variable type Source documents

A Planned manually controlled actions for accomplish-
ment of safety–related functions for which there is no
automatic control

– Plant accident analysis licensing basis
– Emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs) or EOPs
– Plant abnormal operating procedures (AOPs)

B Assess the process of accomplishing or maintaining
plant critical safety functions

– Functional restoration EPGs or
– Plant critical safety functions related EOPs
– Plant critical safety function status trees

C – Indicate potential for a breach of fission product bar-
riers
– Indicate an actual breach of fission product barriers

– Plant accident analysis licensing basis
– Design basis documentation for the fission product barriers
– EPGs or EOPs

D – Indicate performance of safety systems
– Indicate the performance of required auxiliary sup-
port features
– Indicate the performance of other systems necessary
to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition
– Verify safety system status

– Plant accident analysis licensing–basis
– Event specific EPGs or EOPs
– Functional restoration EPGs or EOPs
– Plant AOPs

E – Monitor the magnitude of releases of radioactive
materials through identified pathways
– Monitor the environmental conditions used to deter-
mine the impact of releases of radioactive materials
through identified pathways (e.g., wind speed, wind
direction, and air temperature)
– Monitor radiation levels and radioactivity in the
plant environments
– Monitor radiation and radioactivity levels in the
control room and selected plant areas where access
may be required for plant recovery

– Procedures for determining radiological releases through
plant identified pathways
– Procedures for determining plant environs radiological con-
centration
– Procedures for determining plant habitability

Table 21: Summary of PAM variable type and source documents

Requirements Type
A B C D E

1 single failure Yes Yes Yes – –
2 seismic qualification Yes Yes Yes Yes –
3 environmental qualifi-
cation

Yes Yes Yes Yes

4 power supply Yes Yes Yes If required If required
5 QA Yes Yes Yes – –
6 independence and sep-
aration

Yes Yes Yes – –

7 information ambiguity Yes Yes Yes – –
8 instability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
9 continuous display Yes Yes – – –
10 recording Yes Yes Yes – Yes

Table 22: PAM main design criteria for each variable type

5.3.5.3 Safety Parameter Display System

The SPDS provides a display of key plant parameters from which the plant’s critical safety function

status may be assessed. The primary function of the SPDS is to help operators and emergency response

personnel make quick assessments of plant safety status. The SPDS is operated during normal operations

as well as during all classes of emergencies.

The functions and design of SPDS are included as a part of the overall HSI design. Following is list

of SPDS parameters for each critical safety function.
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Variable Range Monitored function or systems Quantity Type
Reactor coolant hot leg temperature
(wide range)

32 to 752◦F Core cooling 1 per loop A, B, D

Reactor coolant cold leg tempera-
ture (wide range)

32 to 752◦F Core cooling 1 per loop A, B, D

Reactor coolant pressure 0 to 3000 psig Core cooling maintaining RCS in-
tegrity

2 A, B, C,
D

Degrees of subcooling 360◦F subcooling to 360◦F super-
heat

Core cooling 2 A, B, D

Pressurizer water level 0 to 100% of span Primary coolant system 4 A, B, D
SG water level (wide range) 0 to 100% of span Secondary system (SG) 1 per SG B, D
SG water level (narrow range) 0 to 100% of span Secondary system (SG) 4 per SG A, B, D
Main steam line pressure 0 to 1400 psig Secondary system (SG) 1 per SG A, B, D
EFW flow 0 to 250% of design Emergency feedwater system 1 per line A, B, D
Wide range neutron flux 10−6 to 100% full power Reactivity control 2 B, D
Core exit temperature 200 to 2300◦F Core cooling fuel cladding 2 train (8 ther-

mocouples for
each train)

B, C

Containment pressure −7 to 80 psig Maintaining RCS integrity
Maintaining containment integrity

4 B, C, D

RV water level Bottom of hot leg to top vessel Core cooling 2 B, D
Containment isolation valve posi-
tion (excluding check valves)

Open/closed Maintaining containment integrity 1 per valve B, D

Reactor coolant soluble boron con-
centration

0 to 4000 ppm Reactivity control –(sampling) B

CS/RHR pump discharge flow 0 to 130% of design flow RHR or decay heat removal system 1 per line D
CS/RHR pump minimum flow 0 to 110% of design flow RHR or decay heat removal system 1 per line D
Accumulator pressure 0 to 1000 psig Safety injection system 1 per tank D
Accumulator water level 0 to 100% of span Safety injection system 1 per tank D
Safety injection pump discharge
flow

0 to 110% of design flow Safety injection system 1 per tank D

Table 23: PAM variables

1. Reactivity Control

a. Neutron flux;

b. Status of RTBs;

c. Control rod position.

2. RCS Inventory

a. Pressurizer water level;

b. Reactor coolant hot leg temperature (wide range);

c. Reactor coolant cold leg temperature (wide range);

d. Reactor coolant pressure.

3. Core Cooling

a. Reactor coolant hot leg temperature (wide range);

b. Reactor coolant cold leg temperature (wide range);

c. Degrees of subcooling;

d. Core exit temperature;

e. Reactor coolant pressure.

4. Secondary Heat Sink
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a. SG water level (narrow range);

b. SG water level (wide range);

c. EFW flow;

d. MFW flow.

5. RCS Integrity

a. Reactor coolant pressure;

b. Reactor coolant hot leg temperature (wide range);

c. Reactor coolant cold leg temperature (wide range);

d. Degrees of subcooling;

e. Core exit temperature.

6. Containment Integrity

a. Containment pressure;

b. Containment temperature;

c. CS/RHR pump discharge flow;

d. Status of Containment isolation valves.

The SPDS is provided by the PCMS on operational VDUs, alarm VDUs, and the LDP. The LDP

provides a continuous display of the status of each critical safety function. The status displayed for

each critical safety function corresponds to the critical safety function status algorithm defined in the

emergency operating procedures (EOPs). The computer that processes SPDS functions and all related

HSI components are redundant, to ensure operation is not adversely affected by credible malfunctions.

SPDS signals originate in plant instrumentation or within the controllers of the PCMS and PSMS. These

signals are interfaced to the PCMS via the redundant unit bus.

The data interface to the PSMS is physically and functionally isolated so as not to affect the safety

system in the event of SPDS component failure. The SPDS is developed through an augmented quality

program, which includes software V&V.

5.3.5.4 Technical Support Center

The onsite TSC provides the following functions:

1. Provides plant management and technical support to plant operations personnel during emer-

gency conditions;

2. Relieves the reactor operators of peripheral duties and communications not directly related to

reactor system manipulations;
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Figure 7.5-3     Layout of TSC

 

 Contents 
1 Large Display Panel 
2 Plant Monitoring VDUs 
3 Communication equipments 

(phone, facsimiles, etc.) 
4 Display Processor Data Transmitter 
5 Cabinet for plant records and historical data, etc. 
6 NRC consultation rooms 
7 Sufficient table and chairs for staffs 
8 Printers/hardcopies 
9 Kitchen 
10 Rest room 

Figure 34: Layout of TSC

3. Prevents congestion in the MCR;

4. Performs EOF functions for alert emergency class, for site area emergency class, and for

general emergency class until the EOF is functional Adequate working space for the personnel

assigned to the TSC at the maximum level of occupancy is approximately 75 sq ft/person. The

TSC working space is sized for a minimum of 25 persons, including 20 persons designated by

the licensee and five NRC personnel. The TSC arrangement drawing is shown in Fig. 34. The

size and layout of TSC gives necessary space to maintain and repair TSC equipment, and is

sufficient for storage of plant records and historical data.

The TSC is the primary onsite communications center for the plant during an emergency. The TSC

facility consists of PCMS operational VDUs (information only, no control) and the LDP, which receives

plant information from the unit bus. The TSC also provides personal computers with interfaces to exter-
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nal information systems via the station bus. PCMS equipment is redundant including its power supply.

In addition, the TSC provides telephones and facsimiles machines, which utilize multiple methods of

telecommunication. The TSC is located in the access building. Its location is close to the MCR, which is

located in the reactor building. The walking time from the TSC to the MCR does not exceed two minutes.

The TSC ventilation system includes high–efficiency particulate air (HEPA) and charcoal absorbers.

5.3.6 Control Systems Not Required for Safety

The function of the US–APWR control systems not required for safety is to establish and maintain

the plant operating conditions within prescribed limits. These control systems improve plant safety by

minimizing the frequency of protection responses required and relief the operator from routine tasks.

The control functions not required for safety are implemented by the PCMS. The PCMS regulates

conditions in the plant automatically in response to changing plant conditions and changes in plant load

demand. These operating conditions include the following:

1. Step load changes of plus or minus 10% while operating in the range of 15 to 100% of full

power;

2. Ramp load changes of plus or minus 5% per minute while operating in the range of 15 to 100%

of full power (subject to core power distribution limits);

3. Full load rejection from 100% power.

These capabilities are accomplished without a reactor trip. Full load rejection is an event in which the

main generator is cut off from the transmission system by a tripping of the main transformer breaker or

the switchgear breaker without causing a turbine trip. In a load rejection scenario, the turbine governor

valves are immediately fully closed, and the turbine bypass valves are opened fully, dumping the excess

steam in the condenser. Reactor power is decreased by the automatic insertion of the control rods.

5.3.6.5 Pressurizer Pressure Control

The pressurizer pressure control function maintains the pressurizer pressure at its nominal operating

value during normal operation and transients, see Fig. 35. During normal plant operation, the primary

system pressure is monitored and controlled to prevent pressure from increasing to a limit where actua-

tion of the PSMS is required to prevent design limits from being encroached. Additionally, the primary

system pressure is prevented from decreasing to a value that may encroach on thermal design limits. The

pressurizer pressure control function is designed to provide a stable and accurate control of pressure to its

predetermined setpoint. Small or slowly varying changes in pressure are regulated by modulation of the

proportional heaters. Reset (integral) action is included to maintain pressure at its setpoint. A fast pres-

sure increase is controlled by reducing the proportional heater output and actuating pressurizer spray.

Spray continues until pressure decreases to a point where the proportional heaters alone can regulate

pressure.
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 19 of 21)

Figure 35: Functional logic diagram for RP and CS – Pressurizer pressure control

For normal transients including a full–load rejection, the pressurizer pressure control function acts

promptly to prevent reaching the high pressurizer pressure RT setpoint. A decrease in pressure, greater

than that which can be handled only by controlling the proportional heaters, will result in the actuation of

the backup heaters. These backup heaters are switched-off automatically when the proportional heaters

alone are able to restore the falling pressure. During normal steady-state plant operation, proportional

heater output is regulated to compensate for pressurizer heat loss. During normal transient operation, the

pressure is regulated to provide adequate margin to ESF systems actuation or reactor trip.

The automatic pressure control function can be manually selected by the operator when nominal

pressure is established during plant startup. Automatic pressure control function can be maintained from

zero to 100% power.

Pressurizer pressure input signals for pressurizer pressure control are interfaced from the RPS to the

PCMS via the unit bus. Signals from each of the four RPS trains are processed through the SSA within

the PCMS before being used for pressurizer pressure control function.

Pressurizer pressure control function output signals are provided from the reactor control system

in the PCMS to switchgear for the backup heaters, power controllers for the proportional heaters, and

electro–pneumatic positioners for the pressurizer spray valves. The PCMS provides the following HSI

signals for pressurizer pressure control function:

1. Pressurizer pressure control auto/manual – Allows transfer between the automatic control

mode by pressurizer pressure input signals or function level manual control mode. In manual

mode pressurizer heaters are controlled directly by the operator, but control signal to pressur-

izer spray valves may be in auto or manual mode.
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2. Pressurizer spray valve A auto–manual – Allows transfer between the automatic control mode

by pressurizer pressure control or component level manual control mode for each pressurizer

spray valve. In the manual mode the operator can fix the spray valve position.

3. Pressurizer spray valve B auto–manual – Same as for pressurizer spray valve A.

5.3.6.6 Pressurizer Spray Interlock

An interlock is provided to prevent excessive depressurization of the RCS that could result from

excessive spray, from a control system malfunction or operator violation of operating procedures, refer

to Fig. 35.

To generate this interlock the PCMS receives pressurizer pressure signals from the RPS and processes

these signals through SSA, as discussed above. The interlock blocks automatic or manual pressurizer

spray valve opening. It interlock is provided from the Reactor control system in the PCMS to permissive

solenoids on the Pressurizer Spray Valves.

The pressurizer spray Interlock is generated from a separate controller group from the pressurizer

pressure control function discussed above, which generates pressurizer spray valve opening demands.

This improves the potential for preventing inadvertent pressurizer spray valve opening that may be gen-

erated due to failures in the PCMS pressurizer pressure control function group.

The pressurizer spray interlock may be manually bypassed to allow plant depressurization for cold

shutdown. Plant operators are alerted by alarms and indications to conditions of control system malfunc-

tions and/or abnormal operating conditions.

5.3.6.7 Pressurizer Water Level Control

The pressurizer water level control function maintains pressurizer water level at its programmed

value, refer to Fig. 36. The programmed value is determined as a function of reactor coolant Tavg to

minimize charging and letdown control operations. This arrangement minimizes potential challenges to

the protection systems actuation during normal operational transients.

The Pressurizer provides a reservoir for the RCS inventory changes that occur due to changes in

reactor coolant density. As the reactor coolant temperature is increased from hot zero–load to full–load

values, the RCS fluid expands. The pressurizer water level control adjusts letdown and charging flow

to allow the pressurizer to absorb this change. The pressurizer water level control function provides a

stable and accurate method of pressurizer water level control at the prescribed setpoint value, which is

programmed by Tavg. Automatic level control may be manually selected from the point in the startup

cycle where the hot zero–load level is established. Automatic pressurizer water level control can be

maintained from zero through 100% power.

Pressurizer water level input signals for the pressurizer water level control are interfaced from the

RPS to the PCMS via the unit bus. Signals from each of the four RPS trains are processed through the

SSA within the PCMS before being used for the pressurizer water level control function. Tavg input
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Figure 7.2-2     Functional Logic Diagram for Reactor Protection and Control System (Sheet 20 of 21)

Figure 36: Functional logic diagram for RP and CS – Pressurizer water level control

signals for pressurizer water level control are interfaced from the RPS to the PCMS via the unit bus.

Signals from each of the four RPS trains, corresponding to each RPS loop, are processed through the

SSA within the PCMS before being used for Pressurizer water level control.

The pressurizer water level control function output signals are provided from the reactor control

system in the PCMS to electro–pneumatic positioners for the charging flow control valve.

The PCMS provides the following HSI signals for the pressurizer water level control function:

1. Charging flow control valve auto/manual – Allows transfer of the charging flow control valve

between the automatic control mode by pressurizer water level control or manual control

mode. In the manual mode the operator can fix the charging flow control valve position.

5.3.6.8 Low Pressurizer Water Level Interlock

An interlock is provided to prevent excessive low pressurizer water level conditions that could result

from excessive letdown or inadequate charging initiated by either a control system malfunction or op-

erator violation of operating procedures, refer to Fig. 36. To generate this interlock the PCMS receives

pressurizer water level signals from the RPS and processes these signals through SSA, as discussed

above.

This interlock automatically closes letdown line isolation valves #1 and #2. The interlock also de-

energizes the backup heaters to prevent damage during low pressurizer water level conditions where they

may become uncovered. This interlock is provided from the reactor control system in the PCMS to

backup heater switchgear and the control solenoid on letdown line isolation valve #1 and #2.

One of the low pressurizer water level interlocks is generated from a separate controller group from
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the pressurizer water level controls which generates charging flow demands. This improves the potential

for preventing excessive low pressurizer water level conditions that may be generated due to failures in

the PCMS pressurizer water level control group. Plant operators are alerted by alarms and indications to

conditions of control system malfunctions and/or abnormal operating conditions.

5.3.7 Diverse Instrumentation and Control Systems

The DAS is the non–safety diverse instrumentation and control system for US–APWR. The DAS pro-

vides monitoring, control and actuation of safety and non–safety systems required to cope with abnormal

plant conditions concurrent with a CCF that disables all functions of the PSMS and PCMS. The DAS

includes an automatic actuation function, HSI functions located at the diverse HSI panel (DHP), and

interfaces with the PSMS and PCMS.

The DAS design consists of conventional equipment that is totally diverse and independent from

the MELTAC platform of the PSMS and PCMS, so that a beyond design basis CCF in these digital

systems will not impair the DAS functions. In addition, the DAS includes internal redundancy to prevent

spurious actuation of automatic and manual functions due to a single component failure. The DAS is

also designed to prevent spurious actuations due to postulated earthquakes and postulated fires. The

DAS interfaces with the safety process inputs and outputs of the SLS are isolated within these safety

systems. In addition, hardwired Class 1E logic within the SLS (not affected by a CCF) ensures that

control commands originating in the DAS or SLS, which correspond to the desired safety function,

always have priority. Therefore, there is no adverse interaction of the DAS with safety functions and no

erroneous signals resulting from CCF in the SLS that can prevent the safety function.

Within the DAS, manual actuation is provided for systems to maintain all critical safety functions.

For conditions where there is insufficient time for manual operator action, the DAS provides automatic

actuation of required plant safety functions needed for accident mitigation. Key parameter indications,

diverse audible and visual alarms, and provisions for manual controls are located in a dedicated indepen-

dent DHP located in the MCR. Conventional hardwired logic hardware and relays for automatic actuation

are installed in two diverse automatic actuation cabinets (DAACs), each located in a separate room. Each

DAAC is powered by a separate non–Class 1E UPS. During plant on-line operation, the system can be

tested manually without causing component actuation that would disturb plant operations.

5.3.7.1 Diverse HSI Panel

The DHP, which is located in the MCR, consists of conventional hardwired switches, conventional

indicators for key parameters of all critical safety functions, and audible and visual alarms. The DHP

installed equipment is used for manual control and actuations credited in the defense in depth and diver-

sity coping analysis. Actuation status of each safety system actuated from the DHP can be confirmed

by monitoring the safety function process parameters displayed on the DHP. The DHP is powered by a

non–Class 1E UPS and located in the MCR. Therefore, the DHP is qualified as Seismic Category II.
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5.3.7.2 Reactor Trip, Turbine Trip and Main Feedwater Isolation

Reactor trip, turbine trip and MFW isolation are automatically actuated on the following signals:

1. Low pressurizer pressure: 2–out–of–4 voting logic of the four pressurizer pressure low signals;

2. High pressurizer pressure: 2–out–of–4 voting logic of the four pressurizer pressure high sig-

nals;

3. Low SG water level: 2–out–of–4 voting logic of the one SG water level low signals from each

SG.

The four pressurizer pressure signals are interfaced from each of the four PSMS trains. This configuration

allows the DAS to meet the target reliability of the PRA with one channel continuously bypassed or

inoperable.

To support the single failure criterion for all PSMS functions, there are four SG water level signals

(one per each train A, B, C, and D) on each SG. However, for the DAS, which does not need to meet the

single failure criterion, only one water level signal is required from each SG.

The reactor trip is actuated by tripping the non–safety CRDM motor-generator set. This actuation

leads to de-energizing the power for the CRDM by a means that is diverse from the RTB to release the

control rods for gravity insertion into the reactor core. Diversity from the PSMS is maintained from

sensor-inputs to final actuators.

The Turbine Trip is actuated by opening the solenoid valves for turbine trip. Diversity from the RT

function in the PSMS is maintained from sensor-input up to the power interface module.

The MFW isolation is actuated by closing the MFW regulation valve. Diversity from the feedwater

isolation function in the PSMS is maintained from sensor input up to the power interface module.

These DAS actuation functions are automatically blocked when all the following conditions are es-

tablished

1. Status signals are received indicating that the minimum combination of the RTBs have actuated

for the RT function. This is referred to as the P–4 interlock. The P–4 interlock is processed

independently in each DAAC. Signals from all RTBs are interfaced from the PSMS, prior to

any software processing, to each DAAC, as shown in Fig. 37.

2. The turbine emergency trip oil pressure trip signal is generated when oil pressure channels

exceed the trip setpoint.
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Figure 37: Interface of signals with the PSMS
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Abstract
In this deliverable the supervision, control and protection systems for nuclear reac-
tors of new generation are analyzed. A mathematical model of the primary circuit
is presented. This model, in the time domain, is simple enough for the control
purposes, but accurate enough to capture the nonlinear, the time–varying, and the
switching nature of the plant. On the basis of this control model, a dynamic level
controller is determined for the pressurizer water level. Moreover, two dynamics
controllers are presented for the pressurizer pressure. These controllers may not use
measurements of the pressurizer pressure, relying only on the pressurizer wall tem-
perature measurements. Both the plant model and the controllers are implemented
in Simulink, which is a tool for modeling, simulating and analyzing multi–domain
dynamic systems. The designed controllers ensure a good performance, also in the
presence of uncertainties and disturbances. Their switching nature, reflecting the
switching nature of the pressurizer dynamics, ensures better transient behaviors.
Hence, they represent an evolution and an improvement with respect to classical
PID controllers, usually implemented in standard control actions.

Riassunto
In questo documento vengono analizzati i sistemi di supervisione, controllo e
protezione per i reattori nucleari di nuova generazione. Viene presentato un
modello matematico del circuito primario. Questo modello, nel dominio del tempo,
è abbastanza semplice per le finalità di controllo, ma abbastanza accurato per
catturare la natura non–lineare, tempo–variante, e a commutazione dell’impianto.
Sulla base di questo modello di controllo, un controllore dinamico del livello
dell’acqua nel pressurizzatore. Inoltre, vengono presentati due controllori dinamici
per la pressione del pressurizzatore. Questi controllori possono non utilizzare
misure della pressione del pressurizzatore, in quanto si basano solo sulle misure
della temperatura della parete del pressurizzatore. Sia il modello dell’impianto che
i controllori sono implementati in Simulink, che è uno strumento per la model-
listica, la simulazione e l’analisi di sistemi dinamici multi–dominio. I controllori
progettati garantiscono una buona prestazione, anche in presenza di incertezze
e perturbazioni. La loro natura a commutazione, che riflette la natura dinamica
a commutazione del pressurizzatore, assicura migliori comportamenti durante i
transitori. Di conseguenza, essi rappresentano una evoluzione ed un miglioramento
rispetto ai classici controllori PID, di solito implementati in azioni di controllo
classici.



1 The control mathematical model

In this section a simple mathematical model of the primary circuit is presented. A mathematical model

describes the dynamic behavior of a system, and gives information on the possible behavior one has

to expect. These information are fundamental in order to proceed with the design of a control system.

In particular, we are here interested in a control mathematical model of a PWR, namely in a model

sufficiently simple to be handled with the mathematical tools necessary to ensure certain desired property,

such as asymptotic stability. This allows ensuring formally that the behavior of the controlled system is

that expected by the design, without the necessity of using intensive simulation verification, at least

under the conditions of validity of the model. At the same time, this simple model has to capture the

essential aspects of the dynamic behavior of the system. Clearly, the expert of modeling has to choose

the best tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity of the model. The design of controllers imply the use

of low order lumped (concentrated parameter) models that capture the dynamic behavior of the system.

At the same time, it is advantageous if the variables and parameters of this model have precise physical

meaning, because such models are clearer for the operating personnel and it is easier to use during its

verification.

There are only a few papers in the literature that report simple dynamic models for boiling/pressurized

water reactors. A simple model was developed in [8] for the thermal–hydraulics part of a BWR reactor

that is used for stability analysis of the reactor under different operating conditions.

A relatively simple dynamic model for PWR, used in a training course for simulation purposes, is

reported in [12]. There are also a few simple dynamic models available for the individual operating units

in the primary circuit. The modeling and identification of a drum boiler in a boiling water reactor is

reported in [1].

In [5], [6], [11] a detailed modeling and model identification procedure was described for a VVER–

440 pressurized water reactor (Paks Nuclear Power Plant in Hungary), constructed using a systematic

modeling approach. In the following this dynamic model is presented.

1.1 Model assumptions

In order to construct a simple dynamic model of the primary circuit, a systematic modeling procedure

can be followed [6]. The basis of this approach is to construct the model based on conservation balances

for conserved extensive quantities such as overall mass, internal energy, component masses, number of

1



neutrons with given energy, etc., supplemented with algebraic constitutive equations.

In order to obtain a low dimensional dynamic model, the simplest possible set of operating units is

considered in their simplest functional form. Part of the primary circuit with clear functionality is con-

sidered as an operating unit (like the pressurizer). An operating unit may contain more than one physical

units (pipes, containers, valves, etc.) but it is then regarded as a primary balance volume over which

conservation balances can be constructed. The overall modeling assumptions specify the considered

operating units and their general properties.

(H1) The set of operating units considered in the simple dynamic model includes the reactor, the

water in the primary circuit, the pressurizer and the steam generator.

(H2) The dynamic model of the operating units is derived from simplified mass, energy and neutron

balances constructed for a single balance volume that corresponds to the individual unit.

(H3) The considered controllers in the simplified model are the pressure controller, the level con-

troller of the pressurizer and the power controller of the reactor. All the other controllers

(including the level controller in the steam generator, and the controller of the turbines, main

circulating pumps and other compressors and valves in the system) are assumed to be ideal,

that is, they keep their reference values ideally, without any dynamics or delays.

1.2 Overall system description

Fig. 2 shows the operating units, where the main equipments are the reactor, the steam generator(s),

the main circulating pump(s), the pressurizer, and their connections that are taken into account in the

simplified model of the primary circuit. The sensors that provide on–line measurements are also indicated

in the figure by small full rectangles. The controllers are denoted by double rectangles, their input and

output signals are shown by dashed lines.

The steady–state values of the system variables in the normal 100% power operating point are also

indicated in Fig. 2. They refer to the primary circuit in Paks nuclear power plant in Hungary [11].

From the viewpoint of their dynamics and the type of their dependence on other operating units, the

units of the simplified dynamic model are classified into three groups

1. The reactor which has fast dynamics compared to the other operating units, while its dynamics

depend directly only on the temperature of the water in the primary circuit that is neglected;

2. The water in the primary circuit and the steam generator which are the units that transport the

energy generated by the reactor to the secondary circuit;

3. The pressurizer that supplies a constant regulated pressure for the primary circuit.
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Fig. 1. Process flowsheet with the operating units of the simplified model.

Figure 2: Scheme of the PWR primary circuit

1.3 Simplified dynamic model

The liquid in the primary circuit is circulated at a high speed by powerful circulation pumps, and it is

under high pressure in order to avoid boiling. The energy generated in the reactor is transferred by the

primary circuit to the liquid in the steam generator making it boiling. The generated secondary circuit

vapor is then transferred to the turbines.

The dynamic model of the process has been constructed using a systematic modeling approach pro-

posed in [5], [6], [7], [11].

The model equations of the operating units in the simplified model are derived from dynamic con-

servation balances that are supplemented with algebraic constitutive equations.

The model of each operating unit in the simplified model is then described in terms of the applied

modeling assumptions, its conservation balances and constitutive equations.

In the following the subindices “r”, “pc”, “sg”, “pr” refer to the reactor, primary circuit, steam

generator, and pressurizer, respectively.
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1.3.1 The reactor

The reactor is the main operating unit in the primary circuit that acts primarily as an energy source. The

modeling assumptions made to derive a low order dynamic model are the following

(Ar,1) The reactor is regarded as a spatially homogeneous concentrated parameter (lumped) system

with only a single balance volume;

(Ar,2) The time–dependent version of the single–group neutron diffusion equation (Kessler, 1983) is

applied, that is, we only consider neutrons at the same energy level;

(Ar,3) Only a single type of delayed neutron emitting nuclei is considered with an average β total

fraction of delayed neutrons, and an average λ half–life of the delayed neutron emitting nuclei;

(Ar,4) The dependence of the nuclear physical mechanisms on the temperature is neglected; this

includes the dependence of the reactivity on the coolant and core temperatures;

(Ar,5) The effect of the control rod position on the reactivity is approximated by a quadratic function;

(Ar,6) A quasi steady–state approximation is used for the concentration of the delayed neutron emit-

ting nuclei;

(Ar,7) The reactor power is assumed to be a homogeneous linear function of the neutron flux;

(Ar,8) The reactor power controller is assumed to operate in its “n” mode providing a simple static

feedback from the flux to the control rod position.

From a physical viewpoint, assumption (Ar,4) seems to be the most restrictive. The main reason

for this assumption is to obtain a dynamic model with the simplest possible algebraic structure and a

minimum number of parameters to be estimated, because a more complex model might unnecessarily

complicate the process of nonlinear model analysis and controller design. It is expected that this approx-

imation will cause a small difference between the measured and the model predicted neutron flux and

primary circuit water temperature values, but this is still an acceptable simplification of reality in the

investigated operating region (see also assumption (H4)).

1.3.1.1 Conservation balances

The differential equations of the reactor model originate from the conservation balances for the con-

centration of the neutrons (with the neutron flux, N) and the delayed neutron emitting nuclei C

Ṅ = −
ρ(v) + β

Λ
N + λC + S

Ċ =
β

Λ
N − λC
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where ρ is the reactivity depending on the control rod position v, Λ is the generation time, β is the total

fraction of delayed neutrons, λ is the half–life of the delayed neutron emitting nuclei and S is the flux of

a constant neutron source.

These equations can be simplified considering assumption (Ar,6), so that Ċ ' 0. Then, a constant

ratio of N and C is obtained

C =
βN
λΛ

that can be used to obtain

Ṅ = −
ρ(v)
Λ

N + S .

1.3.1.2 Constitutive equations

An algebraic equation is used for the reactor power equation to relate the neutron flux N to the reactor

power Wr, which is assumed to be homogeneous linear, as assumed by (Ar,7)

Wr = cψN (1)

with cψ a constant assumed known.

As far as the effect of the control rod position on the reactivity is concerned, in the operating region it

is enough to use a quadratic nonlinear function to model the dependence of the reactivity on the control

rod position, i.e.

ρ(v) = p0 + p1v + p2v2 (2)

where p0, p1, p2 are parameters to be estimated. This quadratic form is advantageous from the point

of view of parameter estimation because it contains a minimal number of unknown parameters and it is

linear in them.

1.3.2 The liquid in the primary circuit

The liquid in the tubes of the primary circuit including the liquid in the reactor, in the primary side

tubes of the six steam generators and that in the pressurizer are considered together to form a simple

concentrated parameter balance volume for the liquid in the primary circuit.

1.3.2.1 Modeling assumptions

The following simplifying modeling assumptions are considered.

(Apc,1) There is only a single concentrated parameter balance volume for the total liquid amount in

the primary circuit that is assumed to be in liquid phase and assumed to be pure water (the

amount of boron is regarded to be negligible);

(Apc,2) The density ϕ of the water is assumed to depend on the temperature following a second order

polynomial, and its dependence on the pressure is neglected;
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(Apc,3) The specific heat of the water cp,pc is assumed to be a constant value (its dependence on the

temperature and pressure is neglected);

(Apc,4) The effect of the heating in the pressurizer that is applied to regulate the pressure is neglected

in the energy balance for the water in the primary circuit;

(Apc,5) It is assumed that the flow rate in the primary circuit is regulated in such a way that the

temperature increase of the water in the reactor is approximately 30◦ C, thus the temperature

difference between the hot leg (hl) and cold leg (cl) temperatures is Tpc,hl−Tpc,cl ' 30◦ C. The

average temperature Tpc of the water in the primary circuit is then

Tpc =
Tpc,hl + Tpc,cl

2
.

1.3.2.2 Conservation balances

The overall mass balance of the water is in the form

Ṁpc = min − mout

where Mpc is the water mass, min the inlet mass flow rate, and mout is the purge mass flow rate of the

primary circuit.

The energy balance for the internal energy Upc takes into account the energy Wr generated by the

reactor in unit time, the energy Wsg transferred to the secondary circuit through nsg steam generators

(nsg = 6 at Packs Nuclear Power Plant), the energy effect of the mass inlet and purge (the first and

second term) and the energy loss Wloss,pc to the environment

U̇pc = cp,pc(minTpc,i − moutTpc,cl) + Wr − nsgWsg −Wloss,pc

where cp,pc is the specific heat of the water and Tpc,i is the inlet water temperature.

1.3.2.3 Constitutive equations

The constitutive equations relate the internal energy Upc to the average temperature Tpc of the water

in the primary circuit

Upc = cp,pcMpcTpc

the temperatures in the primary circuit to each other according to assumption (Apc,5)

Tpc,hl = Tpc + ∆

Tpc,cl = Tpc − ∆
(3)

with ∆ = 15◦C, and the energy Wsg transferred to the secondary circuit to the average temperature Tpc of

the water in the primary circuit and to the average secondary circuit liquid temperature Tsg of the steam

generators

Wsg = kt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) (4)

where kt,sg is the heat transfer coefficient.
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1.3.3 The pressurizer

In the pressurizer there is hot water and steam in the upper part. In the pressurizer, sensors monitor the

pressure. If the primary circuit pressure decreases, electric heaters switch on. Due to the heating, more

steam will evaporate and this leads to a pressure increase. If the increasing pressure in the pressurizer

reaches a certain limit, first the heaters are lowered/turned off, and secondly (relatively) cold water is

injected into the tank, if needed, to further reduce the pressure down, into the predefined range.

In the Paks nuclear power plant, the electric heater consists of four heating elements, each with 90

kW of power. Formerly working in an on/off mode, now they can be operated continuously. The hot

water temperature is about 325◦C,

The inputs of the pressurizer dynamics are the electric heater power and the inflow cold water rate,

and the (controlled and measured) output is the pressure in the pressurizer.

The accurate model (high dimensional, with 10–100 state variables) used for the pressurizer is ex-

pressed in terms of partial differential equations, discretized in space to have a lumped version, and

a complicated dynamic model can be obtained. For the design of the controller, a simplified lumped

dynamic model is constructed, that captures the most important dynamics of the pressurizer.

The aim of the pressurizer as an operating unit is twofold

1. It regulates the pressure in the primary circuit by heating its water content by a heating power

Wheat,pr;

2. It serves as an indicator for the primary circuit inventory controller by its water level lpr.

1.3.3.1 Modeling assumptions

The liquid in the pressurizer is part of the primary circuit water. Therefore, these two operating units,

and the assumptions imposed on their models are closely related.

(Apr,1) The liquid in the pressurizer is assumed to be pure water (the amount of boron is regarded to

be negligible), and it is assumed to be part of the water in the primary circuit. Therefore, no

separate mass balance is constructed for the liquid phase. The water mass in the pressurizer is

computed as an excess to a nominal mass Mpc,0 in the primary circuit;

(Apr,2) The density ϕ of the water is assumed to depend on the temperature following a second order

polynomial, and its dependence on the pressure is neglected (see assumption (Apc,2));

(Apr,3) The specific heat cp,pr of the water is assumed to be a constant value, and its dependence on

the temperature and pressure is neglected;

(Apr,4) The vapor in the pressurizer is assumed to be saturated, and the vapor mass is assumed to be

negligible compared to that of the liquid. Therefore, no balances are constructed for the vapor

in the pressurizer;
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(Apr,5) The pressure of the saturated vapor is assumed to depend on the temperature Tpr of the water

in the pressurizer following a known function p∗,T .

1.3.3.2 Conservation balances

The balances of the internal energies Upr, Upr,wall are derived for the liquid in the pressurizer taking

into account the in/out flow mass mpr from the primary circuit, the heat exchange with the wall, and the

heating Wheat,pr [1], [13], [15]

U̇pr = −kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) + Wheat,pr + δprcp,pcmprTpc,hl + (1 − δpr)cp,prmprTpr

with Tpr,wall the temperature of the wall of the pressurizer, or using (3),

U̇pr = −kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) + Wheat,pr + δprcp,pcmpr(Tpc + ∆) + (1 − δpr)cp,prmprTpr

with δpr which takes into account the switching dynamics of the pressurizer, and that 1 if mpr > 0 and 0

otherwise. Morover, and considering the heat loss Wloss,pr

U̇pr,wall = kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) −Wloss,pr.

In these equations cp,wall is the heat capacity of the wall, kwall is the wall heat transfer coefficient.

1.3.3.3 Constitutive equations

Physico–chemical property relations are taken into account to describe the relationships among the

internal energy Upr, the pressure and saturated pressure as functions of the temperature Tpr in the pres-

surizer vessel
Upr = cp,pr MprTpr

Upr,wall = cp,wallTpr,wall

ppr = p∗,T (Tpr)

where cp,pr is the specific heat, Mpr is the liquid mass, cp,wall is the heat capacity of the wall, Tpr,wall is

the pressurizer wall temperature, ppr the pressure. Finally, p∗,T is the saturated vapor pressure, that can

be taken of the following form [14]

p∗,T (T ) = c0 − c1T + c2T 2 (5)

with T the temperature measured in ◦C, and the pressure obtained in kPa. For the coefficients c0, c1, c2

see Table 1.

According to (Apc,2), one assumes that the water density ϕ can be approximated by a quadratic

function of the temperature

ϕ(T ) = cϕ,0 + cϕ,1T − cϕ,2T 2 (6)

with T the temperature measured in ◦C, and the density obtained in kg/m3. For the values of the coeffi-

cients cϕ,0, cϕ,1, cϕ,2 see Table 1.
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As far as the pressurizer water level is concerned, a set of constitutive equations describes the effect

of the variation in the primary circuit water mass Mpc on the level of the pressurizer lpr

Vpc =
Mpc

ϕ(Tpc)
, Vpr = Vpc − Vpc,0, ϕ(Tpc) = cϕ,0 + cϕ,1Tpc − cϕ,2T 2

pc

lpr =
Vpr

Apr
=

1
Apr

(
Mpc

ϕ(Tpc)
− Vpc,0

) (7)

where Vpc is the overall water volume in the primary circuit, Vpc,0 is its nominal constant value, ϕ(Tpc) is

the water density given by (6), Vpr the pressurizer liquid volume, and Apr is the pressurizer cross–section.

According to (Apr,1), the pressurizer water mass is

Mpr = Mpc − ϕ(Tpc)Vpc,0 (8)

with Mpc the overall mass in the primary circuit, and Mpc,0 = ϕ(Tpc)Vpc,0 the nominal mass water in the

primary circuit.

The above equation can be used to compute the mass in/outflow from the primary circuit to the

pressurizer as follows

mpr = Ṁpr = Ṁpc −
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

ṪpcVpc,0 (9)

with
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

= cϕ,1 − 2cϕ,2Tpc. (10)

1.3.4 The steam generators

The steam generators connect the primary and secondary circuits and transfer the energy generated by

the reactor to the secondary steam fow. There are six steam generators in a reactor unit but we model

them as a single operating unit.

1.3.4.1 Modeling assumptions

Because the focus of our model is the primary circuit and its controllers, the following simplifying

assumptions are made for the steam generators.

(Asg,1) The dynamics of the primary side of the steam generators is very quick compared to that of

the secondary side, therefore it is assumed to be in a quasi steady-state and no conservation

balances are constructed for it.

(Asg,2) The dynamics of the secondary side vapor phase in the steam generators is also assumed to be

very quick compared to that of the secondary side liquid, an equilibrium is assumed between

the water and the vapor phases.

(Asg,3) Constant physical properties are assumed for the secondary side of the steam generators.
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(Asg,4) All the controllers acting on the secondary side (including the liquid level controller and the

secondary steam pressure controller) are assumed to be ideal.

1.3.4.2 Conservation balances

There is only a single balance volume in the nsg steam generators: the liquid of the secondary side,

where the overall mass balance is simplified to an algebraic equation, because the inlet secondary water

mass flow rate msg,sw and the outlet secondary steam mass flow rate msg,ss are kept to be equal by the

ideal water level controller of the steam generators

msg,sw = msg,ss = msg.

Then the balance of the the internal energy Usg for the secondary water in the steam generators is

U̇sg = cl
p,sgmsgTsg,swcv

p,sgmsgTsg − msgEevap,sg + Wsg −Wloss,sg

where cl
p,sg is the liquid water specific heat, cv

p,sg is the vapor specific heat, Tsg,sw is the inlet temperature,

Tsg is the temperature, Eevap,sg is the evaporation energy, Wloss,sg is the heat loss, and Wsg given by (4).

1.3.4.3 Constitutive equations

The algebraic constitutive equations describe the relationships between physical properties and tem-

perature
Usg = cl

p,sgMsgTsg

psg = p∗,T (Tsg) = c0 − c1Tsg + c2T 2
sg

where psg is the pressure, and p∗,T is the quadratic function (5).

1.4 The state–space model of the system

The first step is to derive differential equations in the measurable temperatures instead of their related

internal energies, using a balance volume of mass M. For, the energy–temperature relationship is used

U = cpMT

where cp is the specific heat. Differentiating the above equation with respect to time, and assuming cp

constant

U̇ = cpMṪ + cpṀT

where Ṁ can be substituted by the expression of the mass balance for the same balance volume. Follow-

ing this procedure, the differential equations for the pc, sg and pr temperatures are

Ṫpc =
1

cp,pcMpc

[
cp,pcmin(Tpc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcmout(Tpc − Tpc,cl) + Wr − nsgWsg −Wloss,pc

]
Ṫsg =

1
cl

p,sgMsg

[
cl

p,sgmsgTsg,sw − cv
p,sgmsgTsg − msgEevap,sg + Wsg −Wloss,sg

]
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Ṫpr =
1

cp,pr Mpr

[
− kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) + Wheat,pr + δpr

(
mprcp,pc(Tpc + ∆) − mprcp,prTpr

)]
Ṫpr,wall =

1
cp,wall

[
kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) −Wloss,pr

]
Considering the constitutive equations (1), (2), (3), (4), the following set of equations is obtained for

the state variables N (the neutron flux, in %), Mpc (overall mass in the primary circuit, in kg), Tpc (the

average temperature of the water in the primary circuit, in ◦C), Tsg (the average secondary circuit liquid

temperature, in ◦C), Tpr, Tpr,wall (the pressurizer water/wall temperature, in ◦C)

Ṅ = −
p0 + p1v + p2v2

Λ
N + S

Ṁpc = min − mout

Ṫpc =
1

cp,pcMpc

[
cp,pcmin(Tpc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcmout∆ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −Wloss,pc

]
Ṫsg =

1
cl

p,sgMsg

[
cl

p,sgmsgTsg,sw − cv
p,sgmsgTsg − msgEevap,sg + kt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −Wloss,sg

]
Ṫpr =

1
cp,pr Mpr

[
− kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) + Wheat,pr + δpr

(
cp,pcmpr(Tpc + ∆) − cp,prmprTpr

)]
Ṫpr,wall =

1
cp,wall

[
kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) −Wloss,pr

]

(11)

where, from (8), (9), (7), (10)

Mpr = Mpc − ϕ(Tpc)Vpc,0

mpr = min − mout −
1

cp,pcMpc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

Vpc,0
[
cp,pcmin(Tpc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcmout∆

+ cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −Wloss,pc
]
.

In (11) v, min, Wheat,pr are the input variables, while Tpc,i, mout, msg, Msg, Tsg,sw can be considered as

disturbances.

The (measurable) outputs of the systems are the reactor power Wr(N), the steam generator pressure

psg (in kPa), the pressurizer pressure ppr (in kPa), the pressurizer water level lpr (in m)

Wr(N) = cψN

psg = p∗,T (Tsg) = c0 − c1Tsg + c2T 2
sg

ppr = p∗,T (Tpr) = c0 − c1Tpr + c2T 2
pr

lpr(Mpc,Tpc) =
1

Apr

(
Mpc

ϕ(Tpc)
− Vpc,0

) (12)

with ϕ(Tpc) as in (7). The model parameters are reported in Table 1.

It is worth noting that eqations (11) are hybrid and nonlinear. In fact the equation of Tpr contains the

switching term δpr, which is 1 if mpr > 0 and 0 if mpr ≤ 0.
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Reactor
Neutron flux (state variable) N 99.3 %
Control rod position (input) v 0 cm
Reactor power (output) Wr 13.654×108 W
Constant in the reactor power equation cψ 13.75×106 W/%
Generation time Λ 10−5 s
Rod reactivity coefficients p0 2.85 × 10−4 m

p1 6.08 × 10−5 m−1

p2 1.322 × 10−4 m−2

Flux of the constant neutron source S 2830.5 %/s
Total fraction of delayed neutrons β 0.0064
Average half–life λ 0.1 s−1

Primary circuit
Overall mass in the primary circuit (state) Mpc 2 × 105 kg
Water average temperature (state) Tpc 281.13 ◦C
Inlet mass flow rate (input) min 1.4222 kg/s
Outlet mass flow rate (disturbance) mout 2.11 kg/s
Hot leg water temperature Tpc,hl 296.13 ◦C
Cold leg water temperature Tpc,cl 266.13 ◦C
Inlet temperature (disturbance) Tpc,i 258.85 ◦C
Specific heat at 282◦C cp,pc 5355 J/kg/K
Heat transfer coefficient kt,sg 9.5296 × 106 W/K
Heat loss Wloss,pc 2.996 × 107 W
Water nominal volume Vpc,0 242 m3

Water nominal mass Mpc,0 2 × 105 kg
Differences Tpc,hl − Tpc = Tpc − Tpc,cl ∆ 15 ◦C
Pressurizer
Water temperature (state) Tpr 326.57 ◦C
Heating power (input) Wheat,pr 168 kW
Water level (output) lpr 4.8 m
Pressure (output) ppr 123 × 102 kPa
Water specific heat at 325◦ cp,pr 6873.1 J/kg/K
Heat capacity of the wall cp,wall 6.4516 × 107 J/◦C
Wall heat transfer coefficient kwall 1.9267 × 108 W/◦C
Heat loss Wloss,pr 1.6823×105 W
Water mass Mpr 19400 kg
Vessel cross section Apr 4.52 m2

Vessel volume Vpr,vessel 44 m3

Steam generator
Average secondary circuit liquid temperature (state) Tsg 257.78 ◦C
Secondary circ. water specific heat at 260◦ cl

p,sg 3809.9 J/kg/K
Secondary circ. vapor specific heat at 260◦ cv

p,sg 3635.6 J/kg/K
Heat loss Wloss,sg 1.8932×107 W
Evaporation energy at 260◦ Eevap,sg 1.658×106 J/kg
Water mass Msg 34920 kg
Water level lsg 1.850 m
Steam pressure (output) psg 45.3 × 102 kPa
Secondary water mass flow rate (disturbance) msg 119.31 kg/s
Secondary circ. steam mass flow rate msg,ss 119.31 kg/s
Secondary circ. water mass flow rate msg,sw 119.31 kg/s
Secondary circ. inlet temperature (disturbance) Tsg,sw 220.85 ◦C
Number of steam generators nsg 6
Power transferred to the steam generators nsgWsg 13.351 × 108 W
Functions
Saturated vapor pressure p∗,T (T ) kPa
Coefficients for quadratic approximation c0 28884.78 kPa

c1 258.01 kPa/◦C
c2 0.63455 kPa/◦C2

Water density ϕ(T) kg/m3

Coefficients for quadratic approximation cϕ,0 581.2 kg/m3

cϕ,1 2.98 kg/m3/◦C
cϕ,2 0.00848 kg/m3/◦C2

Table 1: Model parameters
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1.4.1 The equilibrium point

To determine the equilibrium pair x◦ =
(

N◦ M◦pc T ◦pc T ◦sg T ◦pr Tpr,wall
)T , u◦ =

(
v◦ m◦in

W◦heat,pr
)T , with

v◦ = 0, W◦heat,pr = 1.68 × 105

it is sufficient to solve for (x◦, u◦) the equations obtained from (11) with null derivatives and with x = x◦,

u = u◦. Hence, one obtains

m◦in = mout

N◦ =
Λ

p0
S

0 = cp,pcm◦in(Tpc,i − T ◦pc) + cp,pcmout∆ + cψN◦ − nsgkt,sg(T ◦pc − T ◦sg) −Wloss,pc

0 = cl
p,sgmsgTsg,sw − cv

p,sgmsgT ◦sg − msgEevap,sg + kt,sg(T ◦pc − T ◦sg) −Wloss,sg

0 =
1

M◦pr
f ◦pr

0 = kwall(T ◦pr − T ◦pr,wall) −Wloss,pr

(13)

where

f ◦pr = −kwall(T ◦pr − T ◦pr,wall) + W◦heat,pr = −Wloss,pr + W◦heat,pr, since m◦pr ≤ 0

M◦pr = M◦pc − ϕ(T ◦pc)Vpc,0

m◦pr = −
1

cp,pcM◦pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

∣∣∣∣∣
T ◦pc

Vpc,0Ṫpc

∣∣∣∣
x◦,u◦

= 0,
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

∣∣∣∣∣
T ◦pc

= cϕ,1 − 2cϕ,2T ◦pc

Since the first of (13) gives information of m◦in only, Mpc is free. Moreover, with m◦in = mout it results

Ṁpc = 0, therefore M◦pc = Mpc(0).

From the third and fourth of (13) one gets( T ◦pc

T ◦sg

)
=

( cp,pcm◦in + nsgkt,sg −nsgkt,sg

−kt,sg cv
p,sgmsg + kt,sg

)−1 ( cp,pcm◦inTpc,i + cp,pcmout∆ + cψN◦ −Wloss,pc

msg(cl
p,sgTsg,sw − Eevap,sg) −Wloss,sg

)
.

Furthermore, from the fifth of (13), in which M◦pr is a constant, one gets

W◦heat,pr = Wloss,pr

but has no constraint on T ◦pr, which is therefore

T ◦pr = Tpr(0).

Finally, from the last of (13)

T ◦pr,wall = T ◦pr −
Wloss,pr

kwall
.
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1.5 The control problem

The neutron flux and the heating in the pressurizer are usually controlled separately. This is quite valid

in the neighborhood of the prescribed steady states, but during large load changes, the temperature in the

pressurizer usually slightly goes out of the required optimal operating interval. Therefore, the goal of the

controller design is to obtain such a controller that, first of all, keeps all the predefined hard constraints

for the state and input variables and that, secondly, produces a satisfactorily quick load change transient.

Classical control objectives when steering the system from one operating point to another are

1. small settling time for the neutron flux;

2. small temperature changes in the pressurizer during transients (for instance at most 1 K);

3. hard, physical constraints for the control inputs v, Wheat,pr, due to the limited heating energy

at the pressurizer.

As far as the the reactor power controller is concerned, we can distinguish two operating modes

1. “N mode”, when the value of the neutron flux is fed back to adjust the rod position to keep the

neutron flux constant or to follow a reference trajectory;

2. “T mode”, when the pressure of the steam in the secondary circuit generated by the steam

generator is used for the feedback.

The “N mode” of the reactor power controller can be considered with a static state feedback and with a

constraint on the control rod velocity. The control input is the rod position v, even if one can consider

η = (p0 + p1v + p2v2)N as control input, since the polynomial ρ(v) = p0 + p1v + p2v2 is monotonously

increasing, and hence invertible

v = ρ−1(η/N).

The constraints prescribed for v can be transformed into equivalent constraints prescribed for v can be

transformed into equivalent constraints for η as follows

vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax ⇔ Nminρ(vmin) ≤ η ≤ Nminρ(vmax)

where ρ(vmin) < 0 < ρ(vmax), and Nmin is a physical limit for which 0 < Nmin ≤ N always holds.

The aim of the present section is not to design a reactor power controller. The aim is rather to design a

control law to control the pressurizer behavior. More precisely, the control objective is to design dynamic

controllers for

1. the pressurizer level control;

2. the pressurizer pressure control;
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namely controllers for the water level and pressure in the pressurizer. These controllers are also reported

in [2], [3], [4]. One important hypothesis is that neither the temperature Tpr nor the pressure ppr are

available for measuring. In fact, the measured temperature is the that of the wall of the pressurizer

Tpr,wall. Moreover, also ppr will be supposed not measured, since it is clear that if ppr is known, Tpr can

be obtained from (12).

1.5.1 Inventory controller for the primary circuit

1.5.1.1 Pressurizer level control system

The pressurizer level control system functions to maintain the proper water inventory in the primary

circuit. This inventory is maintained by controlling the balance between water leaving and entering the

system.

The water leaving the system, via piping and valves to the letdown condenser, and then to the purifi-

cation and volume control system. This operation is called coolant “bleeding” or “letdown”. The water

enters the system via charging pumps, also called feed pumps.

Since letdown flow is a fixed amount, the balance is maintained by varying the charging flow, by

varying the position of charging flow control valves in the discharge header of the charging pumps,

usually by using PI controllers.

1.5.1.2 The design of a nonlinear controller

The inventory controller of the primary circuit aims at maintaining an adequate level of water in the

pressurizer.

It uses the measured state variables to keep the value of lpr to its reference lpr,ref . Deriving lpr in (12)

one obtains

l̇pr =
1

Apr

[(
1

ϕ(Tpc)
−

Tpc,i − Tpc

ϕ2(Tpc)
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

)
min

−
mout

ϕ(Tpc)
−

1
cp,pc

1
ϕ2(Tpc)

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

(
cp,pcmout∆ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −Wloss,pc

)]
with ϕ(Tpc) as in (7), and ∂ϕ(Tpc)

∂Tpc
as in (10).

Considering the nominal values of the disturbances

∆◦, T ◦pc,i, m◦out, W◦loss,pc (14)

and the variations

δ∆ = ∆ − ∆◦, δTpc,i = Tpc,i − T ◦pc,i, δmout = mout − m◦out, δWloss,pc = Wloss,pc −W◦loss,pc (15)

one gets

l̇pr =
1

ϕ2(Tpc)
1

Apr

[(
ϕ(Tpc) − (T ◦pc,i − Tpc)

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

)
min
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− m◦outϕ(Tpc) −
1

cp,pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

(
cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

)
−
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

minδTpc,i − ϕ(Tpc)δmout −
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

(m◦outδ∆ + ∆◦δmout + δmoutδ∆)

+
1

cp,pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

δWloss,pc

]
.

Therefore, one determines the control law maintaining lpr to the desired reference

min =
Apr

ϕ(Tpc) − (T ◦pc,i − Tpc)
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

[(
l̇pr,ref − kp(lpr − lpr,ref) − ki

∫ t

0

(
lpr(τ) − lpr,ref(τ)

)
dτ

)
ϕ2(Tpc)

+ m◦outϕ(Tpc) +
1

cp,pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

(
cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

)]
such that

İelpr
= elpr

ėlpr + kpelpr + kiIelpr
=

1
ϕ2(Tpc)

1
Apr

[
−
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

minδTpc,i − ϕ(Tpc)δmout

−
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

(m◦outδ∆ + ∆◦δmout + δmoutδ∆) +
1

cp,pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

δWloss,pc

]
.

where elpr = lpr − lpr,ref and kp, ki > 0, or equivalently( İelpr

ėlpr

)
= A

( Ielpr

elpr

)
+ Ψδ (16)

with

A =

( 0 1

−ki −kp

)
, δ =



δTpc,i

δmout

δ∆

δWloss,pc

δmoutδ∆


and

Ψ =
1

ϕ2(Tpc)
1

Apr

(
0 0 0 0 0

−
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

min −ϕ(Tpc) − ∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

∆◦ −
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

m◦out
1

cp,pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

−
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

)
.

If the variations are zero, i.e. the disturbances are the nominal ones, lpr tends exponentially to lpr,ref .

Otherwise, it is easy to check that elpr , ėlpr tend to a neighborhood of the origin (practical exponential

stability), of radius

µ =
κ

ϑλQ
min

‖P‖δmax

where κ = maxt ‖Ψ‖, P solution of PA + AT P = −2Q for a fixed Q = QT > 0, λQ
min the minimum

eigenvalue of Q, ϑ ∈ (0, 1), ‖δ‖ ≤ δmax. This can be checked considering the Lyapunov function

V =
1
2

( Ielpr

elpr

)T

P
( Ielpr

elpr

)
, P = PT > 0.
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Deriving V along the trajectories of elpr , according to (16) one works out

V̇ = −

( Ielpr

elpr

)T

Q
( Ielpr

elpr

)
+

( Ielpr

elpr

)T

PΨδ ≤ −(1 − ϑ)λQ
min

∥∥∥∥∥∥ Ielpr

elpr

∥∥∥∥∥∥2

for ∥∥∥∥∥∥ Ielpr

elpr

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≥ µ.
which proves the practical exponential stability of the error level [9].

Hence, the inventory control for the primary circuit is

İelpr
= lpr − lpr,ref

min =
Apr

ϕ(Tpc) − (T ◦pc,i − Tpc)
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

[(
l̇pr,ref − kp(lpr − lpr,ref) − kiIelpr

)
ϕ2(Tpc)

+ m◦outϕ(Tpc) +
1

cp,pc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

(
cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

)]
.

(17)

It is worth considering the aspect of the reference generation. The signal lpr,ref is usually proportional

to a mean value between the cold and the hot leg temperatures, with a drift to give a proper value [10]

lpr,ref = cr,1(Tpc,cl + Tpc,hl) − cr,2.

Using (Apc,5), from (3) one gets

lpr,ref = 2cr,1Tpc − cr,2

so that

l̇pr,ref =
2cr,1

cp,pcMpc

[
cp,pcmin(Tpc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcmout∆ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −Wloss,pc

]
.

Referring to a nominal condition given by (14), the implemented derivative is

l̇pr,ref =
2cr,1

cp,pcMpc

[
cp,pcmin(T ◦pc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

]
which, substituted in (17) gives the implementable control law for the inventory control of the primary

circuit

İelpr
= lpr − lpr,ref

min =
Apr

ψ(Mpc,Tpc)

[
−

(
kp(lpr − lpr,ref) + kiIelpr

)
ϕ2(Tpc) + m◦outϕ(Tpc)

+
1

cp,pc

(2cr,1

Mpc
ϕ2(Tpc) +

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

)(
cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

)] (18)

with

ψ(Mpc,Tpc) = ϕ(Tpc) − (T ◦pc,i − Tpc)
∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

−
2cr,1Apr

Mpc
(T ◦pc,i − Tpc)ϕ2(Tpc)

and ϕ(Tpc), ∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

as in (7), (10).
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1.5.2 Pressurizer pressure controller

1.5.2.1 The control system

The pressurizer pressure control system controls the pressure of the coolant of the primary circuit at

a fixed set point. Among the actuators, the control system includes electric heaters, spray valves, and

relief valves actuated at the proper times by a pressure controller. This controller is usually a simple PID

controller.

The pressurizer heaters are divided into two groups, consisting of one bank of variable heaters, and

several banks of backup on–off heaters. The variable heaters are operated by varying the applied voltage,

which determines their heat output over a fixed pressure range. These heaters maintain the equilibrium

heat balance in the pressurizer during steady state conditions.

If system pressure decreases significantly from the set point, the variable heaters would provide

maximum heat output and, in addition, the backup heaters would be turned on.

If system pressure increases above normal, all the heaters would be turned off and spray valves would

be opened, proportionally over a fixed pressure range, to admit cooler water to condense steam, thereby

returning system pressure to normal.

For very large pressure transients, on the pressurizer there are pressure relief valves which will open

in the event that the spray valves are not capable of controlling the pressure surge. The pressure relief

valve operates as an on/off control action.

In the event that a transient occurs that exceeds the capability of the pressure relief valves, on the

pressurizer there are some spring loaded safety valves as a final means of protecting the integrity of the

reactor coolant system. The safety valves begin to open at a given pressure value and reach the fully

opened position when the pressure increases by a given higher pressure value.

The aim of this section is to propose some nonlinear dynamic controllers ensuring a better perfor-

mance, and based on the measured variables. In particular, the pressurizer temperature Tpr will be con-

sidered not measured, since the sensors placed on the pressurizer measure the wall temperature Tpr,wall.

Hence, an observer is necessary to reconstruct Tpr.

It is worth noting that, in the controllers that are proposed hereinafter, only the observer of Tpr will

be designed, and no full–order–like observers will be considered, namely the estimation of Tpr,wall will

be not considered. Simple modifications can be done to obtain such full–order–like observers.

1.5.2.2 The design of a nonlinear controller

A first nonlinear dynamic controller will be designed with the same approach used in [13], where the

pressurizer pressure reference ppr,ref is transformed into a pressurizer water reference temperature Tpr,ref .

This is done inverting the relation obtained from (12)

ppr,ref = c0 − c1Tpr,ref + c2T 2
pr,ref (19)
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and noting that (19) can be uniquely inverted about the operating point of pressurizer temperature

Tpr,ref =
c1 +

√
c2

1 − 4c2(c0 − ppr,ref)

2c2
(20)

with

Ṫpr,ref =
2 ṗpr,ref√

c2
1 − 4c2(c0 − ppr,ref)

.

The pressurizer pressure controller can be determined considering the temperature dynamics when

mpr > 0, see (11)

Ṫpr = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpr − Tpr,wall) +

1
cp,pr Mpr

Wheat,pr + δpr

( cp,pcmpr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆) −

mpr

Mpr
Tpr

)
Ṫpr,wall =

kwall

cp,wall
(Tpr − Tpr,wall) −

1
cp,wall

Wloss,pr

(21)

where

Mpr = Mpc − ϕ(Tpc)Vpc,0

mpr = min − mout −
1

cp,pcMpc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

Vpc,0
[
cp,pcmin(Tpc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcmout∆

+ cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −Wloss,pc
] (22)

and where δpr is a flag that takes into account the switching dynamics of the pressurizer and that 1 if

mpr > 0 and 0 otherwise.

Equations (21) are switching, due to the pressurizer switching behavior, and time varying, due to

Mpr, mpr which depend on N, Mpc, Tpc, Tsg (state variables of the whole dynamics (11)) and the input

min, and are subject to the disturbance signals Wloss,pr and Tpc + ∆ (directly), Tpc,i, mout, and Wloss,pc

(indirectly).

Let us consider the nominal values of the disturbances W◦loss,pr and (14), and the variations δWloss,pr =

Wloss,pr −W◦loss,pr and (15). We consider also

mpr = m◦pr + δmpr

m◦pr = min − m◦out −
1

cp,pcMpc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

Vpc,0
[
cp,pcmin(T ◦pc,i − Tpc) + cp,pcm◦out∆

◦

+ cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

]
δmpr = −δmout −

1
cp,pcMpc

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

Vpc,0
[
cp,pcminδTpc,i + cp,pc(∆ δmout + m◦outδ∆) − δWloss,pc

]
(23)

where one has considered that

mout∆ − m◦out∆
◦ = ∆ δmout + m◦outδ∆.
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Note that m◦pr is still time–varying.

In order to determine a controller which depends on the (measured) temperature Tpr,wall, but not

on the (unmeasured) temperature Tpr, one can proceed as follows. One introduces the pressurizer wall

temperature nominal reference as solution of the following equation

Ṫpr,wall,ref =
kwall

cp,wall
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref) −

1
cp,wall

W◦loss,pr

with Tpr,wall,ref(0) = Tpr,ref(0) −W◦loss,pr/kwall. Moreover, one calculates the reference control Wheat,pr,ref

on the basis of the nominal reference temperature behavior

Ṫpr,ref = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref) +

1
cp,pr Mpr

Wheat,pr,ref

+ δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
Tpr,ref

)
obtaining

Wheat,pr,ref = cp,pr Mpr

[
Ṫpr,ref +

kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref)

− δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
Tpr,ref

)] (24)

with Mpr as in (22). In terms of the error variables and the error input

eTpr = Tpr − Tpr,ref

eTpr,wall = Tpr,wall − Tpr,wall,ref

ue,W = Wheat,pr −Wheat,pr,ref

equations (21) can be rewritten as

ėTpr = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(eTpr − eTpr,wall) +

1
cp,pr Mpr

ue,W

+ δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
δ∆ +

1
Mpr

(cp,pc

cp,pr
(Tpc + ∆) − Tpr

)
δmpr −

m◦pr

Mpr
eTpr

)
ėTpr,wall =

kwall

cp,wall
(eTpr − eTpr,wall) −

1
cp,wall

δWloss,pr .

The control ue,W will be designed making use of the Lyapunov theory and the Lyapunov function

V =
1
2

e2
Tpr

+
1
2

e2
Tpr,wall

+
1
2

z2
Tpr

where the estimation error zTpr = Tpr − T̂pr is considered. The dynamics of the estimate T̂pr of Tpr are

chosen as follows

˙̂T pr = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(T̂pr − Tpr,wall) +

1
cp,pr Mpr

Wheat,pr + δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
T̂pr

)
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giving the error dynamics

żTpr = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
zTpr + δpr

( cp,pcmpr

cp,pr Mpr
δ∆ −

Tpr

Mpr
δmpr −

m◦pr

Mpr
zTpr

)
. (25)

Deriving V , one gets

V̇ = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
e2

Tpr
−

kwall

cp,wall
e2

Tpr,wall
−

kwall

cp,pr Mpr
z2

Tpr

+

(
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
+

kwall

cp,wall

)
eTpr eTpr,wall +

1
cp,pr Mpr

eTpr ue,W

+ δpr

[
−

m◦pr

Mpr
e2

Tpr
+

cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
eTprδ∆ +

1
Mpr

(cp,pc

cp,pr
(Tpc + ∆) − Tpr

)
eTprδmpr

−
1

cp,wall
eTpr,wallδWloss,pr −

m◦pr

Mpr
z2

Tpr
−

Tpr

Mpr
zTprδmpr +

cp,pcmpr

cp,pr Mpr
zTprδ∆

]
and setting

ue,W = −

(
kwall + cp,pr Mpr

kwall

cp,wall

)
eTpr,wall

one obtains

V̇ ≤ −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr,max
e2

Tpr
−

kwall

cp,wall
e2

Tpr,wall
−

kwall

cp,pr Mpr,max
z2

Tpr

+ δpr

[
−

m◦pr,min

Mpr,max
e2

Tpr
+

cp,pcm◦pr,max

cp,pr Mpr,min
|eTpr ||δ∆|

+
1

Mpr,min

∣∣∣∣∣cp,pc

cp,pr
(Tpc,max + ∆max) + Tpr,max

∣∣∣∣∣|eTpr ||δmpr | +
1

cp,wall
|eTpr,wall ||δWloss,pr |

−
m◦pr,min

Mpr,max
z2

Tpr
+

Tpr,max

Mpr,min
|zTpr ||δmpr | +

cp,pcmpr,max

cp,pr Mpr,min
|zTpr ||δ∆|

]
where Tpr,max, Tpc,max, ∆max are the maximal values of Tpr, Tpc, ∆, and

Mpr,min = min
Mpc,Tpc

Mpr

Mpr,max = max
Mpc,Tpc

Mpr

m◦pr,min = min
Tpc ,Mpc

m◦out ,T
◦
pc,i ,∆

◦ ,W◦loss,pc

m◦pr

m◦pr,max = max
Tpc ,Mpc

m◦out ,T
◦
pc,i ,∆

◦ ,W◦loss,pc

m◦pr.

(26)
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Therefore, the dynamic controller

˙̂T pr = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(T̂pr − Tpr,wall) +

1
cp,pr Mpr

Wheat,pr + δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
T̂pr

)
Ṫpr,wall,ref =

kwall

cp,wall
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref) −

1
cp,wall

W◦loss,pr

Wheat,pr = −

(
kwall + cp,pr Mpr

kwall

cp,wall

)
(Tpr,wall − Tpr,wall,ref)

+ cp,pr Mpr

[
Ṫpr,ref +

kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref)

− δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
Tpr,ref

)]

(27)

with Tpr,wall,ref(0) = Tpr,ref(0)−W◦loss,pr/kwall, Tpr,ref as in (20), Mpr as in (22), m◦pr as in (23), ensures the

practical exponential stability of the error temperatures [9].

It is worth noting that the controller (27) contains a term proportional to the error eTpr,wall . Simple

modifications can include also an integral term IeTpr,wall
=

∫ t

0
eTpr,wall(τ) dτ, which is rather common

in industrial plants. First, one considers the following pressurizer wall temperature nominal reference

system

Ṫpr,wall,ref =
kwall

cp,wall
Tpr,ref −

kwall

cp,wall
Tpr,wall,ref + ki

∫ t

0

(
Tpr,wall(τ) − Tpr,wall,ref(τ)

)
dτ −

1
cp,wall

W◦loss,pr

ki > 0, with Tpr,wall,ref(0) = Tpr,ref(0) −W◦loss,pr/kwall, so that

ėTpr,wall =
kwall

cp,wall
eTpr −

kwall

cp,wall
eTpr,wall − kiITpr,wall −

1
cp,wall

δWloss,pr

which, along with (25) and İeTpr,wall
= eTpr,wall , constitutes the dynamics of the error system. The reference

control is the same as in (24), while the control ue,W will be determined using the Lyapunov function

V =
1
2

e2
Tpr

+
1
2

( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)T

P
( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)
+

1
2

z2
Tpr

with P = PT > 0 solution of the Lyapunov equation

PA + AT P = −2Q, A =

( 0 1

−ki −
kwall

cp,wall

)
for a fixed Q = QT > 0. For instance,

Q =

( q11 0

0 q22

)
, q11, q22 > 0, P =

( ( cp,wall
kwallki

+
cp,wall
kwall

)
q11 +

cp,wallki
kwall

q22
1
ki

q11

1
ki

q11
cp,wall
kwallki

q11 +
cp,wall
kwall

q22

)
.
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Deriving V , one gets

V̇ = −

( m◦pr

Mpr
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr

)
e2

Tpr
−

( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)T

Q
( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)
−

( m◦pr

Mpr
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr

)
z2

Tpr

+
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
eTpr eTpr,wall +

1
cp,pr Mpr

eTpr ue,W +
kwall

cp,wall

( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)T

PBeTpr

+
cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
eTprδ∆ +

1
Mpr

(
Tpr +

cp,pc

cp,pr
(Tpc + ∆)

)
eTprδmpr −

1
cp,wall

( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)T

PBδWloss,pr

−
Tpr

Mpr
zTprδmpr +

cp,pcmpr

cp,pr Mpr
zTprδ∆

where B =
(

0 1
)T . Setting

ue,W = −kwalleTpr,wall −
cp,pr

cp,wall
kwallMprBT P

( IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

)
one gets

V̇ ≤ −
 m◦pr,min

Mpr,max
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr,max

 e2
Tpr
− λQ

min

∥∥∥∥∥∥ IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

∥∥∥∥∥∥2

−

 m◦pr,min

Mpr,max
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr,max

 z2
Tpr

+
cp,pcm◦pr,max

cp,pr Mpr,min
|eTpr ||δ∆| +

1
Mpr,min

∣∣∣∣∣Tpr,max +
cp,pc

cp,pr
(Tpc,max + ∆max)

∣∣∣∣∣|eTpr ||δmpr |

+
1

cp,wall
‖P‖

∥∥∥∥∥∥ IeTpr,wall

eTpr,wall

∥∥∥∥∥∥ |δWloss,pr | +
Tpr,max

Mpr,min
|zTpr ||δmpr | +

cp,pcmpr,max

cp,pr Mpr,min
|zTpr ||δ∆|

with λQ
min the minimum eigenvalue of Q. Hence, the dynamic controller ensuring practical exponential

stability is
˙̂T pr = −

( m◦pr

Mpr
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr

)
T̂pr +

kwall

cp,pr Mpr
Tpr,wall +

1
cp,pr Mpr

Wheat,pr +
cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦)

Ṫpr,wall,ref =
kwall

cp,wall
Tpr,ref −

kwall

cp,wall
Tpr,wall,ref + kiIeTpr,wall

−
1

cp,wall
W◦loss,pr

İeTpr,wall
= Tpr,wall − Tpr,wall,ref

Wheat,pr = −kwall(Tpr,wall − Tpr,wall,ref) −
cp,pr

cp,wall
kwallMprBT P

( IeTpr,wall

Tpr,wall − Tpr,wall,ref

)

+ cp,pr Mpr

[
Ṫpr,ref +

( m◦pr

Mpr
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr

)
Tpr,ref −

kwall

cp,pr Mpr
Tpr,wall,ref

−
cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦)

]

(28)

with Tpr,wall,ref(0) = Tpr,ref(0) −W◦loss,pr/kwall, Tpr,ref as in (20), Mpr as in (22), m◦pr as in (23).
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1.5.2.3 An alternative nonlinear controller

In this section a dynamic controller is determined, considering directly that the output to be controlled

is the pressurizer pressure ppr given in (12). Deriving ppr one gets

ṗpr =
D

cp,pr Mpr

[
− kwall(Tpr − Tpr,wall) + Wheat,pr + δpr

(
cp,pcmpr(Tpc + ∆) − cp,prmprTpr

)]
where as usual δpr is 1 if mpr > 0 and 0 otherwise, and with

D(Tpr) =
∂p∗,T (Tpr)
∂Tpr

= −c1 + 2c2Tpr. (29)

In order to determine a pressure controller which depends on the (measured) temperature Tpr,wall, but

not on the (unmeasured) temperature Tpr nor on the pressure ppr, the following switching controller is

designed to impose the tracking of a desired reference pressure ppr,ref

Wheat,pr = kwall(T̂pr − Tpr,wall) + Cpr + δpr
(
cp,prm◦prT̂pr − cp,pcm◦pr(Tpc + ∆◦)

)
(30)

with Mpr given by (22),

Cpr =
cp,pr Mpr

D̂

(
ṗpr,ref − Kp( p̂pr − ppr,ref) − Ki

∫ t

0

(
p̂pr(τ) − ppr,ref(τ)

)
dτ

)
D̂ =

∂p∗,T (Tpr)
∂Tpr

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Tpr=T̂pr

= −c1 + 2c2T̂pr

Kp,Ki > 0, and where the nominal condition (14) and the estimate T̂pr,

p̂pr = c0 − c1T̂pr + c2T̂ 2
pr

of the (unmeasured) Tpr, ppr have been considered.

With the control (30), the pressurizer pressure dynamics become

ėppr + Kpeppr + Ki

∫ t

0
eppr (τ) dτ = Ψe(zTpr ) + δe (31)

where eppr = ppr − ppr,ref is the pressure tracking error, zTpr = Tpr − T̂pr is the temperature estimation

error, and where we have considered that

D̂= −c1 + 2c2T̂pr, p̂pr = c0 − c1T̂pr + c2T̂ 2
pr

D − D̂= 2c2zTpr , ppr − p̂pr =
(
c2(Tpr + T̂pr) − c1

)
zTpr

Ψe(zTpr )= Ψz(zTpr ) − δpr
m◦pr

Mpr
DzTpr , δe = δprΨδ

(
δmpr

δ∆

)
Ψz(zTpr )= −

kwall

cp,pr Mpr
DzTpr + Kp

(
c2(Tpr + T̂pr) − c1

)
zTpr + Ki

∫ t

0

(
c2(Tpr(τ) + T̂pr(τ)) − c1

)
zTpr (τ) dτ

+
2c2

cppr Mppr

(
ṗpr,ref − Kp(p̂pr − ppr,ref) − Ki

∫ t

0

(
p̂pr(τ) − ppr,ref(τ)

)
dτ

)
zTpr

Ψδ=
D

cp,pr Mpr

(
cp,pc(Tpc + ∆) − cp,prTppr cp,pcm◦prδ∆

)
.
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Note thatΨz(zTpr )→ 0 as zTpr → 0 ifΨz(·) is a bounded function, as in the present case, where we assume

that the temperatures (and hence the pressures) are bounded. This is physically obviously verified in

normal plant operations.

Making use of the measured temperature Twall, a reduced–order observer can be designed for Tpr

ξ̇ = T̂pr − Tpr,wall −
1

kwall
W◦loss,pr −

1
k

1
cp,pr Mpr

Cpr

T̂pr = k
(cp,wall

kwall
Tpr,wall − ξ

) (32)

k > 0, where W◦loss,pr is the nominal values of the disturbance Wloss,pr. The temperature estimation error

dynamics are
żTpr = −λzzTpr + δz

λz = k +
kwall

cpr Mpr
+ δpr

m◦pr

Mpr

δz =
k

kwall
δWloss,pr + δpr

(
cp,pc(Tpc + ∆◦) + cp,prTpr

)
δmpr

(33)

From (31), (33) one works out( İeppr

ėppr

)
= A

( Ieppr

eppr

)
+ B

(
Ψe(zTpr ) + δe

)
żTpr = −λzzTpr + δz

(34)

with

A =

( 0 1

−Ki −Kp

)
, B =

( 0

1

)
.

The stability study will be carried out considering that (33) is practically exponentially stable, and that

the system given by the first two equations of (34) is ISS with respect to the input zTpr [9], since Ψz(·) is

a bounded function. Therefore, the origin of (33) is practically exponentially stable. In fact, considering

the following Lyapunov function

V =
1
2

( Ieppr

eppr

)T

P
( Ieppr

eppr

)
+

1
2

z2
Tpr
, P = PT > 0 (35)

and with P solution of the Lyapunov equation PA + AT P = −Q, with Q = QT > 0 fixed. For instance,

Q =

( q11 0

0 q22

)
, q11, q22 > 0, P =


(Kp

Ki
+ 1

Kp

)
q11 +

Ki
Kp

q22
1
Ki

q11

1
Ki

q11
1

KpKi
q11 + 1

Kp
q22

 .
Hence, deriving (35), one obtains

V̇ = −

( Ieppr

eppr

)T

Q
( Ieppr

eppr

)
− λzz2

Tpr
−

( Ieppr

eppr

)T

PB
(
Ψe(zTpr ) + δe

)
+ zTprδz

≤ −λQ
min

∥∥∥∥∥∥ Ieppr

eppr

∥∥∥∥∥∥2

− λz,minz2
Tpr

+ ‖P‖Dmax

(
mpr,max

Mpr,min
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr,min

) ∥∥∥∥∥∥ Ieppr

eppr

∥∥∥∥∥∥ |zTpr |

+

∥∥∥∥∥∥ Ieppr

eppr

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ‖P‖Dmax
cp,pcmpr,min

cp,pr Mpr,max
δ∆ + |zTpr |

k
kwall

δWloss,pr
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where λQ
min is the minimum eigenvalue of Q, λz,min = k + kwall/(cpr Mpr,max), mpr,min, Mpr,max are defined

in (26)

B =

( 0

1

)
, Dmax = max

Tpr

∂p∗,T (Tpr)
∂Tpr

=
∂p∗,T (Tpr)
∂Tpr

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Tpr,max

and Tpr,max is maximal temperature in the pressurizer.

The observer gain is designed in order to ensure exponential stability in absence of the perturbations

δ∆, δWloss,pr

k >
‖P‖2

4λQ
min

(
mpr,max

Mpr,min
+

kwall

cp,pr Mpr,min

)2

. (36)

In the presence of perturbations, the controller (30), (32) (36) ensures ultimate boundedness of the error

trajectories, i.e. practical exponential stability to the origin, with ultimate bound given by

µ =
1
ϑλ

max
{
‖P‖Dmax

cp,pcmpr,min

cp,pr Mpr,max
δ∆,

k
kwall

}
max{δ∆, δWloss,pr }

λ = minσ

 λQ
min

1
2‖P‖

(
mpr,max
Mpr,min

+
kwall

cp,pr Mpr,min

)
1
2‖P‖

(
mpr,max
Mpr,min

+
kwall

cp,pr Mpr,min

)
k


ϑ ∈ (0, 1), and with σ the set of the eigenvalues of a matrix.

Finally, the dynamic switching pressure controller is

İeppr
= c0 − c1T̂pr + c2T̂ 2

pr − ppr,ref

ξ̇ = T̂pr − Tpr,wall −
1

kwall
W◦loss,pr −

1
k

1
cp,pr Mpr

Cpr

T̂pr = k
(cp,wall

kwall
Tpr,wall − ξ

)
Cpr =

cp,pr Mpr

−c1 + 2c2T̂pr

(
ṗpr,ref − Kp

(
c0 − c1T̂pr + c2T̂ 2

pr − ppr,ref
)
− KiIeppr

)
Wheat,pr = kwall(T̂pr − Tpr,wall) + Cpr + δpr

(
cp,prm◦prT̂pr − cp,pcm◦pr(Tpc + ∆◦)

)

(37)

Note that (37) contains tunable gains, which can be used to obtain a better transient behavior.

1.6 The implementation of the control model and the controllers in Simulink

In order to check the performance of a controller, a first step is to consider the implementation of the

mathematical model used to derive the controller in a suitable simulation environment. There exist many

options, both commercial and non commercial. In particular, Matlab c© (Matrix Laboratory) is a numer-

ical computing environment and fourth–generation programming language. Developed by MathWorks,

Matlab allows matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, cre-

ation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++,

Java, and Fortran.
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The basic capabilities of Matlab are extended by toolbox. Among the others Simulink c©, also devel-

oped by MathWorks, is a tool for modeling, simulating and analyzing multi–domain dynamic systems.

Its primary interface is a graphical block diagramming tool and a customizable set of block libraries. It

offers tight integration with the rest of the Matlab environment and can either drive Matlab or be scripted

from it. Matlab/Simulink provides a graphical modeling environment that includes expandable libraries

of predefined blocks and an interactive graphical editor for assembling and managing intuitive block

diagrams.

Simulink is widely used in control theory and digital signal processing for multi–domain simulation

and model–based design. Matlab/Simulink is a powerful tool in research and simulation of plant process

control. Their users come from various backgrounds of engineering, science, and economics, and they

are widely used in academic and research institutions as well as industrial enterprises.

1.7 Implementation in Simulink of the primary circuit of a nuclear power plant

In this section it is described how the equations (11) have been implemented in Simulink, along with the

controllers presented in Section (1.5).

The whole scheme of the primary circuit with the controllers is given in Fig. 3
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Figure 3: The control scheme for the primary circuit of a nuclear power plant

In the following the single blocks will be presented and commented.
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1.7.1 The PWR reactor

The equations (11) are implemented in the block labelled PWR Reactor, see Fig. 4, which contains

various subsystems, see Fig. 5, representing the (simplified) dynamics of the reactor (in red), the primary

circuit (in light blue), the pressurizer (in yellow), and the steam generator (in green). Each of these block

is an Embedded Matlab Function (EMF), which implements the dynamics as a function that is compiled

at the beginning of the simulation. This ensures a faster simulation.
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Figure 4: The control model of a PWR nuclear power plant
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Figure 5: Details of the control model of a PWR nuclear power plant

In the following the implemented EMFs are detailed in the Tables 2–5
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function [dN,W_r]=Reactor(N,v)
%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Initialization of the variables
% Reactor parameters
Lambda=0;
S=0;
p0=0;
p1=0;
p2=0;
c_psi=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
Lambda=evalin(’base’,’Lambda’);
S=evalin(’base’,’S’);
p0=evalin(’base’,’p0’);
p1=evalin(’base’,’p1’);
p2=evalin(’base’,’p2’);
c_psi=evalin(’base’,’c_psi’);

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Reactor dinamics
rho=(p0+p1*v+p2*v^2);
dN=-(rho/Lambda)*N+S;
W_r=c_psi*N;

Table 2: EMF “Reactor”
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function [dM_pc,dT_pc]=Primary_Circuit(m_in,N,M_pc,T_pc,T_sg,W_losspc)
%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Initialization of the variables
% Primary circuit parameters
m_out=0;
c_ppc=0;
T_pci=0;
Delta=0;
n_sg=0;
k_tsg=0;
c_psi=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
m_out=evalin(’base’,’m_out’);
c_ppc=evalin(’base’,’c_ppc’);
T_pci=evalin(’base’,’T_pci’);
Delta=evalin(’base’,’Delta’);
n_sg=evalin(’base’,’n_sg’);
k_tsg=evalin(’base’,’k_tsg’);
c_psi=evalin(’base’,’c_psi’);

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Primary circuit dinamics
dM_pc=m_in-m_out;
dT_pc=(c_ppc*m_in*(T_pci-T_pc)+c_ppc*m_out*Delta+c_psi*N-n_sg*k_tsg*(T_pc-T_sg)

-W_losspc)/(c_ppc*M_pc);

Table 3: EMF “Primary circuit”
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function [dT_sg,p_sg]=Steam_Generator(T_sg,T_pc,W_losssg)
%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Initialization of the variables
% Steam generator parameters
m_sg=0;
c_psgl=0;
c_psgv=0;
c0=0;
c1=0;
c2=0;
T_sgsw=0;
E_evapsg=0;
k_tsg=0;
M_sg=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
m_sg=evalin(’base’,’m_sg’);
c_psgl=evalin(’base’,’c_psgl’);
c_psgv=evalin(’base’,’c_psgv’);
c0=evalin(’base’,’c0’);
c1=evalin(’base’,’c1’);
c2=evalin(’base’,’c2’);
T_sgsw=evalin(’base’,’T_sgsw’);
E_evapsg=evalin(’base’,’E_evapsg’);
k_tsg=evalin(’base’,’k_tsg’);
M_sg=evalin(’base’,’M_sg’);

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Steam generator dinamics
dT_sg=(m_sg*(c_psgl*T_sgsw-c_psgv*T_sg-E_evapsg)+k_tsg*(T_pc-T_sg)

-W_losssg)/(c_psgl*M_sg);
p_sg=c0-c1*T_sg+c2*(T_sg)^2;

Table 4: EMF “Steam generators”
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function [dT_pr,dT_prwall,l_pr,p_pr]=Pressurizer(v,m_in,W_heatpr,N,M_pc,
T_pc,T_sg,T_pr,T_prwall,W_losspc)

%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Initialization of the variables
% Pressurizer parameters
c_ppr=0;
c_ppc=0;
c_psi=0;
c_phi0=0;
c_phi1=0;
c_phi2=0;
c0=0;
c1=0;
c2=0;
A_pr=0;
n_sg=0;
k_tsg=0;
V_pc0=0;
k_wall=0;
c_pwall=0;

% Perturbations
m_out=0;
Delta=0;
W_losspr=0;
T_pci=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
c_ppr=evalin(’base’,’c_ppr’);
c_ppc=evalin(’base’,’c_ppc’);
c_psi=evalin(’base’,’c_psi’);
c_phi0=evalin(’base’,’c_phi0’);
c_phi1=evalin(’base’,’c_phi1’);
c_phi2=evalin(’base’,’c_phi2’);
c0=evalin(’base’,’c0’);
c1=evalin(’base’,’c1’);
c2=evalin(’base’,’c2’);
A_pr=evalin(’base’,’A_pr’);
n_sg=evalin(’base’,’n_sg’);
k_tsg=evalin(’base’,’k_tsg’);
V_pc0=evalin(’base’,’V_pc0’);
k_wall=evalin(’base’,’k_wall’);
c_pwall=evalin(’base’,’c_pwall’);

% Perturbations
m_out=evalin(’base’,’m_out’);
Delta=evalin(’base’,’Delta’);
W_losspr=evalin(’base’,’W_losspr’);
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T_pci=evalin(’base’,’T_pci’);
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer dinamics
density_pc=c_phi0+c_phi1*T_pc-c_phi2*(T_pc)^2;
derdensity_pc=c_phi1-2*c_phi2*T_pc;
M_pr=M_pc-density_pc*V_pc0;
m_pr=m_in-m_out-derdensity_pc*V_pc0*(c_ppc*m_in*(T_pci-T_pc)+c_ppc*m_out*Delta

+c_psi*N-n_sg*k_tsg*(T_pc-T_sg)-W_losspc)/(c_ppc*M_pc);
if m_pr>0,

dT_pr=(-k_wall*(T_pr-T_prwall)+W_heatpr+c_ppc*m_pr*(T_pc+Delta)
-c_ppr*m_pr*T_pr)/(c_ppr*M_pr);

else
dT_pr=(-k_wall*(T_pr-T_prwall)+W_heatpr)/(c_ppr*M_pr);

end
dT_prwall=(k_wall*(T_pr-T_prwall)-W_losspr)/c_pwall;
l_pr=(M_pc/density_pc-V_pc0)/A_pr;
p_pr=c0-c1*T_pr+c2*(T_pr)^2;

Table 5: EMF “Pressurizer”
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In Fig. 6 the block Pressurizer_inventory_control represents the implementation of the con-

troller (18). The EMF is given in Table 6. In the digital display on the right it is possible to check the

numeric value of lpr, while the input min, the behavior of lpr, lpr,ref , and the error lpr − lpr,ref are given in

the analog display.
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Figure 6: The pressurizer water level controller

The gains of the inventory control, kp = 100, ki = 50, have been tuned in order to obtain good

transient. The initial condition for the integral action has been set to zero. A saturation on the input has

been considered, so that min ∈ [0, 20] kg/s. See Table 9.

A selector allows for changing between the pressurizer pressure controllers (27) and (37), see Fig.7.
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Figure 7: Pressurizer pressure controller selector

The blocks Pressurizer_pressure_control1 and Pressurizer_pressure_control2 in Fig. 8

represent the implementation of the controllers (27) and (37). The corresponding EMFs are given in Ta-

bles 7 and 8. A switch automatically consider the selected pressure controller, while the behaviors of

the pressure ppr, of the input Wheat,pr, the pressure ppr versus the reference pressure ppr,ref , the error

ppr − ppr,ref , the temperature Tpr versus the estimated one T̂pr, can be check on the digital and analog

displays.

The reference pressure has been set to ppr,ref = 12300 kPa, with zero derivative. A saturation on

the input has been considered, so that Wheat,pr ∈ [0, 3.6 × 105] W. See Table 9. The initial value for

the pressure control (27) has been set equal to Tpr,wallref(0) = Tpr,ref(0) − W◦loss,pr/kwall (in ◦C), with

Tpr,ref(0) = 326.51◦C. See Table 9.

For the pressure control (37), the gains have been set Kp = 2ζωn, Ki = ω2
n, with ζ = 0.4, ωn = 1.

The observer gain has been set to k = 2000, while the integrator initial conditions have been set equal to

ξ(0) = −T̂pr(0)/k + cp,wallTpr,wall(0)/kwall, Ieppr
(0) = 0. See Table 9.
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Figure 8: The pressurizer pressure controllers

A selector, Fig. 9, allows considering two cases

1. the normal operation of the plant;

2. the turbine trip transient (not described in this deliverable).

The reactor control rod are actuated consequently.
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Figure 9: Case selector
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function [dI_elpr,m_in,l_prref]=Pressurizer_inventory_control(N,M_pc,T_pc,T_sg,l_pr,I_elpr)
%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Initialization of the variables

% System parameters
Delta=0;
A_pr=0;
c_ppc=0;
c_psi=0;
c_phi0=0;
c_phi1=0;
c_phi2=0;
n_sg=0;
k_tsg=0;

% Reference parameters
c_r1=0;
c_r2=0;

% Perturbation parameters
m_out0=0;
T_pci0=0;
Delta0=0;
W_losspc0=0;

% Controller parameters
k_p=0;
k_i=0;

% Actuator parameter
minmax=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
% System parameters
Delta=evalin(’base’,’Delta’);
A_pr=evalin(’base’,’A_pr’);
c_ppc=evalin(’base’,’c_ppc’);
c_psi=evalin(’base’,’c_psi’);
c_phi0=evalin(’base’,’c_phi0’);
c_phi1=evalin(’base’,’c_phi1’);
c_phi2=evalin(’base’,’c_phi2’);
n_sg=evalin(’base’,’n_sg’);
k_tsg=evalin(’base’,’k_tsg’);

% Reference parameters
c_r1=evalin(’base’,’c_r1’);
c_r2=evalin(’base’,’c_r2’);
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% Perturbation parameters
m_out0=evalin(’base’,’m_out0’);
T_pci0=evalin(’base’,’T_pci0’);
Delta0=evalin(’base’,’Delta0’);
W_losspc0=evalin(’base’,’W_losspc0’);

% Controller parameters
k_p=evalin(’base’,’k_p’);
k_i=evalin(’base’,’k_i’);

% Actuator parameter
minmax=evalin(’base’,’minmax’);

%-------------------------------------------------------------------
% Cold and hot leg temperatures
T_pccl=T_pc-Delta;
T_pchl=T_pc+Delta;

% Level reference (see Pisa’s report)
l_prref=c_r1*(T_pccl+T_pchl)-c_r2;

% Function \phi and its derivative
phi=c_phi0+c_phi1*T_pc-c_phi2*T_pc^2;
dphi=c_phi1-2*c_phi2*T_pc;

% \psi function
psi=phi-(T_pci0-T_pc)*dphi-2*c_r1*A_pr*(T_pci0-T_pc)*phi^2/M_pc;

% Integral term
dI_elpr=l_pr-l_prref;

% Input m_{in}
min=A_pr*((2*c_r1*phi^2/M_pc+dphi)*(c_ppc*m_out0*Delta0+c_psi*N-n_sg*k_tsg*(T_pc-T_sg)
-W_losspc0)/c_ppc-(k_p*(l_pr-l_prref)+k_i*I_elpr)*phi^2+m_out0*phi)/psi;

if min<=0,
m_in=0;

elseif min>=minmax;
m_in=minmax;

else
m_in=min;

end

Table 6: EMF “Pressurizer inventory control”
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function [dTh_pr,dT_prwallref,W_heatpr]=Pressurizer_pressure_control_1(N,M_pc,T_pc,
T_sg,T_prwall,m_in,Th_pr,T_prwallref,p_prref,dp_prref)

%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Inizialization of variables

% System parameters
c_ppr=0;
c_ppc=0;
c_psi=0;
c_phi0=0;
c_phi1=0;
c_phi2=0;
c0=0;
c1=0;
c2=0;
n_sg=0;
k_tsg=0;
c_pwall=0;
k_wall=0;
V_pc0=0;

% Perturbation parameters
W_losspr0=0;
W_losspc0=0;
m_out0=0;
T_pci0=0;
Delta0=0;

% Actuator parameter
Wheatmax=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
% System parameters
c_ppr=evalin(’base’,’c_ppr’);
c_ppc=evalin(’base’,’c_ppc’);
c_psi=evalin(’base’,’c_psi’);
c_phi0=evalin(’base’,’c_phi0’);
c_phi1=evalin(’base’,’c_phi1’);
c_phi2=evalin(’base’,’c_phi2’);
c0=evalin(’base’,’c0’);
c1=evalin(’base’,’c1’);
c2=evalin(’base’,’c2’);
n_sg=evalin(’base’,’n_sg’);
k_tsg=evalin(’base’,’k_tsg’);
c_pwall=evalin(’base’,’c_pwall’);
k_wall=evalin(’base’,’k_wall’);
V_pc0=evalin(’base’,’V_pc0’);
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% Perturbation parameters
W_losspr0=evalin(’base’,’W_losspr0’);
W_losspc0=evalin(’base’,’W_losspc0’);
m_out0=evalin(’base’,’m_out0’);
T_pci0=evalin(’base’,’T_pci0’);
Delta0=evalin(’base’,’Delta0’);

% Actuator parameter
Wheatmax=evalin(’base’,’Wheatmax’);

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer pressure controller 1
T_prref=(c1+sqrt(c1^2-4*c2*(c0-p_prref)))/(2*c2);
dT_prref=4*c2*dp_prref/(2*c2*sqrt(c1^2-4*c2*(c0-p_prref)));
density_pc=c_phi0+c_phi1*T_pc-c_phi2*T_pc^2;
derdensity_pc=c_phi1-2*c_phi2*T_pc;
M_pr=M_pc-density_pc*V_pc0;
m_pr0=m_in-m_out0-derdensity_pc*V_pc0*(c_ppc*m_in*(T_pci0-T_pc)+c_ppc*m_out0*Delta0

+c_psi*N-n_sg*k_tsg*(T_pc-T_sg)-W_losspc0)/(c_ppc*M_pc);
if m_pr0>0,

dpr=1;
else

dpr=0;
end
W_heatprref=c_ppr*M_pr*dT_prref+k_wall*(T_prref-T_prwallref)

-dpr*(c_ppc*m_pr0*(T_pc+Delta0)-c_ppr*m_pr0*T_prref);
W_h=-k_wall*(1+c_ppr*M_pr/c_pwall)*(T_prwall-T_prwallref)+W_heatprref;
if W_h<0

W_heatpr=0;
elseif W_h>Wheatmax,

W_heatpr=Wheatmax;
else

W_heatpr=W_h;
end
dTh_pr=(-k_wall*(Th_pr-T_prwall)+W_heatpr+dpr*(c_ppc*m_pr0*(T_pc+Delta0)

-c_ppr*m_pr0*Th_pr))/(c_ppr*M_pr);
dT_prwallref=k_wall*(T_prref-T_prwallref)/c_pwall-W_losspr0/c_pwall;

Table 7: EMF “Pressurizer pressure control 1”
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function [dxi,dI_eppr,W_heatpr,Th_pr]=Pressurizer_pressure_control_2(N,M_pc,T_pc,
T_sg,T_prwall,m_in,xi,I_eppr,p_prref,dp_prref)

%#eml
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Inizialization of variables

% System parameters
c_ppr=0;
c_ppc=0;
c_psi=0;
c_phi0=0;
c_phi1=0;
c_phi2=0;
c0=0;
c1=0;
c2=0;
n_sg=0;
k_tsg=0;
c_pwall=0;
k_wall=0;
V_pc0=0;

% Perturbation parameters
W_losspr0=0;
W_losspc0=0;
m_out0=0;
T_pci0=0;
Delta0=0;

% Controller parameters
Kp=0;
Ki=0;
k=0;

% Actuator parameter
Wheatmax=0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Loading current parameters from workspace
eml.extrinsic(’evalin’);
%eml.extrinsic(’assignin’);

% Load parameters from workspace
% System parameters
c_ppr=evalin(’base’,’c_ppr’);
c_ppc=evalin(’base’,’c_ppc’);
c_psi=evalin(’base’,’c_psi’);
c_phi0=evalin(’base’,’c_phi0’);
c_phi1=evalin(’base’,’c_phi1’);
c_phi2=evalin(’base’,’c_phi2’);
c0=evalin(’base’,’c0’);
c1=evalin(’base’,’c1’);
c2=evalin(’base’,’c2’);
n_sg=evalin(’base’,’n_sg’);
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k_tsg=evalin(’base’,’k_tsg’);
c_pwall=evalin(’base’,’c_pwall’);
k_wall=evalin(’base’,’k_wall’);
V_pc0=evalin(’base’,’V_pc0’);

% Perturbation parameters
W_losspr0=evalin(’base’,’W_losspr0’);
W_losspc0=evalin(’base’,’W_losspc0’);
m_out0=evalin(’base’,’m_out0’);
T_pci0=evalin(’base’,’T_pci0’);
Delta0=evalin(’base’,’Delta0’);

% Controller parameters
Kp=evalin(’base’,’Kp’);
Ki=evalin(’base’,’Ki’);
k=evalin(’base’,’k’);

% Actuator parameter
Wheatmax=evalin(’base’,’Wheatmax’);

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer pressure controller 2
density_pc=c_phi0+c_phi1*T_pc-c_phi2*T_pc^2;
derdensity_pc=c_phi1-2*c_phi2*T_pc;
M_pr=M_pc-density_pc*V_pc0;
m_pr0=m_in-m_out0-derdensity_pc*V_pc0*(c_ppc*m_in*(T_pci0-T_pc)+c_ppc*m_out0*Delta0

+c_psi*N-n_sg*k_tsg*(T_pc-T_sg)-W_losspc0)/(c_ppc*M_pc);
if m_pr0>0,

dpr=1;
else

dpr=0;
end
Th_pr=k*(c_pwall*T_prwall/k_wall-xi);
ph_pr=c0-c1*Th_pr+c2*Th_pr^2;
Dh=-c1+2*c2*Th_pr;
Cpr=c_ppr*M_pr*(dp_prref-Kp*(ph_pr-p_prref)-Ki*I_eppr)/Dh;
dxi=Th_pr-T_prwall-W_losspr0/k_wall-Cpr/(k*c_ppr*M_pr);
dI_eppr=ph_pr-p_prref;
W_h=k_wall*(Th_pr-T_prwall)+Cpr+dpr*(c_ppr*m_pr0*Th_pr-c_ppc*m_pr0*(T_pc+Delta0));
if W_h<0

W_heatpr=0;
elseif W_h>Wheatmax,

W_heatpr=Wheatmax;
else

W_heatpr=W_h;
end

Table 8: EMF “Pressurizer pressure control 2”
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In Table 9 (in accordance with Table 1) the system parameters, the initial variable values, and the

controller parameters are given.

% Data from the paper Fazekas, Szederkenyi, Hangos,
% A simple dynamic model of the primary circuit in VVER plants
% for controller design purposes
% Nuclear Engineering and Design, N. 237, pp. 1071-1087, 2007
% These values refer to UNIT 3.
clear all, clc
disp(’Loading simulation data ...’)
disp(’(see help for details)’)
disp(’ ’)

%================================================
% Reactor parameters
%---------------------------
Lambda=1e-5; % generation time; s
S=2830.05; % flux of the constant neutron source; %/s
p0=2.85e-4; % rod reactivity coefficients; m
p1=6.08e-5; % m^(-1)
p2=1.322e-4; % m^(-2)

%------------------------------------------------
% Primary Ciruit parameters
%---------------------------
c_ppc=5355; % specific heat at 280 C; J/(kg*K)
c_psi=13.75e6; % power reactor constant; W/%
n_sg=6; % number of steam generatots in Paks Nuclear Power Plant

% Perturbations
m_out0=2.11; % nominal outlet mass flow rate; kg/s
m_out=2.0678; % real outlet mass flow rate: -2% of m_out0; kg/s
T_pci0=258.85; % nominal inlet temperature; C
T_pci=256.2615; % real inlet temperature: -1% of T_pci0; C
W_losspc0=2.996e7; % nominal heat loss; J/s
W_losspc=3.07976e7; % real heat loss: +3% of W_losspc0; J/s
Delta0=15; % nominal difference between T_pc and T_pc,cl; C
Delta=15.6; % real difference between T_pc and T_pc,cl: +4% of Delta0; C

%------------------------------------------------
% Steam Generator parameters
%---------------------------
m_sg=119.31; % inlet secondary water mass flow rate = outlet secondary steam

% mass flow rate; kg
c_psgl=3809.9; % second. circuit liquid water specific heat at 260 C; J/(kg K)
c_psgv=3635.6; % second. circuit steam water specific heat at 260 C; J/(kg K)
T_sgsw= 220.85; % second. circuit inlet temperature; C
E_evapsg=1.658e6; % evaporation energy at 260 C; J/kg
k_tsg=9.5296e6; % steam generator heat transfer coefficient; J/(K s)
M_sg=34920; % water mass; kg

% Perturbations
W_losssg0=1.8932e7; % nominal heat loss; J/s
W_losssg=1.9689e7; % real heat loss: +4% of W_losssg0; J/s
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%---------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer parameters
%---------------------------
c_ppr=6873.1; % specific heat of the water; J/(kg*K)
V_pc0=242; % water nominal volume; m^3
c_phi0=581.2; % coefficients of the density quadratic function; []
c_phi1=2.98;
c_phi2=0.00848;
c0=28884.78; % coefficients of the saturated vapor; kPa
c1=258.01; % ; kPa/C
c2=0.63455; % ; kPa/C^2
A_pr=4.52; % vessel cross section; m^2
k_wall=1.9267e8; % wall heat transfer coefficient; W/C
c_pwall=6.4516e7; % wall heat capacity; J/C

% Perturbations
W_losspr0=1.6823e5; % nominal heat loss; J/s
W_losspr=1.7159e5; % real heat loss: +2% of W_losspr; J/s

%---------------------------------------------------
% Nominal inputs
%---------------------------
v0=0; % input: nominal rod position; cm
m_in0=2.11; % input: nominal inlet mass flow rate; kg/s
W_heatpr0=168000; % input: nominal heating power; W

%---------------------------------------------------
% Steady state conditions
%---------------------------
% Reactor initial Condition
N0=Lambda*S/p0; % =99.3% Note: The neutron flux N is measured in percent

% Primary Ciruit initial conditions
M_pc0=2e5; % water mass in the primary circuit; kg

% Primary circuit and Steam generator initial conditions
A=[c_ppc*m_in0+n_sg*k_tsg -n_sg*k_tsg;

-k_tsg m_sg*c_psgv+k_tsg];
B=[c_ppc*m_in0*T_pci+c_ppc*m_out*Delta+c_psi*N0-W_losspc;
m_sg*(c_psgl*T_sgsw-E_evapsg)-W_losssg];

C=inv(A)*B;
T_pc0=C(1,1);
T_sg0=C(2,1);
clear A B C

% Pressurizer initial conditions
T_pr0=326.51; % C
T_prwall0=T_pr0-W_losspr/k_wall;

%---------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer water level reference parameters
%---------------------------
% pressurizer water level at nominal conditions
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l_pr0=(M_pc0/(c_phi0+c_phi1*T_pc0-c_phi2*T_pc0^2)-V_pc0)/A_pr;

c_r1=0.093; % m/C
c_r2=2*c_r1*T_pc0-l_pr0; % m

%---------------------------------------------------
% Turbine trip transient (TTT)
%---------------------------
tTTT=100; % instant of occurrence of the reactivity transiento

% or the turbine trip transient; s
DeltaTTT=8; % interval during which T_pc raises after TTT; s
DeltaFIN=2; % interval after which all the transient ends; s
DeltaTTTN=1.1; % delay for reducing reactor power; s

t0=tTTT; % strarts I transient
t1=tTTT+DeltaTTT; % ends I transient and strarts II transient
t2=t1+DeltaFIN; % strarts II transient

Wsg0=W_losssg; % initial value I transient
Wsg1=-45*W_losssg; % final value I trans. and initial value II trans.
Wsg2=0.7*W_losssg; % final value II transient

Wpc0=W_losspc;
Wpc1=-10*W_losspc;
Wpc2=0.8*W_losspc;

a=p2; % determination of rod position correspondig to
b=p1; % N= 80% of N0
c=p0-Lambda*S/(N0*0.80);
vTTT=(-b+sqrt(b^2-4*a*c))/(2*a);
clear a b c

valve_closed=1; % flag of the valve
Tsgmax=270; % Tsg value at which valve opens

%---------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer water level controller parameters
%---------------------------
k_p=100;
k_i=50;

% Initial condition (integral action)
I_elpr0=0;

% Actuator parameter (saturation)
minmax=20; % kg/s

%---------------------------------------------------
% Pressurizer pressure controller
%---------------------------
% Pressure reference and derivative
p_prref=12300; % kPa
dp_prref=0;
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% Actuator parameter (saturation)
Wheatmax=3.6e5; % W

% Temperature observer initial conditions
Th_pr0=324; % C

%---------------------------
% Controller 1 parameters and initial values
% Initial conditions
T_prref0=326.51; % C
T_prwallref0=T_prref0-W_losspr0/k_wall; % C

%---------------------------
% Controller 2 parameters and initial values
% Controller gains
zeta=0.7; % damping
wn=100; % natural frequency
Kp=2*zeta*wn;
Ki=wn^2;

% Observer gain
k=200;

% Integrator initial conditions
xi0=-Th_pr0/k+c_pwall*T_prwall0/k_wall;
I_eppr0=0;

%================================================
disp(’... data loaded!’)
disp(’Starting simulation.’)

Table 9: Initial data file
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1.8 Simulation results

Simulations have been carried out to check the performance of the designed controllers. The simulation

parameters are given in Table 1. In Table 9 the same values have been reported in the initialization data

file. Perturbations have been considered to render more realistic these simulations, with variations of

−2% for m◦out, −1% for T ◦pc,i, +4% for ∆◦, +3% for W◦loss,pc, +4% for W◦loss,sg, and +2% for W◦loss,pr.

1.8.1 Controllers (18), (27)

In Figs. 10–17 the simulation results of the application of the controllers (18), (27) are summarized. After

a short transient of about 50 s, the pressurizer temperature Tpr reaches the steady state value. Moreover,

at t = 100 s, a reactivity transient is imposed changing the control rod position from the value v = 0,

corresponding to N = 99.3%, to v = −2.75 × 10−3. This imposes a new transient to Tpr of about 145 s.

Similar transients can be noticed on the pressurizer pressure ppr. The primary circuit temperature Tpc has

longer transients, so that also lpr, whose reference is a function of this temperature, slowly reacher the

steady state value. During this transit, however, the inventory control ensures an almost perfect tracking

of the reference lpr,ref , except for a small steady state error that can be eliminated with an integral action,

i.e. with the controller (28).
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Figure 10: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Pressurizer temperature Tpr [◦C]; (b) Pressurizer wall temperature
Tpr,wall [◦C]
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Figure 11: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Pressurizer water level lpr (solid) and reference lpr,ref (dashed) [m];
(b) Pressurizer pressure ppr (solid) and reference ppr,ref (dashed) [kPa]
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Figure 12: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Rod position v [m]; (b) Inlet mass flow rate min [kg/s]
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Figure 13: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Pressurizer heating power Wheat,pr [kW]; (b) Pressurizer tempera-
ture Tpr (solid) and estimate T̂pr (dashed) [◦C]
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Figure 14: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Pressurizer level error lpr − lpr,ref [m]; (b) Pressurizer pressure error
ppr − ppr,ref [kPa]
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Figure 15: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Steam generator temperature Tsg [◦C]; (b) Steam generator pressure
psg [kPa]
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Figure 16: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Neutron flux N [%]; (b) Reactor power Wr [W]; (c) Primary Circuit
water mass Mpc [kg]
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Figure 17: Controllers (18), (27). (a) Primary Circuit water mass Mpc [kg]; (b) Primary Circuit temper-
ature Tpc [◦C]

1.8.2 Controllers (18), (37)

In Figs. 18–25 the simulation results of the application of the controllers (18), (37) are summarized. The

results are pretty close to those obtained with the controllers (18), (27), except for steady state tracking

error of ppr, due to the presence of an integral action in (37).
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Figure 18: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Pressurizer temperature Tpr [◦C]; (b) Pressurizer wall temperature
Tpr,wall [◦C]
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Figure 19: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Pressurizer water level lpr (solid) and reference lpr,ref (dashed) [m];
(b) Pressurizer pressure ppr (solid) and reference ppr,ref (dashed) [kPa]
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Figure 20: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Rod position v [m]; (b) Inlet mass flow rate min [kg/s]
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Figure 21: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Pressurizer heating power Wheat,pr [kW]; (b) Pressurizer tempera-
ture Tpr (solid) and estimate T̂pr (dashed) [◦C]
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Figure 22: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Pressurizer level error lpr − lpr,ref [m]; (b) Pressurizer pressure error
ppr − ppr,ref [kPa]
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Figure 23: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Steam generator temperature Tsg [◦C]; (b) Steam generator pressure
psg [kPa]
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Figure 24: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Neutron flux N [%]; (b) Reactor power Wr [W]; (c) Primary Circuit
water mass Mpc [kg]
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Figure 25: Controllers (18), (37). (a) Primary Circuit water mass Mpc [kg]; (b) Primary Circuit temper-
ature Tpc [◦C]
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Conclusions

In this deliverable a simplified model for the primary circuit has been derived and used to determine an

inventory controller and two dynamic pressure controller for the pressurizer of a PWR. These controllers

ensure a good performance, also in the presence of uncertainties and disturbances. Their switching

nature, reflecting the switching nature of the pressurizer dynamics, ensures better transient behaviors.

Hence, they represent an evolution and an improvement with respect to classical PID controllers, usually

implemented in standard control actions.
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Abstract
In this deliverable, a performance study of the control systems, in the presence of
faults and/or reference accidents in pressurized water reactors of evolutive gener-
ation, is presented. A more accurate model of a PWR pressurizer, for simulation
purposes, is determined. Usually a controller is determined on the basis of a
model that is easier to handle mathematically. Its simplicity consists of neglecting
dynamics which are secondary with respect to the main ones. Hence, a further step
to be followed to check the effectiveness of a designed controller is to be tested
it on a more complete model that represents, to the best of the possibilities, the
“real” behavior of the system. Discarding the implementation with codes like the
well–known Relap5, whose interface with the controller implemented in Simulink
would have gone far beyond the purpose of this work, it has been chosen to
implement the simulation model in Matlab and then to interface it with Simulink.
The performance of the pressurizer water level and pressure controllers, proposed
in a previous deliverable, has been tested in the case of a turbine trip, which
can be due to faulty closure of the turbine stop valve. The resulting prototyping
simulation environment has been provided to the ENEA–Casaccia as a benchmark
for controller developing and testing.

Riassunto
In questo documento viene presentato uno studio delle prestazioni dei sistemi
di controllo in presenza di guasti e/o incidenti di riferimento nei reattori ad
acqua pressurizzata di generazione evolutiva. Viene determinato un modello più
accurato, ai fini della simulazione, di un pressurizzatore per PWR. Di solito un
controllore è determinato sulla base di un modello che è più facile da maneggiare
matematicamente. La sua semplicità è consiste nel trascurare le dinamiche che
sono secondarie rispetto a quelle principali. Quindi un ulteriore passo da seguire
per verificare l’efficacia di un controllore progettato è di testarlo su un modello più
completo, che rappresenta, al meglio delle possibilità, il comportamento “reale” del
sistema. Scartando l’implementazione mediante codici come il ben noto Relap5, il
cui interfacciamento con il controllore implementato in Simulink sarebbe andato
ben oltre lo scopo di questo lavoro, è stato scelto di implementare il modello di
simulazione in Matlab e poi di interfacciarlo con Simulink. Le prestazioni dei
controllori per il livello dell’acqua e della pressione del pressurizzatore, proposti
in un precedente lavoro, sono stati testati nel caso di un turbin trip, che può
essere causato della chiusura della valvola di arresto della turbina a causa di un
guasto. Il risultante ambiente di simulazione di prototipazione è stato fornito alla
ENEA–Casaccia come banco di prova per lo sviluppo ed il test di controllori.



1 The simulation mathematical model

This section is devoted to more accurate modeling of the PWR pressurizer for simulation purposes. In

fact, a mathematical model describes the dynamic behavior of a system. Its accuracy is strictly connected

with the aim of its use. We are here interested to a simulation model, i.e. a model which accurately

describes the dynamic behavior of a system. Due to its complexity, very often such a simulation model

is not suitable for determining a controller, but it can be used to represent the real system.

This represents the second step to be followed to check the effectiveness of a controller, that has to

be tested on a model that represents, to the best of the possibilities, the “real” behavior of the system.

One of the codes more used to simulate the complex dynamics of a nuclear power plant is Relap5 c©.

The high fidelity Relap5 model provides accurate simulations of transients. However, its running time

may amount to hours or even days and it is thus prohibitive for repetitive simulations of transients needed

to optimize control systems and instrumentation designs. Its main purpose instead is for reference and

benchmarking analyses.

Since Relap5 code has general and advanced features in thermal–hydraulic computation, it has been

widely used in transient and accident safety analysis, experiment planning analysis, and system simula-

tion, etc. Due to the limited functions of simulating control and protection system in Relap5, to design,

analyze, verify a new instrumentation and control system of nuclear power plants, and to develop a simu-

lator, it is necessary to expand the its functions for high efficient, accurate, flexible design and simulation.

We have already seen that Matlab/Simulink is a powerful tool in research and simulation of plant process

control, and it can compensate the limitation [14], [11]. Matlab/Simulink provides a graphical modeling

environment that includes expandable libraries of predefined blocks and an interactive graphical editor

for assembling and managing intuitive block diagrams. It gives the modeler the ability to manage com-

plex designs by segmenting models into hierarchies of design components. As we see it, the key strength

of the Matlab/Simulink environment is the way it allows for rapid model development, while its weak-

ness lies in the difficulty of modeling extremely complex systems while maintaining precise control over

all components, particularly with respect to how and in what order Matlab/Simulink solves equations.

There are two key techniques to be solved when coupling Matlab/Simulink and Relap5. One is the

dynamic data exchange, by which Matlab/Simulink receives plant parameters and returns control results.

A database can be used to let the two codes communicate. Accordingly, a Dynamic Link Library (DLL)

is applied to link database in Relap5, while DLL and S–Function is applied in Matlab/Simulink.
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The other problem is the synchronization between the two codes for ensuring consistency in global

simulation time. Because Matlab/Simulink always computes faster than Relap5, the simulation time is

sent by Relap5 and received by Matlab/Simulink. A time control subroutine is added into the simula-

tion procedure of Matlab/Simulink to control its simulation advancement. Through these ways, Mat-

lab/Simulink is dynamically coupled with Relap5.

Thus, in Matlab/Simulink, one can design control and protection logic of nuclear power plants, and

test it with best–estimated plant model feedback. In practice, the PWR can be modeled by Relap5 code,

and its main control and protection system can be implemented in Matlab/Simulink.

The development of a reliable interface between Simulink and Relap5 goes far beyond the purpose of

this work. For this reason, the position here considered is a good tradeoff consisting in a more accurate

modeling of at least one of the main components of the primary circuit, the pressurizer. The reason of

this choice is well understandable, given its important role and the peculiarity of its dynamics.

1.1 Mathematical modeling for simulation of a pressurizer

In this section we present the bases for setting up a thermal–hydraulic model of a generic PWR pressur-

izer, including controls. In [19], [16] the basic equations for setting up a thermal hydraulic (TH) model

of a Pressurizer of a PWR are presented. Moreover, the control logics for a pressurizer are described,

assuming that a three tier approach (protection system, limitation system, control system) is adopted.

1.1.1 Geometry and description

The pressurizer is a component of a PWR with the function to control the pressure. It is a vertical,

cylindrical vessel closed at the ends by hemispherical heads. The pressurizer is connected to the reactor

coolant system (RCS) by the surge line, coming from one of the hot legs of RCS, and leading to the

bottom head. During normal operation the pressurizer is filled with a saturated mixture of water and

steam. Since the temperature of the hot leg is lower than saturation temperature, some designs include a

thermal sleeve in the surge line to protect the pressurizer against thermal shock. The spray line, coming

from one or more of the cold legs of the RCS, is connected at the upper head. Electrical heaters are

located inside the bottom in vertical position. There are about 250 heater elements, divided into groups

which could be controlled with a proportional or on–off logic.

Spray valves and heaters work in conjunction to maintain pressure in a desired control band. If

primary system (PS) pressure increases (e.g. due to an in–surge of water from the loop), the sprays acts to

mitigate this event by condensing steam and limiting the pressure increase. If pressure decreases, heaters

are actuated to maintain the pressure at the set point. To operate the system in defined condition the

pressurizer should be always in saturation – therefore during normal operation, a continuous spray flow,

which effects are compensated by a minimal value of heater power is maintained. Heaters compensate

also thermal losses.
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The upper head hosts also safety and relief valves. Other systems could be connected to the pressur-

izer, e.g.: degasification system, vacuum vent system, nitrogen injection system. Various nozzles to host

controls, monitoring and sampling systems are also present. In the case of a loss connection to the grid

spray and heaters can operated by emergency power from diesel generators.

Typical design parameters Typical values
Design pressure 17.48 MPa
Design temperature 362 ◦C
Nominal operating pressure 15.14 MPa
Nominal operating temperature 345◦C
Minimum internal volume 75.01 m3

Steam volume during nominal operation 25.00 m3

Maximum spray flow 59.97 kg/s
Continuous spray flow 0.35 kg/s
Maximum heaters power 2500 kW
Continuous heaters power to compensate spray 150 kW
Vessel nominal inside diameter 2.83 m
Pressurizer total height 14.4 m
Pressurizer nominal water level 9.6 m
Spray lines pipe diameter 0.1 m
Surge line inside diameter 0.32 m
Pressurizer safety/relief valves 3
Safety valve relief capacity (at opening pressure set point) 80 kg/s
Base materials for the pressurizer ferritic steel, cladded with stainless steel
Surge line material stainless steel
Thickness of the surgeline piping typically around 4 cm, with 30 cm diameter
Thickness of the pressurizer walls typically around 15 cm
Total mass of the pressurizer structures 150000 kg

Table 1: Typical design values of a generic pressurizer

1.1.2 Mathematical modeling

The following section gives an overview on common used equations and correlations to model a pres-

surizer and surgeline. The equations are subdivided in three groups

1. Balance equations: Differential equations modeling the system. Three balance equations are

commonly used – mass balance, momentum balance and energy balance. For special compo-

nents, or in special situations, balance equations can be joined or additional balance equations

can be considered.

2. State relationships: Relationships between physical properties. For example, the density of a

fluid can be provided as a function of its pressure and temperature. Often state relationships

are not available in analytical form, and have to be modeled by interpolation of tables.

3. Constitutive equations: Correlations that describe special processes in special situations. Often

correlations, that have been derived from experiments and that are valid only for a narrow range
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of parameters are used. Examples are correlations for heat transfer between wall and fluid, or

heat transfer between liquid and gaseous phase of water.

This section presents two separate formulations of these basic set of equations: a first for the surge-

line, and a second for the pressurizer itself. At the end of the section the possibility to model main

components of the whole plant with lumped parameters will be mentioned [12].

In 1–Dimentional representation, a possible set of independent variables is given by the time t and

the elevation z, while a possible set of dependent variables includes the temperature T (t, z) or the en-

ergy U(t, z), the pressure p(t, z), and the velocity v(t, z). Finally, the boundary conditions are on the

inflow/outflow from RCS, the heat losses from pressurizer wall, the inflow from spray line, and the

power supplied by heaters.
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2.2 Mathematical modeling 
The following section gives an overview on common used equations and correlations to model a PRZ and 

surgeline. The equations are subdivided in three groups: 

Balance equations: they are the basic differential equations to model the system. Three balance equations 

are commonly used – mass balance, momentum balance and energy balance. For special components, or in 

special situations, balance equations can be joined or additional balance equations can be considered. 

State relationships: state relationships are known relationships between physical properties. For example, 

the density of a fluid can be provided as a function of its pressure and temperature. Often state 

relationships are not available in analytical form, and have to be modeled by interpolation of tables. 

Constitutive equations: constitutive equations are correlations that describe special processes in special 

situations. Often correlations, that have been derived from experiments and that are valid only for a 

narrow range of parameters are used. Examples are correlations for heat transfer between wall and fluid, 

or heat transfer between liquid and gaseous phase of water. 

The section presents two separate formulations of these basic set of equations: a first for the surgeline, and 

a second for the pressurizer itself (see Fig. 2 and Ref. [1-4]). 

At the end of the section the possibility to model main components of the whole plant with lumped 

parameters will be mentioned (Ref. [6]). 

 

 

Possible set of independent variables in 1D representation: 
Time (t) and elevation (z) 
 
Possible set of dependent variables in 1D representation: 
Temperature T(t,z) or Energy U(t,z) 
Pressure P(t,z) 
Velocity v(t,z) 
 
Boundary conditions: 
Inflow/outflow from RCS 
Heat losses from PRZ wall 
Inflow from spray line 
Power supplied by heaters 
 
 

Fig 2: Possible elements and set of coordinates for PRZ model. 

2.2.1 Surgeline 

For the scope of the present application it is proposed to model the surge line using a 1-D approach. It is 

further proposed to use the homogeneous equilibrium model, that assumes phases are in thermal 

equilibrium, and move at the same speed. The model performes well if only one phase is present, and may 

provide sufficently realistic results even in two-phase situations. One of the limitation of the model is that 

in a situation where water a water volume is located on top of a steam volume, and the pressure in the 

Figure 2: Possible elements and set of coordinates for pressurizer model

1.1.2.1 Surgeline

In view of the purpose of this work, it is possible to consider a 1–D approach to model the surge line.

It is further proposed to use the homogeneous equilibrium model, that assumes phases are in thermal

equilibrium, and move at the same speed. The model performs well if only one phase is present, and

may provide sufficiently realistic results even in two–phase situations. One of the limitation of the model

is that in a situation where a water volume is located on top of a steam volume, and the pressure in the

steam volume compensates the pressure head from the water volume, the (single) momentum equation

will predict a steady state – which means that the water volume will stay on top of the steam volume.

Water is injected in the steam volume if the pressurizer spray is actuated. There are ways to “save”

the HEM model also in this situation, however, it is easier to adopt a different approach, which assumes

a separate steam and liquid volume. Instead of conservation of the momentum, the total volume is

conserved. Details are provided in Section 1.1.3.
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1.1.2.2 Basic balance equations

To keep the mathematical model simple, but provide nevertheless a realistic description of the be-

havior the surge line, the following assumptions are made

1. The fluid properties are assumed to be homogenous in the radial plane of the surge line – only

variations in time and the axial directions are modeled (1–DDrepresentation);

2. For parts where fluids move in pipes (surgeline, if of interest spray line) the two phases are

assumed to be always in mechanical and thermal equilibrium (non equilibrium situations, like

coexistence of two phases in conditions other than saturation, are not modeled).

In specific cases also equilibrium between two phases permits to achieve a reasonable accuracy. In the

followings the HEM 1–D basic equation are described.

1.1.2.3 Mass balance

The mass conservation differential equation is given by

∂ρ

∂t
+

1
A
∂(Aρvz)
∂z

= S

where t is the time (s), z is the elevation (m), S is a source or sink of mass (to describe in– or out–flow

at the boundaries) (kg/(s m3)), ρ is the density of the fluid (kg/m3), A is the area (m2), vz velocity in

z–direction (m/s).

1.1.2.4 Momentum balance

The momentum equation expresses the fact that the rate of change of momentum in control volume

equals the momentum flow rate into the control volume minus the momentum flow rate out of the control

volume plus the net external force such as gravitational, friction, pressure and inertial forces. The 1–D

equation is given in the form

∂ρvz

∂t
+

1
A
∂(Aρv2

z )
∂z

= −
∂p
∂z
− ρg sinϑ + τw

P f

A
+ ρ fz

where p is the pressure (Pa), g is the acceleration due to gravitation (m/s2), ϑ is the angle in case the

surge line is not vertical (for vertical problems sinϑ = 1), τw is a coefficient for wall friction (kg/m2),

P f is the wetted perimeter (m), fz is a acceleration due to external forces (to model boundary conditions)

(m/s2).

1.1.2.5 Energy balance

The energy equation expresses the fact that the rate of change of total energy in control volume

must be equal to the rate at which internal energy is brought into the volume by the mass flow, minus

that removed by the mass outflow, plus the heat transported by diffusively or generated, minus the work
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performed by the medium in the volume and the work needed to put the flow through the volume. The

1–D equation is given in the form

∂ρu◦

∂t
+

1
A
∂(Aρu◦vz)

∂z
= q′′′ +

Ph

A
q′′ − ρgvz sinϑ + τw

P f

A
vz + ρ fzvz

where u◦ is the stagnation internal energy per unit mass

u◦ = u +
1
2

v2
z

u is the internal energy per unit mass (J/kg), q′′′ is a volumetric heat source (J/(m3 s)), q′′ is the wall heat

source (or heat sink) (J/(m2 s)), Ph is the heated perimeter (m).

1.1.2.6 Structure of the problem, constitutive equations and state relationships

The equations contain in total 14 unknown variables. However, not all of them are independent

variables which should be solved. The major part, nine variables, describes geometry or boundary condi-

tions. Of the remaining five variables, three are connected by a state relationship, and one can be derived

from a constitutive correlation. Table 34 provides an overview.

S (t, z) Volumetric mass source, boundary condition; in the case of the surge line in–surge and out–surge it can be
described here)

A(z) Area of the surge line, description of geometry
g Gravitational acceleration, constant
ϑ(z) Angle of pipe segment, description of geometry
Ph(z) Heated Perimeter, description of geometry (heaters); in the case of surge line terms containing Ph disappears
P f (z) Wetted Perimeter, description of geometry; in the case of the surge line equal to the perimeter of the pipe
fz(t, z) External acceleration, boundary condition; in the case of the surge line, it can be used to describe in-

surge/outsurge
q′′′(t, z) Volumetric heat source (or sink), can be used to describe pressurizer heaters; in the case of surge line terms

containing q′′′ it disappears.
A direct, immediate transfer of heat to the fluid is valid as a first approximation.

q′′(t, z) Surface heat source (or sink), can be used to describe pressurizer heaters; in the case of surge line terms
containing q′′′ it disappears.
It could be used to model the metal piping of the surge line. Imposing a heat flux from or to the wall could
be a first approximation.
For a more detailed model the metal structures of the wall or the heaters should be modeled, heat conduction
in the walls, and heat transfer from the fluid to the wall. Additional basic balance equations as well as
constitutive correlations are necessary in this case, refer to [13] for more details.
q′′ can be either a pure boundary condition, or a boundary condition combined with a constitutive correla-
tion, depending on the level of detail of the model.

Table 2: Variables which describe the geometry or boundary conditions

The friction term is dependent on the materials of the wall, the fluid (density and viscosity) and the

fluid velocity

τw = τw(ρ, vz, µ, · · ·).

The friction could be neglected in a first approximation. For a more precise simulation, a constitutive

model should be chosen for the specific fluid, wall material and flow conditions [19], [20], [21], [13].
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Remain the variables which describe the process, and which should be a result of the calculation: the

fluid pressure p(t, z), the fluid density ρ(t, z), the fluid velocity in direction of the pipe vz(t, z), and the

internal stagnation energy per unit mass u◦(t, z).

In addition to the three balance equations, a fourth relationship between the variables allows solving

the set of equations. The density of the fluid is related to the pressure and the internal energy

ρ = ρ(p, u)

where this relationship is usually provided in tables (Mollier diagram). Software libraries which contain

the tables and interpolate are commercially available. Other quantities of interest, which are not presented

here (most important to mention the temperature of the fluid, but also enthalpy) can be derived from state

relationships for the fluid as well.
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steam volume compesates the pressure head from the water volume, the (single) momentum equation will 

predict a steady state – which means that the water volume will stay on top of the steam volume. 

Water is injected in the steam volume if the PRZ spray is actuated. There are ways to “save” the HEM 

model also in this situation, however, it is easier to adopt a different approach, which assumes a seperate 

steam and liquid volume. Instead of conservation of the momentum, the total volume is conserved. Details 

are provided in section 2.2.2, PRZ. 

Basic balance equations 

To keep the mathematical model simple, but provide nevertheless a realistic description of the behavior 

the surge line, the following assumptions are made: 

(1) The fluid properties are assumed to be homogenous in the radial plane of the surge line – only 

variations in time and the axial directions are modeled (1-Dimensional representation) 

(2) For parts where fluids move in pipes (surgeline, if of interest spray line) the two phases are 

assumed to be always in mechanical and thermal equilibrium (non equilibrium situations, like 

coexistence of two phases in conditions other than saturation, are not modeled => HEM EVET) 

In specific cases also equilibrium between two phases permits to achieve a reasonable accuracy. 

In the followings HEM one-dimensional basic equation are described.  

 

Fig 3: Flow chart for solving hydraulic system using HEM [1]. 

Mass balance 

The mass conservation differential equation is given by: 

1
( )zv A S

t A z




 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Flow chart for solving hydraulic system using HEM [19]

1.1.3 A simulation model for a pressurizer

Although the HEM model described in the following for the surge line may be used as first approximation

for the pressurizer as well, with special care to avoid formation of a liquid pool on top of the steam

volume in case of spray, and with the limitation that an insurge of subcooled fluid leads to unphysical

condensation, it is advisable to adopt a slightly different set of equations for the pressurizer.

The reason is that movement of fluid within the pressurizer is not of main interest. Furthermore, a

model considering the separation of the steam and liquid is quite feasible. On the other hand, such an

approach would greatly improve the mathematical model without increasing its complexity.
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In fact, various models can be derived for the pressurizer, with different complexity. Three of them

(one zone, two zones, and four zones) are described in [19], while a fourth model can be found in [21].

Hereinafter, the two–zone model is described [19], [16]. The general properties for the two zone

formulation are (see Fig. 4)

1. The pressurizer is divided in two volumes, the lower one filled with liquid, the upper with

vapor;

2. The spray reaches instantly the lower region, together with the steam, that condenses;

3. Phase changes due to pressure changes (flashing of liquid, rain out of vapor) are possible and

are assumed to happen instantaneous;

4. Condensation or evaporation by heat transfer from the pressurizer wall to liquid and fluid

volume is considered;

5. Instantaneous evaporation by pressurizer heaters is considered.
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 Condensation or evaporation by heat transfer from the PRZ wall to liquid and fluid volume is 

considered 

 Instantaneous evaporation by PRZ heaters is considered 

 

Fig. 4 – a PRZ component following a two zone approach [1] 

 

Equations for the two zone PRZ model: 

 

Mass balance 

Vapor 

v vs

d
m m

dt


 

mv vapor mass (kg) 

m’vs vapor mass transfer across the interface vapor liquid (kg/s) 

Liquid 

l ls spray surge

d
m m m m

dt
  

 

ml liquid mass 

 

 
s denominates the interface between liquid and 
vapor 
(W in the left hand side figure denominates mass 
transfer rates) 
 

 

Figure 4: The two zone approach [19]

The equations for the two zone pressurizer model are the following. The vapor mass balance is

ṁv = ṁvs

where mv is the vapor mass (kg), and ṁvs is the vapor mass transfer across the interface vapor–liquid

(kg/s).
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The liquid mass balance is

ṁl = ṁls + ṁspray + ṁsurge

where ml is the liquid mass (kg), and ṁls is the liquid mass transfer rate across the interface vapor–liquid

(kg/s), ṁspray, ṁsurge are the liquid spray and surge rate masses (kg/s).

Furthermore, the vapor energy balance can be written as

d
dt

(mu)v = ṁvshvs + Q̇vs − Ẇvs

where u is the specific internal energy (J/kg), hvs is the specific vapor enthalpy (J/kg), Q̇vs is the energy

flow between phases (heat) (W), Ẇvs is the mechanical work to expand/compress volume when moving

mass between the phases (W).

Analogously, the liquid energy balance is

d
dt

(mu)l = ṁlshls + Q̇ls − Ẇls + (ṁh)spray + (ṁh)surge + Q̇h + Q̇w

where hls is the specific liquid enthalpy (J/kg), Q̇ls is the energy flow between phases (heat) (W), Ẇls is

the mechanical work to expand/compress volume when moving mass between the phases (W), Q̇h is the

heat transfer between pressurizer heaters and liquid (W), and Q̇w is the heat transfer between pressurizer

wall and liquid (W).

Moreover, jump conditions describe mass and energy transfer between the phases, and are given by

ṁvs = −ṁls

ṁvshvs + Q̇vs − Ẇvs = −ṁlshls − Q̇ls + Ẇls

while a volume conservation equation describes that in the specific volume v of the respective phase

(liquid/vapor) (m3/kg)
d
dt

(
(mv)v + (mv)l

)
= 0.

Finally, relationships for water are available from tables (programming libraries providing state equa-

tions exist)
vv = vv(p, uv)

vl = vl(p, ul)

hvs = hvs(p, uv)

hls = hls(p, ul).

Since one has 16 variables and 13 equations, three constitutive equations are needed describing mass and

energy transfer between the phases.

In a first approximation the pressurizer can be assumed to be adiabatic – in this case the heat transfer

from and to the pressurizer wall can be neglected. The remaining two equations can be determined

by disallowing non equilibrium states within the vapor and the liquid region, i.e. it is assumed that
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vapor can be either saturated or superheated, and liquid can be either subcooled or saturated. With this

assumption one can determine for pressure increases and decreases the amount of transfer of energy and

mass between the phases.

In this model the pressurizer relief and safety valves are not modeled. One could take them in

consideration by imposing an outflow from the steam volume, adopting a simple correlation for critical

flow, e.g. that taken from [17].

The state variable that have been chosen in this deliverable are those indicated in Section 2.2, where

the two zone pressurizer model is explicitly determined.

1.2 Pressurizer control and instrumentation

This section describes, with slight simplifications, the instrumentation and control systems needed for

controlling a pressurizer, together with indication on how to model the pressurizer. The pressurizer has

the two main functions of pressure and mass control. The controls for the pressurizer can be divided in

three levels

1. Protection system. The protection system constitutes the highest level of control. In the case a

signal from the protection system is triggered, it has precedence over signals from the control

or the limitation system. In some nuclear power plants the components used to build the

protection system are analog, which makes the system highly reliable. The functions are kept

simple.

2. Limitation system. The limitation system does not exist in all nuclear power plant designs.

Typically german nuclear power plants use this level, as well as the EPR. The limitation sys-

tem is a layer between the control system and the protection system. It uses more complex

functions than the protection system, and its set points are such that it interventions come be-

fore the protection system. The limitation system has precedence over the control, but not over

the protection system. Often an intervention of the protection system can be avoided by the

limitation system.

3. Control system. The control system has the lowest priority, but the most complex functions.

It is responsible of the control of the unit during normal operations. Functions, which lead the

reactor from safe to operating conditions, are fulfilled exclusively by the control system (e.g.

the control is the only system that increases the reactor power).

1.2.1 Pressurizer instrumentation

To determine the actual pressure and pressure set points, the actual pressurizer level, and the pressurizer

level set point, the mean primary system temperature and the pressure of various parts of the system have

to be measured.
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The pressurizer actual level is based on pressure difference between top and bottom of the pressurizer,

which is then transformed to a level, assuming that the pressure difference stems from the hydrostatic

pressure of a water column.

As a general rule, more than one pressure/temperature measurement device is used to register pres-

sure and temperature in one location. For example, in a typical example of derermination if a pressure

limit has been overpassed, four pressure gauges are placed at the location of interest. The signal is

generated if two out of the four pressure gauges show a pressure above the set point.

Measurement devices do not follow instantaneously changes of the physical properties they are mea-

suring. In addition, measurement devices usually work in a specific range. Limiting the range is an easy

task, when measurement devices are simulated in advanced programming languages, like Fortran and C.

The following equation could be used to model the delay of the measurement

Tm(t + ∆t) = Tp(t + ∆t) +
(
Tp(t + ∆t) − Tm(t)

)
e−∆t/τ

where Tm is the measured temperature, Tp is the physical temperature, and τ is the delay constant,

that should be declared by the supplier of the measurement device. A typical value for a temperature

measurement device could be 3 s.

1.2.2 Pressure control

The pressure control system maintains pressure within design limits trough spray, heaters safety and

relief valves.

1.2.2.1 Pressurizer spray (from logic level of controls)

The regulation logic of spray of a typical PWR is summarized in Fig. 5, where the left hand side

shows the stepwise opening of up to four spray valves (increasing the spray flow). The normal operation

spray, from controls, takes fluid from the primary system loops via the spray lines. The normal operation

spray is only available if the main coolant pumps are running. The right hand side shows the stepwise

closing of the spray valves. The values are given in bar, and refer to pressure above the nominal pressure

in the pressurizer of 150 bar. If the average primary system temperature is below 150◦C, the nominal

pressure of the system is 35 bar.

When pressure increases over each set point a valve is opened to increase mass flow rate through the

spray nozzle. The valves are closed when pressure decrease below the closure set point. Regulation set

point is 35 bar when coolant temperature is below 150◦C and is set to 150 bar when coolant temperature

increases over 150 ◦C.

1.2.2.2 Pressurizer heaters (from logic level of controls)

Fig. 6 shows the regulation logic of pressurizer heaters. When pressure decrease under nominal set

point heaters act to recover pressure inside nominal range. Set points to switch off every stage consider

the inertia of heat transfer, so the signal to switch of heaters stage is imposed significantly before the set
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Figure 5: Set point for spray regulation

point pressure value. The heaters from control system are only operational if the reactor is operating, or

the connection to the grid is stable. In addition, the pressurizer level has to be above a certain value (to

protect the heaters).
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Figure 6: Set point for heaters regulation

1.2.2.3 Pressurizer spray (from logic level of limitations)

The pressure limitation system contributes to prevent the protection system and consequent shut

down of the reactor. If loop spray cannot mitigate pressure increase, additional valves can be opened

and make–up spray system can be used. Auxiliary spray (spray from the loop, but operated from the

limitation system) is also used in case of steam generator tube rupture to decrease primary pressure in

order to limit mass flow from primary to secondary side. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 regard auxiliary and make up

system spray control. As one can see, limitation system is designed to maintain a steam region in the

pressurizer, stopping his action when water level increases over fixed maximum set points.Spray from

loop is available only if main coolant pumps are operating, while spray from make–up is independent

from this system and emergency power supplied. Some design considers another make–up spray system

which starts with a delay respect the principal and stops at the same set point of the principal one.

1.2.2.4 Pressurizer heaters (from logic level limitation system)

In case of pressure decreasing that pressure control system cannot mitigate, heaters from limitation

are used to prevent reactor trip for low pressure. Regulation logic of this function is shown in the diagram

of Fig. 9.
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Figure 7: Control logic for spray from loop, controlled by the limitation system

 

Figure 8: Control logic of spray from make–up system, controlled by the limitation system
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Figure 9: Control logic of auxiliary heaters

1.2.2.5 Protection against rapid pressure in – or decrease – logic level protection system

The protection system reacts to pressure increase by first tripping the reactor, then by opening primary

system relief and safety valves. In case of pressure decrease, which cannot be limited by control or

limitation system, the protection system, again, shuts down the reactor. Pressurizer related set point

signal for reactor trip are indicated in Fig. 10. If pressure increasing continue also after reactor trip a set

of safety valves are available to handle this condition. Safety valves are not regulated and act with an

OPEN–CLOSE logic.
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Figure 11: Safety valve set point for opening and closure

1.2.3 Mass control

1.2.3.1 Level regulation

The pressurizer is involved in the primary mass control since the regulation of this parameter is

derived controlling the water level in the pressurizer itself.

The set point value for the pressurizer level is fixed in dependence of the average temperature in the

reactor given by the measurement in selected points. the pressurizer set point can vary in a range of 2.5

around design value of 9.4 m. When temperature increases, the set point value is increased to balance the

density increase, in order to maintain water mass to the same value, while when temperature decreases

the set point is decreased, to obtain the same result. In the case of SGTR its value is set to a constant

value, about 10.5 m.

The pressurizer level set point as function of temperature is given by

lpr,ref = cr,1(Tpc,cl + Tpc,hl) − cr,2.

where Tpr,cl, Tpr,hl are both expressed in ◦C. Possible values of the constants are cr,1 = 0.093 m/◦C,

cr,2 = 47.63 m.

1.2.3.2 Injection and extraction mass flow rate value

The make–up system has two pumps, one of which operates continuously to ensure make–up system

alimentation. Maximum injection mass flow rate depends on the number of available pumps.

Number of operating pump Maximum mass flow rate (kg/s)

1 pump 12.5

2 pump 22.2
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The extraction mass flow rate is regulated by two valves, one of which is opened in case of excessive

pressurizer level by limitation system. A minimum extraction mass flow rate is ensured to feed the

make–up system.

Parameter Value

Maximum mass flow rate 15 kg/s

Minimum mass flow rate 3 kg/s

The control system regulate valve one of the two valves with a PI controller, while the second valve

is controlled by the limitation system with an open–close logic. The extraction point is located after the

main coolant pump (MCP) while injection point is located before MCP.

 

Figure 12: Injection and extraction points for the make–up and let down system
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1.2.3.3 Level regulation by control

To regulate the water mass inside primary system, the balance between extraction and injection mass

flow rate is controlled. The variable which is controlled is the difference between the actual level, and

the set point for the level. The control system hysteresis is 0.2 m around set point value.

1.2.3.4 Level regulation by Limitation

If the difference between level and its set point is more than 0.5 m another pump is switched on or

an extraction valve is closed, ensuring the minimum extraction needed by the make–up system.

If pressurizer level exceeded minimum or maximum value of set point limitation system act with the

same logic in order to tempt to avoid the reactor trip. The hysteresis to reset the signal witch control

this function is 0.05 m. When the auxiliary spray from make–up system is operating, the injection mass

flow needed to by the level control system is delivered by the spray which has the priority over normal

injection system.

1.2.3.5 Level control by protection system

The protection system responds to high and low level of the pressurizer with reactor trip. In addition

to monitoring fixed limits (e.g. level above or below a certain value) the protection observes the derivative

of the level increase or decrease. This is done by calculation of so called “sliding limits”. A sliding limit

follows a measured value with a certain distance. However, the maximum change, with which the sliding

limit may follow the measured value, is limited (the sliding limits may not change by more than 3.5 cm/s).

This means, that if the increase (or decrease) in level is more rapid, the distance between sliding limit

and actual value will decrease. If the actual, measured value crosses the sliding limit, the “sliding limit”

signal is generated. Fig. 13 shows the fixed reactor protection system values, Fig. 14 the sliding ones.

13.5 m

sliding upper

sliding lower

3.4 m

~wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww�

High level (fixed)

Low level (fixed)

Figure 13: Reactor trip signal for high or low pressurizer water level

Sliding limits for water level in the pressurizer are imposed to limit the level rate of change. The

logic to set these limit is shown in the diagram of Fig. 14.

1.3 Conclusive remarks

We have shown how to model a pressurizer, including logics. Anyway, other parts of the nuclear power

plants, which can influence the pressurizer dynamics, are not modeled. There are two possible ap-

proaches to overcome this problem. The first would be to assume all feedback from systems other than
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the pressurizer as boundary conditions, in which case the present document should suffice for develop-

ing a model. Should, however, be needed, in [12] it is shown a more realistic representation for other

components of the plant, by means of simplified models.

 

Figure 14: Generation of sliding limits logic
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2 Analysis of the pressurizer dynamic behavior in the
case of turbine trip

This section describes the behavior of a typical PWR during a turbine trip, with the response of the

control system. First, the turbine trip is described as event–possible cause, and typical countermeasures

taken by the control system of a PWR. Then, the model that has been adopted only for the pressurizer,

for the controls related to the pressurizer, and the interfaces to the other parts of the NPP are described.

Finally, the results of the turbine trip event, simulated with a more accurate pressurizer model, and

defining appropriately the boundary conditions, are described.

2.1 Turbine Trip–Event

2.1.1 Turbine trip due to faulty closure of the turbine stop valve – General transient
description

During normal operation, the main steam flows from the steam generators through parallel pipes to a

header, from where the steam is led to main steam stop and control valves by individual pipes of the high

pressure turbine. Branch lines provide the possibility to bypass the turbine during transient operations.

In normal conditions, the bypass station remains closed and the steam passes through the main stop and

control valves and expands in the high pressure turbine.

The main steam stop valves have dual function. They isolate the turbine from the main steam line or

from the steam generator. They rapidly interrupt the supply of steam to the turbine after being triggered

by monitors if a dangerous condition arises. Therefore they have been designed for quick closing and

maximum reliability.

The control valves, on the other hand, regulate the flow of steam to the turbine according to the

prevailing and provide a second means of isolation for the turbine in case of emergency.

The control valve is operated by the piston of the servo–motor which is subjected to the spring force

in the closing direction and the pressure of the control fluid in the opening direction. The position of the

valve is determined by the secondary fluid pressure which is controlled by the governor.

In case of undue operating conditions within the turbine–generator plant the turbine trip system is

released by means of protective devices for turbine and generator (turbine protection system). Hereby the

main steam stop and control valves are closed. The steam produced in the steam generators is bypassed

via bypass stop and control valves and dumped into the condenser.
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When turbine trip is initiated, the pressure drop in the trip oil circuit also causes the secondary fluid

pressure to collapse because it is fed from it. The result is that both stop valve and the control valve close

rapidly. The time for closing the stop valve is about 150 ms and for the control valve about 200 ms.

In events like excessive load reductions, load rejection or turbine trip, the main steam maximum

pressure limitation opens valves in the main steam bypass station and the main steam is passed into the

condenser. The main steam pressure in the header is used as actual value for the control. The set–point

is a few bars above the main steam operating pressure. Main steam relief station may also be used for

controlling the main steam pressure.

2.1.2 Possible Causes for a Turbine Trip

Besides manual trip or spurious actuation, turbine trip initiation may be caused by steam turbine protec-

tion system components, like

1. Overspeed protection;

2. Overspeed trip selection;

3. High condenser pressure protection;

4. Thrust bearing trip;

5. Low lube oil pressure trip;

6. Fire protection;

7. Main steam minimum pressure signaling;

8. Electrical or mechanical generator protection.

2.1.3 General remarks on development and safety countermeasures

After the turbine stop valves have closed, main steam pressure increases challenging the steam generator

secondary side heat removal capability. Coolant temperature and pressure will increase and, unless

adequate countermeasures are timely provided, heat removal from the core may be challenged too.

Turbine trip events can be dealt with only through measures and design features (provisions) of the

Level 2 of the defense in depth. The Level 1 has the design capabilities of operational systems to deal

with expected changes in load demands. The objective for the Level 2 is the detection of failures and the

control of abnormal operations. Essential means for achieving such objective are control, limitation and

protection systems and other surveillance features.

For the scenario of turbine trip (stop valve closure), the following systems may start to operate

1. Actuation signals for reactor trip are:
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i. Main steam pressure in 1st steam generator > maximum or

ii. Main steam pressure in 2nd steam generator > maximum or

iii. Pressurizer level > sliding limit value

2. Effective controls

i. Reactor power control

ii. Generator power control

iii. Coolant pressure control

iv. Pressurizer water level control

v. Main steam generator maximum pressure control

vi. Steam generator water level control

vii. Moderator temperature control

3. Effective limitations

i. Reactor power limitation

ii. Near–simultaneous rod drop actuation

iii. Coolant pressure, inventory and temperature gradient limitation

2.1.4 Event Development

On turbine trip, after the turbine stop valves have closed, secondary side heat removal is abruptly inter-

rupted leading to a sudden increase in the main steam pressure. However, the pressure excursion is rather

limited by the prompt response of the turbine bypass station.

The main steam bypass valves open immediately because the MS pressure goes above the maximum

pressure set–point, which is reduced on turbine trip and then raised to a maximum at which it is held.

In the first 10 s after the turbine trip, degraded heat removal conditions in the secondary side of the

steam generators cause an increase in the coolant average temperature and a consequent expansion of

coolant volume.

Because of the high reactor minimum load, the overall temperature changes in coolant and moderator

are rather small. Consequently, the volumetric changes are also limited, as can be seen in the behavior

of the pressurizer water level.

Closed–loop control and limitation systems are called upon to deal with the effects of power mis-

match between reactor and the electric generator, keeping process variables within acceptable limits.

Partial rod dropping is initiated by comparing reactor and generator power and, after 1.1 s delay time,

the reactor is run back to a minimum load of approximately 80%, as a consequence of the % inserted

reactivity by rod movement.
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A minor transient is observed in the coolant pressure which demands the intervention of pressurizer

heating power.

With the available main steam bypass system, the secondary relief station stays closed. Due to the

main steam pressure rise, the steam generator water level initially slightly decreases and it is brought

back to normal by the main feed–water control.

Due to the effective response of control and limitation systems, promptly reducing the reactor power

and early opening of the main steam bypass station, the process variables differ only insignificantly from

their set–points, keeping reasonable margins to the limits of the reactor protection system, which are not

reached.

2.2 Turbine Trip – Pressurizer Model

A model for the pressurizer has been developed, as well as a model for the control systems which in-

tervene in a Turbine Trip under best estimate assumptions, as described above. The present section

describes the development of the thermal hydraulic model, the control systems and their models, the

MatLab Scripts that have been developed for the simulation, and, finally, boundary conditions and re-

sults.

2.2.1 Pressurizer Thermal Hydraulic Model

Following the model developed in Section 1.1.3, the two zone (one zone for liquid, one for the steam)

pressurizer model is explicitly determined. The chosen five state variables are

1. Pressure;

2. Vapor internal energy;

3. Liquid internal energy;

4. Total vapor mass;

5. Total liquid mass.

The differential equations have been developed using

1. Conservation of total mass;

2. Conservation of total energy;

3. Conservation of the volume.

Moreover, mass and energy transfer to the other parts of the nuclear plant have to be imposed on the

model as boundary conditions
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1. Spray flow and temperature;

2. Surge flow and temperature.

A simple assumption has been used to complete the system of equations: the vapor formed in the

liquid part, due to pressure changes (flashing), or the liquid formed in the vapor part, due to pressure

changes (rain out), is assumed to be instantaneously removed to the respective volume. See Figures 15

and 16 for the definition of the variables, and for the mass and energy transfers across the interfaces.

Figure 15: Pressurizer mass flows across the interfaces

Figure 16: Pressurizer energy transfer across the interfaces

The power Wheat,pr transferred from the pressurizer heaters is determined on the basis of the controller
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2.2.2 Conservation equations

Liquid Mass Conservation. Let km (kg/s) describe the mass exchange rate between the two phases, which

can occur by

• Rainout Wro (kg/s), i.e. steam condensed due to pressure changes;

• Flashing W f l (kg/s), i.e. liquid evaporated due to pressure changes;

• Steam condensed by spray Wsc (kg/s).

Note that Wsc just denominates the flow of condensed steam, and does not include the water from the

spray.

The mass exchange between the two phases is therefore

km = −W f l + Wro + Wsc

where

Wsc = ṁspray
(h f − hsp)

h f g

with h f (hg) the specific enthalpy of the saturated liquid (vapor) (J/kg), hsp the specific enthalpy of the

spray, and h f g = hg − h f the difference of the specific enthalpies at a certain value of the pressure.

A positive sign of km means flow from the steam to the liquid volume. It is assumed that the spray

water is brought to saturation, and that the energy needed for this increase in enthalpy is taken by con-

densing steam.

Furthermore, the spray and surge water (both add to the liquid volume only) ratio S m (kg/s) is simply

the sum

S m = ṁspray + ṁsurge

with ṁspray, ṁsurge are the liquid spray and surge ratio masses (kg/s)

Liquid mass conservation. Denoting by Ml the pressurizer liquid mass (kg), the balance is

Ṁl = km + S m.

Steam mass conservation. Denoting by Mv the pressurizer vapor mass (kg), the balance is

Ṁv = −km.

Liquid internal energy conservation. A portion of the energy ke (J/s) may come from or go to the vapor

part, together with the transfer of mass. This part is expressed as a function of W f l, Wsc and Wro, and the

respective enthalpies

ke = h f Wro + hg(Wsc −W f l).
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Positive ke means energy from vapor to liquid. A second part S e (J/s) may come from external energy

sources (spray, surgeline, heaters)

S e = ṁsprayhspray + ṁsurgehsurge + Wheat,pr.

All contributions are only added to the liquid part. A third contribution comes from the mechanical work

when expanding or contracting. Positive volume change requires work, and the energy is taken from the

respective volume.

Liquid Internal Energy Conservation. The balance for the pressurizer liquid internal energy Ul (J) is

given by

U̇l = ke + S e − pprV̇l

where ppr is the pressurizer pressure (Pa), and Vl is the liquid volume (m3).

Steam Internal Energy Conservation. The balance for the pressurizer steam internal energy Uv (J) is

given by

U̇v = −ke − pprV̇v

where Vv is the steam volume (m3).

Conservation of volume. Obviously,

Vl + Vv = V

with V (m3) the total pressurizer volume. Clearly, V̇l = −V̇v.

Change from total values to specific values. Considering the specific values u (J/kg) and v (m3/kg) for

the energy and mass
Ul = Mlul

Uv = Mvuv

Vl = Mlvl

Vv = Mvvv

substituting and solving for the derivatives of Ml, Mv, ul, uv, one gets

Ṁl = km + S m

Ṁv = −km

Mlu̇l = ke + S e − (km + S m)(ul + pprvl) − ppr Mlv̇l

Mvu̇v = −ke − ppr Mvv̇v + pprkmvv + kmuv.
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As state variables, the pressure ppr, the liquid and vapor masses Ml, Mv, and the liquid and vapor

internal energies ul, uv are chosen. In order to determine a differential equation for ppr, let us consider

two additional equations, used to eliminate the specific volume derivatives

vl = F(ppr, ul)

vv = F(ppr, uv)

with F an experimental function, usually given by tables. Denoting

P1 =
∂F(ppr, ul)

∂ppr

P2 =
∂F(ppr, ul)

∂ul

P3 =
∂F(ppr, uv)

∂ppr

P4 =
∂F(ppr, uv)

∂uv

one can write
v̇l = P1 ṗpr + P2u̇l

v̇v = P3 ṗpr + P4u̇v

Moreover, using the conservation of volume and considering the specific volumes

Ṁlvl + Mlv̇l = −Ṁvvv − Mvv̇v

i.e.

(km + S m)vl + Ml(P1 ṗpr + P2u̇l) = kmvv − Mv(P3 ṗpr + P4u̇v)

from which one obtains a fifth differential equation

(P1Ml + P3Mv) ṗpr = −(km + S m)vl + kmvv − (P2Mlu̇l + P4Mvu̇v).

Therefore, from the equations for ul, uv, ppr one works out
u̇l

u̇v

ṗpr

 =


(1 + pprP2)Ml 0 pprP1Ml

0 (1 + pprP4)Mv pprP3Mv

P2Ml P4Mv P1Ml + P3Mv


−1

×

×


ke + S e − (km + S m)ul − (km + S m)pprF(ppr, ul)

−ke + pprkmF(ppr, uv) + kmuv

−(km + S m)F(ppr, ul) + kmF(ppr, uv)

 .
Finally, the pressurizer mathematical model is

Ṁl = km + S m

Ṁv = −km

u̇l =
C11F1 + C12F2 + C13F3

∆

u̇v =
C21F1 + C22F2 + C23F3

∆

ṗpr =
C31F1 + C32F2 + C33F3

∆

(1)
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where we have defined

∆ = P1Ml(1 + pprP4) + P3Mv(1 + pprP2)

C11 =
P1Ml(1 + pprP4) + P3Mv

Ml

C12 = pprP1P4

C13 = −pprP1(1 + pprP4)

C21 = pprP2P3

C22 =
P1Ml + P3Mv(1 + pprP2)

Mv

C23 = −pprP3(1 + pprP2)

C31 = −P2(1 + pprP4)

C32 = −P4(1 + pprP2)

C33 = (1 + pprP2)(1 + pprP4)

F1 = ke + S e − (km + S m)ul − (km + S m)pprF(ppr, ul)

F2 = −ke + pprkmF(ppr, uv) + kmuv

F3 = −(km + S m)F(ppr, ul) + kmF(ppr, uv)

km = −W f l + Wro +
(h f − hsp)

h f g
ṁspray

ke = h f Wro +
(h f − hsp)hg

h f g
ṁspray − hgW f l

S m = ṁspray + ṁsurge

S e = hsprayṁspray + hsurgeṁsurge + Wheat,pr.

Additional information for evaluation of km, ke, S m, S e are needed. Partially, these information have to

be imposed as boundary condition (surgeline and spray related parameters), partially the information can

be resolved by evaluation of the state equation (e.g. the needed partial derivatives). The remaining vari-

ables Wro,W f l, which describe the flow between the vapor–liquid interface, can be derived by excluding

unstable conditions (i.e. subcooled vapor or superheated liquid).

2.2.3 Control system simulation

In this section we want to test the capabilities of the pressurizer water level and pressure controllers

proposed in the [3], [4], [5], [9] in the case of turbine trip. For the sake of completeness we recall that

the controllers considered in [9] were
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İelpr
= lpr − lpr,ref

˙̂T pr = −
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(T̂pr − Tpr,wall) +

1
cp,pr Mpr

Wheat,pr + δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
T̂pr

)
Ṫpr,wall,ref =

kwall

cp,wall
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref) −

1
cp,wall

W◦loss,pr

min =
Apr

ψ(Mpc,Tpc)

[
−

(
kp(lpr − lpr,ref) + kiIelpr

)
ϕ2(Tpc) + m◦outϕ(Tpc)

+
1

cp,pc

(2cr,1

Mpc
ϕ2(Tpc) +

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

)(
cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

)]
Wheat,pr = −

(
kwall + cp,pr Mpr

kwall

cp,wall

)
(Tpr,wall − Tpr,wall,ref) + cp,pr Mpr

[
Ṫpr,ref

+
kwall

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpr,ref − Tpr,wall,ref) − δpr

( cp,pcm◦pr

cp,pr Mpr
(Tpc + ∆◦) −

m◦pr

Mpr
Tpr,ref

)]

(2)

and

İelpr
= lpr − lpr,ref

İeppr
= c0 − c1T̂pr + c2T̂ 2

pr − ppr,ref

ξ̇ = T̂pr − Tpr,wall −
1

kwall
W◦loss,pr −

1
k

1
cp,pr Mpr

Cpr

T̂pr = k
(cp,wall

kwall
Tpr,wall − ξ

)
Cpr =

cp,pr Mpr

−c1 + 2c2T̂pr

(
ṗpr,ref − Kp

(
c0 − c1T̂pr + c2T̂ 2

pr − ppr,ref
)
− KiIeppr

)

min =
Apr

ψ(Mpc,Tpc)

[
−

(
kp(lpr − lpr,ref) + kiIelpr

)
ϕ2(Tpc) + m◦outϕ(Tpc)

+
1

cp,pc

(2cr,1

Mpc
ϕ2(Tpc) +

∂ϕ(Tpc)
∂Tpc

)(
cp,pcm◦out∆

◦ + cψN − nsgkt,sg(Tpc − Tsg) −W◦loss,pc

)]
Wheat,pr = kwall(T̂pr − Tpr,wall) + Cpr + δpr

(
cp,prm◦prT̂pr − cp,pcm◦pr(Tpc + ∆◦)

)
.

(3)

The reader is referred to [9] for further details. In the following we will refer to the controller (3), since

the system responses are very similar and because it is a simpler controller. We have also implemented

all the further control actions expected to intervene in a turbine trip transient. These are

Pressure control. A turbine trip transient can be dominated by the control system alone. Four successive

spray valves have been modeled, each one opening at a higher pressure than its predecessor. The spray

valves are closed at opening pressure minus a hysteresis value.

Spray valve opening

• Valve 1: ppr > pmax 1;
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• Valve 2: ppr > pmax 2;

• Valve 3: ppr > pmax 3;

• Valve 4: ppr > pmax 4.

Spray valve closure

• Valve 1: ppr < pmax 1 − ε hyst;

• Valve 2: ppr < pmax 2 − ε hyst;

• Valve 3: ppr < pmax 3 − ε hyst;

• Valve 4: ppr < pmax 4 − ε hyst.

with ε hyst an hysteresis value.

The pressurizer heater power is controlled in a analogous way. Three banks of heaters are succes-

sively switched on and off

Pressurizer heaters bank switch on

• Bank 1: ppr < pmin 1;

• Bank 2: ppr < pmin 2;

• Bank 3: ppr < pmin 3.

Pressurizer heaters bank switch off

• Bank 1: ppr > pmin 1 + ε hyst

• Bank 2: ppr > pmin 2 + ε hyst

• Bank 3: ppr > pmin 3 + ε hyst

Level control. A set–point for the pressurizer level is calculated, depending on the average RCS temper-

ature. This last has to be provided as boundary condition. If the difference between actual level and set

point exceeds a value lpr,max or lpr,min, a net in– or outflow is added to the surge line flow. The set point

for the level is calculated to

lpr,ref = cr,1(Tpc,cl + Tpc,hl) − cr,2 = c̄r,1Tpc,average − cr,2.

Switch on makeup system: lpr,ref − lpr > lpr,min;

Switch off makeup system: lpr,ref − lpr < lpr,min − ε hyst;

Switch on letdown system: lpr − lpr,ref > lpr,max;

Switch off makeup system: lpr − lpr,ref < lpr,max − ε hyst.
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2.2.4 Implementation in Matlab

The system has been implemented in Matlab scripting language. Please refer to Fig. 17 for the logic

structure of the program.

Evaluate variables of interest 

from state equations

Evaluate boundary 

condtions at time t 

(spray, surge, heaters)

Problem time 

>= end time?

START

Read geometry,

Initial conditions,

Boundary conditions,

Set vector [Ml,Mv,ul,uv,P]

for time t=0

Call control subroutine

(time, P, T_av)

Global variables:

heater power 

from control, 

spray flow rate

from control

FILE

TH

OUTPUT

FILE

CTRL

OUTPUT

Write Thermalhydraulic

Variables to File

Write control

Interventions to File

Set global variables

for makeup/letdown

and spray flow

Call ODE45 to advance

Problem from t to t+dt

Return

Ml. Mv, ul, uv, P at t+dt

ODE45 Calls PRZ 

(time, Ml, Mv,ul,uv,P)

Call state equations

Evaluate boundary conditions

(reading global variables)

return

Ml’,Mv’,ul’,uv’,P’

Advance time t to t+dt,

set new initial vector

END

YES

NO

SET

READ

Figure 17: Program Matlab Flow Diagram

In the following each file is listed and described.

main_program.m is the main program script to be launched. All other routines are called from here.

The initial conditions (temperature, level, initial pressure), as well as the names of the output files are set
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in this script. It reads also the file “data”, which contains the boundary conditions from the remaining

part of the NPP, and stores it in a global variable.

control_system.m Control system is called by main_program.m as indicated in the flow diagram.

The function calculates the control (3), and determines all the further control action previously described.

The control system interacts with the pressurizer by actuation of the spray, which is done by changing

the value of the global variable SPRAYFLOW, by actuation of the pressurizer heaters (global variable

HEATERSPOW) and by extraction or injection into the primary system. It is assumed that no voids are

present in the primary system, such that injection or extraction will result in a change of the surge line

flow. The contribution of makeup/letdown system to the surge line flow is stored in the global variable

LVLFLOW.

prz.m prz takes the main variables of the system, Ml,Mv, ul, uv, ppr and the time t as input, and returns

their derivatives. prz.m contains the system of explicit ODEs ẋ = f (t, x).

boundary_conditions.m The function boundary_conditions.m provides the surge and spray line flows,

for a given moment in time. The surge flow is the sum of the flow imposed as external boundary condition

in the file data, and the surge flow resulting from the interactions of the control system.

XSteam.m XSteam.m is a free MatLab script for calculation of water properties.

h_pu.m XSteam does not calculate the specific enthalpy as function of pressure and specific internal

energy. A MatLab subroutine has been written for that purpose.

data The program expects to find a file “data” in ascii format t–x1–x2, three space separated columns

of numbers, where where t indicates the problem time, x1 the surge line flow one wishes to impose on

the system, and x2 the average system temperature.

output two output files are produced: “th.out”, which contains all relevant thermohydraulic quanitities,

and “ctrl.out”, which lists main interventions of the control system. In addition, at each advancement in

time a status message is written to the matlab output screen.

2.3 Turbine trip – Example results

The feed back of the overall system on the pressurizer during a turbine trip is governed by the reactor

power and the secondary system pressure. The secondary system pressure increases shortly, until the

bypass opens. As an result, the primary system coolant temperature rises for the time of about five

seconds, see Fig. 18. However, the power mismatch is detected almost instantaneously, and the reactor
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power (and with the power also the average primary system temperature) is decreased, see Figs. 19 and

18).

The average temperature is proportional to the surge line flow. This means during the secondary

pressure increase and average temperature increase a insurge can be assumed, followed by an outsurge

during the power reduction, see Fig. 24.

From now on, results from the presented model are given. The surge flow is governing the pressure.

The primary pressure increases during the insurge, see Fig. 22, and causes the spray valve one to open,

see Fig. 23. The spray together with the outsurge results in a rapid decrease of pressure, and pressurizer

heaters bank one is switched on, see Fig. 25.

After roughly 400–500s the nominal pressure is reached, the level is stabilized at the new set point,

see Fig. 20, and the transient reached a new stable steady–state.

One remark on the intervention of the let–down system due to difference between actual pressurizer

level and set–point is greater than lpr,max, see list below and Fig. 20. This appears the result of the

limitations of the model, and may not be justified by physics. A finer modeling of flashing might improve

the situation. Following the feedback of the controls is listed

• Control: t = 2.00 s Opening spray valve 1;

• Control: t = 11.50 s Closing spray valve 1;

• Control: t = 14.00 s Turning on heaters group 1;

• Control: t = 15.50 s lpr − lpr,ref > lpr,max – turning on letdown–system;

• Control: t = 46.50 s lpr − lpr,ref < lpr,max − ε hyst – turning off letdown–system;

• Control: t = 410.50 s Turning off heaters group 1.
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Figure 18: Boundary condition – Average fluid temperature between hot and cold leg temperatures [◦C]
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Figure 19: Boundary condition – Relative reactor power [–]
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Figure 20: Pressurizer level – Actual (solid) and set point (dashed) mass flow [kg/s]
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Figure 21: Pressurizer pressure [kPa]
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Figure 22: Pressurizer temperature, liquid (solid) and vapor (dashed) volume [◦C]
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Figure 23: Pressurizer spray mass flow [kg/s]
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Figure 24: Boundary condition and result – Actual (solid) and imposed (dashed) pressurizer surge mass
flow [kg/s]
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Figure 25: Pressurizer heater power [kW]
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Conclusions

In this deliverable a more detailed two–zone model for the pressurizer has been derived and used to check

the performance of the inventory controller and pressure controller for the pressurizer of a PWR. These

controllers ensure a good performance, also in the presence of uncertainties and disturbances.
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